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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

NATIONAL BAN IX

Burrill
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-

ME.
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Ad mi* notice-Est Robert J Alexander.
Shopping bag lost.
I* rank I* Gray —Notice of foreclosure.
Exec notice

Est < aroline D White.
—Est Charles H Curtis.
Eft Parker B Billings,
Admr notice-Est Francis A Torrey.
—Est Martin O < unningham.
**
-Est Ernest A Thompson.
Probate notice—Est Catherine M Gilley.
Est Clifford Hririgham.
**
—Est Thomas J Holme*etals
.Tames H Scott—Notice of foreclosure.
Wanted -Woman for housekeeping.
Mrs Fred Lindsey—Work wanted.
S S Estey—Milk.
Eastern Steamship Co.
Ellsworth Foundry A Machine Work*—Automobiles.
Harry C Austin A Co—Furniture and undtttaker.
J A Haynes—Groceries.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Providencb. R I:
Focal representative wanted.
Banoor. Mb:
Eastern Trust A Hanking Co.
Eastern Trust A Hanking Co—Notice ol
foreclosure.

A small piece of paper in check form
will settle up any account. Isn’t that
much better and a great deal
quicker

**

than counting it out in bills? Not
only that, but you will sleep much
easier nights when you know
your
Hetter open up an acmoney is safe.
count in our bank.
For further information call any time. Remember
your money Is always at your disposal

just

—

the same.

We allow liberal Interest
check accounts.

on

fa

liberal rate of interest, if you open an acin our savings department. At'he same
time your money will be completely safeguarded,
yet available for your use, principal and interest,
at any moment. Thousands of patrons are banking with us by mail; YOU can do business with
us the same way, with perfect
safety. Ask for
at
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MAIL CLOSES AT
I

j

m.

POSTOPPICE.

Got NO West— 10.30, n.ig a m; 5.50 and
Going East—6.45 a m; 4 and 8 pm.

9

pm.

Registered mail should be at postofflce half
hour before mail closes.
No Hunday mail.
Postofflce open on Sunday from 9 to 10 a

an

EASTERN TRUST A BANKING CG.,
Bangor. Maine.

r

H|N

effect Dec. 6, ti*lO.

From West—7.13 a m; 4.28 and 8.88 p m.
From East-11 08. 11.45 a m; 5.58 and 10.52 p

particulars.
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POSTOmCR.

MAILS RSCRIVRD.

count
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RLLSWORTH

AT

O. W.

BmnrhM mi Old Town mid Much la*.

out

Tripp,

who has been ill of

m.

is

moving
picture theatre
opened Monday evening.
I)r. O. M. Drake and wife, cf Boston, are
in Ellsworth for a few days.
George H. Grant, of Boston, was in Ellsworth a few days last week on business.
Miss Hattie Mosher, of Bangor, was the
guest of Mrs. A. W. Clark one day last
new

week.

Miss Margaret Downey left to-day fora
visit of two weeks with relatives in New
Rev. R. B. Mathews is to deliver the address this evening at the dedication of the
new library and hall at Hteuben.
Mrs. Henry E. Davis, who has been in
Boston for several months for the benefit

health, is home, greatly improved.
Miss Geneva 8. Smith will entertain the
8. L. C.'s Thursday evening. There will be
talks and a discussion on the life of Pres.
Jefferson.
of her

These

are

the two makes of cars for which we are the
The features of these cars are such that no

selling

intending

agents.

purchaser should fail to become familiar with them.
prepared to show every detail.

3

We

are

COMPLETE LINE OF" LIGHT DELIVERY TRUCKS

IS Models—$550 to $1850.

Three

new

automobiles have

been

re-

Ellsworth the past week, the
owners being Charles H. Haynes, O. W.
Tapley and B. 8. Jellison.
ceived

4.30 p.

Ellsworth at 5.60, arriving in
Bangor
7.
The summer
schedule
will go into effect this year on June 26.
in.,
at

Willie P. Stewart, age sixteen years, died
mother, Mrs. William
Chapman, on Third street, last Wednesday,
after a long illness of consumption.
Funeral services were held at the home
Saturday forenoon. Rev. O. G. Barnard
officiating. The body was taken to Sorry,
the former home of the family, for interat the home of his

lotJutistmrntB.
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\\ e have all the facilities
requited by tin up-to-date
banking institution, and, in addition, we place at the
disposal of our customers the benefit of the collective
character, ability and experience of a most efficient
staff of officer-and employees.
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ment.

George

dancing

H.

Gould, jr., entertained a
party Tuesday evening at the

home of his

parents

on

Main street. Miss

cream, cake and chocolate were served.
The several committees of the Thursday
club of the Congregational society are busy
making preparations for the sale of fancy

articles, towels, aprons, dolls and dolls’
clothing to be held April 29, afternoon and
evening, at the C. P. Dorr store on Main
One of the most attractive features
of this sale will be the display of maybaskets.
Ellsworth
cooked
food and
home-made candy are always first-class.

Next Monday evening the boys of the
Ellsworth high school will present the
play, “The High School Freshman,” at
Hancock hall. The cast of characters was
printed in The American last week.
The boys, under the direction of Fred E.
Cooke, are showing up well in the rehearsals. The play is for thebenefit of tbe
baseball team.
\ dance will follow, with
music by Higgins’ orchestra, of Bar Harbor.

UNION TRUST COMPANY 1
OF ELLSWORTH

the bank

J
X
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#
\
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Photographs of the grand jury, taken
last fall have been mounted, and will be
ready for delivery at the Joy studio before the close of the present term.
The H. E. O. club met last Friday with
Sirs. A. K. Russell. Mrs. J. P. Eldridge
was chosen president in place of Mrs. F.
F. Bimonton, w ho has moved away.

They

team, and

met

won

by

the
the

of 10-2.

RETIRE* FROM

BCS1XK9S.

ment from business of

| oldest and
men

—

most

Arthur

one

of

j

Ellsw >rth Foundry & Machine Works,
Water
Maine.
Street, Ellsworth,

GARAGE!

—

and every tool needed

te

do repairing with all speed.
———

A BIG NEWTON TREAT
FOR 10
Here’s

a

luscious

special

Rochester,

OSNTS.

are

that will “take

great”

at

house; a toothsome lot of NEWTONS—ribbon
strips of crisp pastry tilled with delicious tig paste.
A dainty cookie that
appeals to every appetite, at a

your

price

to

open every purse.

Only 10 cents

a

WITH TNI
OiD

pound.

to

join

her

family,

who

Miss Gertrude Maddocks

will be gone several

BY DAY OR HOUR

Mrs.

Vacuum Cleaner
Operated by Hand.
FOB TEBMH APPLY TO

Harry C. Austin & Co.
In

business 37 1-2 yeare and lias
7j uvular
semi-annual dividends.

paid

Mil
If
mlLli
lor.- h».t
lor rwu‘

Orders for

We have Easter Lilies, Roses, Tulips,
Let us know
Carnations, Daffodils.
your choice.

Street, Ellsworth,

Me.

There‘» milk aud milk.

Prom my
you g*t milk mat l» milk—from
UwrvA»k

UMWt,y Jersey ;
«i5«r*d
*'
mea%l,re always.
* *n»y l*Pul.1
be able to
It
supply

m

Mir

May 1. «c

Bill worth.

X. F. D.

KOKH,*,,
p-

Early

Easter Flowers.

UAXKIVG ROOKS:

•6 State

Place

K

address,

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE,
Telephone

43._

Hay Wanted
PHELPS.
W. J.

*,B*

Chamber of Commerce,

Boston m«s«.

Reference: Beacon Trust Company.

A
to-

The April committee of the Village
improvement society is to give a whist
party at the home of Col. and Mrs. C. C.
Burrill on Patriots’ day, Wednesday,
a man’s and a
April 10. Two prizes,
woman’s, will be offered. Owing to the
limited room available for the affair, the
number

of tickets to be

sold

has

been

EASTER AT CHURCHES.

Richardson, Mrs. Helen
Russell and H. E. Maddocks and wife have all been confined te
the bouse with the grip the past week.

j

follows:

^hocrttscmniUk

ELLSWORTH

|

Choir

Aquam.
Choir

Leonard
.Leonard
Gloria
Credo...
Leonard
O Balutarin,
Prank Dunleavy
Hanctus.Leonard
Aguus Dei.-.Emerson
Regina Coeli,
Choir

Miss
Doyle, accompanist.
In the evening at 7.90 there will be beneM.

diction of the blessed sacrament.

Methodist church the pastor,
Rev. O. G. Barnard, willl deliver an Easter
sermon at the
morning service. There
will be an Easter concert in the evening.
At the Baptist church Rev. P. A. A.
Killam will deliver an Easter sermon at
the morning service. There will be special
music. In the evening there will bean
At the

Easter concert.

ARTrtl R

W.

Conley officiating.
W. H. Brown, with a crew of carpenters,
commenced Monday morning making repairs on Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.’s stave

GREEDY.

Joseph

mill

ELLSWORTH.

I

Friday evening, April 14,

I

!

Garland,

in

drug store.
Tuesday evening, April 18,

Parcher’s.

Wednesday, April 26,1 p. in., at county
courthouse—County road meeting, under
direction of State commissioner of highways,

P. L. Hardison.

atternoou and evening, April
29, at the C. P. Dorr store, Main street—
Sale by Thursday club ol Congregational
church,

SShhertuMranjU.

ar

who has been at Grac

;

LAKEWOOD.

Ralph Sargent is pressing hay.
Many are continded to the house wit!
the grip.
George Garland has been repairing bi ,

Cleanses
The Blood
Thia is the time to take a step In
the right direction—to
thoroughly
cleanse the system of impurities
accumulated

Garland has employment at th

—

stimulate the liver, kidneys and
bladder—aid them in throwing off

the waste material.

John

Spring Sarsaparilla

with Martin A
again as teacher.
R. Moore and Edward Garlam I

cutting

wood for

Nayal’s

,

hatchery.
opened Monday,

Green Lake

have been

during the winter

months.
Start the summer with a new
energy and vitality—strengthen up
your blood supply, cleanse it and
increase its nourishing
power

ice-house.

School

Society

Wednesday evening, April 19 (Patriot’*
day), at home of Col. C. C. Burrill—Whi*t
party under auspices of April committee
of
the Village improvement society.
Tickets to be sold limited to 75; price, including refreshments, 50c. each; on sale at

George H. Meader, wife and children
May, who have been at J. C
Header’s, left Tuesday for San Franciscc <
Cal., where they w ill make their home.

Garland

at

hall—Dancing school and extra.

Bangor.

Barron’s while attending high school, ha

Alfred

Society

Saturday

Barron and Madeline Moon

Mansel

at

Monday evening, April 17, at Hancock
hall—“The Freshman,” by boys of Ella| worth high school. Admission, 25 centa;
I reserved seats, 35 cents; on sale at Moore’*

Mrs. Henry O. Davis is quite ill.
Mrs. Margaret Kemp visited her son, W
L. Kemp, jr., in Bangor last week.
Mrs. Amanda Meader and B. H. Meader
who have been ill, are about again.

Bodge

Saturday evening, April 15,
hall—Dance.

|
!

DOLLARDTOWN.

Mrs. Emma

Bayside

at

j grange hall—Dance.

reported better.
grip patients are reported

Adelia

sea-

sawing.
COMING EVENTS.

visiting her parents, James W. Carter anc
wife.

visiting

preparatory to commencing the

son’s

S. Meader is

W. 8.

Moore

Madison Garland has moved into th
Frost house, owned by ‘Alfred Gar

Lizzie
land.

Charles O. and Mai tin A. Garland hav
Congregational church Sunday
morning there will be a special Easter purchased a blooded Guernsey bull calf, a
service, w ith sermon by the pastor, Rev. the foundation of a herd of registers!
R. B. Mathews, aud special music.
stock.
At the

five-

the summer with Dr. C. C. Morrison.
Funeral services over the remains ef
George E. Hatch were held at the church
last Wednesday afternoon, Rev. Henry W.

......

Elizabeth

a

for

Howard and

Kyrie.

FALLS.

Percy E. Flood went to Cherryfield
Tuesday to work in the mills.
Percy S. Moore and wife have gone to
Bar Harbor, where they have
employment

!

returned to his home at Lakewood.

Today He Is Risen.

son

Charles H. Haynes has purchased
passenger Reo automobile.

_

Usual Observance of Church Holiday in Ellsworth.
Next Sunday, Easter, will be observed
by the usual special music and services in
the churches of Ellsworth.
At St. Joseph's Catholic church there
will be low mass at 8 and high mass at
10.90. At both services the pastor. Rev. P.
F. Flanagan, will deliver a sermon. The
musical program at high mass w'ill be as

days.

Pamelia

Nason and

as
All the
day says Capt. Bellatty received his inH. W. Dunn, jr., who is a member Of the
juries by a barrel rolling off the wharf and better.
Colby college glee club, is with the club striking him, but does not state the
Lester H. Carter, of Ludlow, is visiting
on a concert tour
through New Hampnature of of the injuries more than that his father, John H. Carter.
shire, Vermont and Massachusetts during
they are painful. Capt. J. P. Langley has
School commenced this morning, with
the Easter recess.
gone on to Boston to take charge of the the same teacher as last term.
The fourth quarterly conference of tne vessel while Capt. Bellatty is laid up.
Ruble I. Cunningham, of Bluehill, ii
Ellsworth Methodist church will be held

Vldi

Hancock Co. Savings

to sail.

ready

gone tn

Edward Richardson left Monday for Aurora, where he will be employed a short
time before resuming his work in Bangar.

A

Capf. Bellatty’s son

has

Frank Moore and wife went to SouthHarbor Saturday on business. They

market

about

in

west

Ellsworth high school will put a
team
in the field this season.
The following dates have already been
filled: April 29, Bluehill academy at Bluehill; May 10, Bluehill academy at Ellsworth; May 20, Orono at Ellsworth; May
27, Old Town at EllBW'ortb; May 30, Calais
at Calais; June 4, Orono at Orono; June
17, Old Town at Old Town; June 24,
Calais at Ellsworth.
The team would
like to fill dates fpf May 0 and 13, and
June 11.

was

was

town

The

and

<i

jeweler. He has sold his business to Bar Harbor, where she has employment.
Harvard C. Jordan, who took possession
The North Ellsworth farmers’ club held
Monday.
h meeting at the hall
Saturday evening.
Mr. Greely entered the jfcwelry store of
Casman McGown will leave
Tuesday far
George F. Dunn when fifteen years of age, Bar
Harbor, where he has employment in
to learn tne jewelry trade, and afterward
Emery’8 greenhouse.

baseball

Harbor,

11

and

evening.

letter received by

At this conference officers will be elected
for the ensuing year.

TO LET

MLIMU

H.,

i>

t1

business.

William Jordan, of Bar Harbor,
last week.

El Is worth’s

dance followed the game.
A return game
will be played at Milbridge to-morrow-

Friday evening at 7.30 o’clock, DistrictSuperintendent H. B. Haskell presiding.

j> a. haynes, *asr*
OEPOSIT YOUR MONEY

N.

located there.

[

W. Nason went to Bangor Thursday

A.
on

highly-esteemed business
W. Greely. watchmaker

X*h6 Contract for the removal of the old | worked with Deacon Zebulon Smith. In
building at the eastern end of 1867 be went into the jewelry business with
the bridge has been awarded to H. A.
the late H. II. Harden. Two years later
Col pitta, who will begin work at once. he
bought Mr. Harden's interest, and
When the addition to the post-office and |
ever since has beeu in business (or himEdward T. Irwin and wife have moved customhouse
building is made, the land self.
from Westerville, O., to Portland, Ore., on which the market
building now. stands
Mr. Greely has Always been prominent
where they reside at 287 East 40th street. will be
graded. A retaining wall is to be in public affairs, He was postmaster
Mrs. Irwin was Miss Ray Whiting, of this built from the eastern
pier of the bridge from 1887 to 1891, and was five times
city.
along the river to the southern end of the elected
mayor of the city.
Mrs* Lorenzo 1). Foster left yesterday recently acquired property on Water
Mr, Jordan, who takes over the business,
for a visit of several weeks with her ! street.
is one of Ellsworth’s popular young men.
daughter, Mrs. G. R\ Caldwell, in SomerWord was received here yesterday that He has been with Mr. Greely nearly
in
son
Port*
and
her
Walter,
ville, Mass.,
Capt Adelbert L. Hellatty, of the Schooner twenty years, is an expert workman, and
land.
Nellie Grant, had met w ith an accident thoroughly acquainted with the details of
Mrs. WV’Aiam A. Raymond, who has at Boston Monday which will confine him the business.
spent tfrt- winter in Portsmouth, N. H., is to a hospital several weeks. The vessel
ia the city this week preparing to move to was loading with oil and cement for Bar
WEST KLLSWUU1H.

Maine Central will issue roundtickets from Ellsworth during the
automobile show in Bangor next week for
fl.15, good from April 17 to 24 inclusive.

1

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

W.
Closes
Greely
Lung
Business Career in Ellsworth.
Monday of this week marked the retire-

Arthur

The

trip

|[
i

I | UNION TRUST COMPANY OF ELLSWORTH. | ;|

Milbridge girls’
score

t1

UHUI —raw—^

girls of last year’s basket ball team
of the Ellsworth high school 4*got into
the game” again last Thursday evening,
just to show that they hadn’t forgotten
how. The team was composed of Ruth
Maddocks, Marguerite Drummey, Margaret Coughlin, Ernestine Shea and Eva

Gerry.

j>

^.

If you arc ill need of an investment, or desire the
benefit of our banking opportunities, in
any way,,
call u- up, write m*. come in and see us, or we will
send our reprc-imtat ive to see
you and get in touch
with you.

?

!\

THIS IS A GOOD BANK TO DO BUSINESS WITH

The

Hampshire.

Buick and Cadillac

Sunday, leaving Bangor at 6.10 a. rh..
arriving at Ellsworth at 7.20, Bar Harboi
at 8.40. Returning, leave Bar Harbor at

street.

grip,

again.

The

course, for the benefit of the society.
The first .Sunday train for the season on
the Mt. Desert
branch will run next

Ruby Phillips furnished music. Those
present were Helen Shute, Fenetta Foss,
Hazel Giles, Martha Milliken, Margaret
Hall, Auua Cushman, of Bangor; Robert
Haines, Morton
Whitcomb, Charles
Haines, Fred and Harry Parker. Ice-

SCHEDULE OP MAILS

Add to Your Savings
VJ^

—

limited to seventy-five, and are on sale al
Parcher’s drug-store. A most delightful
time is anticipated. The proceeds are, ol

9

was devised for this very
purpose
—it cleanses and enriches the blood
increases the circnlation
and
furnishes a new
foundation
it
will make you feel more like yourself, you will be up and doing.
—

—

One Hundred Full Doses for One Dollar
I have

alull

line of
remedies

Nyal’s

; 0. A. P A R C H E R,
ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

EDITED BT

[t» Motto:

Prayer Meeting Topic
Beginning April

the

For
16.

Week

1911.

Tbc saddest day that this world eve:
the day that the body '»
was
Jesus Jay in tile tomb of Joseph's gar
world
den. The gladdest day that this
was

when the angel

are

resurrection proclaimed, “lie
here: He is risen." No man can say
has
much that proclamation
how
shall ; all communications to
THB AMERICA*.
meant and through all eternity
sons of
Ellsworth, Me.
mean to the sinning and dying
Easfirst
men. But we know that that
THE GUEST.
ter message has answered the deepest
It has One answered on the day when Christ went
yearnings of the human heart.
and
by,
turned man's night of ignorance
•Lord. I am rich; pause not for such as I.
the
uncertainty into the brightness of
work,
my home, my strength, my frugal
My
bemorning, it has emancipated the
store,
lieving soul from the fear of death, it The sun and rain—what need have I of more?
of
has flooded the world w ith I lie light
Go to the sinful who have need of Thee:
a new hope and a new life.
Go to the poor, but tarry not for me.
is
What is there Thou shouldst do for such as
1. The spirit of the resurrection
I?*’
the spirit of joy. If it be true that no
And He went by.
hour is more -solemn ihan Thai in
hich the bodily powers fail, the flut- Long years thereafter, by a palace door.
tering pulse censes to bent, the cold The footsteps of the Master paused once
more,
stillness settles upon the features so
From whence the old voice answered pitlately wreathed in smiles; if there is
eously,
no corruption to tie compared with Ihe
“Lord, I am poor ray house unfit for Thee:
corruption of the tomb and no sorrow Nor peace nor pleasure bless my princely
with the breaking of ihe ties of love,
board,
then where shall we look for a greater Nor love, nor health: what could 1 give Thee,
Lord?
joy than to the message of the angel
Lord, I am poor, anwortby. stained with sin.”
who stands by the tomb of our I.ord?
Yet He went in.
in the light of the beautiful Easier
—Selected by Peggymessage no longer does death ap|iear
as n terrible calamity, nor does llie
Denr M. B. Frieryrtn:
grave drip with horrors, nor does a
wortd enter into a
man leaving the
The poem seems to say; 4iln time of
black and silent eternity. But death need.’’
Now the spring days are coming, alappears as an angel from heaven, and
-the grave is the place where Jesus though the snow visited us in April, and
r giveth his beloved sleep. Dying, a man
may visit us again this month. We feel
goes home—heme to the Father. Easter the touch of spring in the air and see it in
Is the day of days. No other festival the blue of the sky and hear it in the
has so much joy in its keeping. In our song of the birds; so nature wakes to new
j
Scriptural lesson Paul makes the be- life, and the miracle of swelling bud, and
liever one with his I.ord. We may not opening leaf and freshening verdure reunderstand all Ihe mystery. But we ! peats itself as it has done for centuries.
can enter into the gladness of Paul's
Watch the brow n of the hillside change
faith when he exclaims. “If wo died to green; the reddish tint of the tree-tope
with Christ we lielieve that we shall change their shade, and the foliage exalsa lire with Him.” Is not any mes- pand as the sun s rays warm the air and
coax the tiny shoots to look up and desage which brings such glorious news
a message of joy?
velop their powers. Study the lesson of
the

spring

time, and make your individual

We are no longer the application of it.
bond slaves of sin and death, for by
Susan's letters follow on in some such
His dying and resurrection Christ has line of thought:
delivered ns. The power that raised Dear 4uh< Marine:
Christ from the dead is working in ns.
It is raining and has rained for a week
and it will defy all those forces of the past; but we are sure that it will clear off
world, the flesh and the devil which sometime, for dark, wet clouds will not
serve to make a good and true life
spread over and above us forever. There will
impossible for us in this sinful world. be sunshine to-morrow; and when it shall
We may walk in newness of life if appear, how bright and beautiful it will be;
bow pure and sweet the air because tbe storm
we yield ourselves to the working of
had filled it has passed away, taking all
this power.
It Is no longer I, but that
with it, and left us the blessed
What a impurities
Christ, that liveth in me.
privilege of bathing in tbe sunlight of hope
wonderful truth it is! I am weak. I and
good cheer.
am sinful. I am solve -t to dearh
Days, after a good storm of rain, are heartChrist is divinely strong. Christ dies lifters; our spirit is springed anew, and we
for my sins; Christ overcomes death go to our employment feeling that we had
on my behalf.
ITonceforth not in my been made over, somehow; and so it becomes
weakness, but in Christ’s strength; easy for us to pour out our soul’s gratitude to
God for blessings received.
not in bondage to sin. but as an inWe must needs pass through dark valleys
strument of righteousness unto God;
in life’s Journey; but we know that there are
not as the slave of death, lmt as posalways two ridges where there is » valley,
sessing the power of an endless life, one on each side of it. And so when we have
am I
to live ray life in this world.
passed through the swamp land and gained
May this Easrer. with all its message's dry footing beyond, we are all right and have
of Joy and power, lead us to open our a new le.se on opportunity. Hope arises,
hearts anew to the spirit of Christ and strength lost in wallowing Id the bog.
that he may reign supremely within comes to us again, and sP we go oa “conquering and to conquer”. This is man s lot; this
us and make our lives His own.
is bis highway to his goal.
BIBLE

READINGS.

Matt, xxviii; Mark xvi; John
and xxl; I Cor. xv.

xx

The column is open to all granger* for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communication* must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permiasion of the writer. All com-

reason.
_

DATES.

Saturday, May 8-Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with Halcyon grange.
North

Vegetable Compound.

HCHOODIC, 42U, FRANKLIN.
Schoodic grange, No. 430, held its regular meeting April 6 with twenty members

(iraniteville. Vt —“I was passing
the Change of Life and suffered present.
nervousness
ro m
ship was
laud other

through
r

nuu

A

truly say that
Lydia E. Piniham’s
Vegetable Compound has proved

U can

||
*

J

I
ings,
forget to tell !

Wand

friends

my

■

»

«

ii

jma

r.. X Illhlliiul S

much
restoration to health
to me that for the sake of other suffering women I am willing to make my
trouble public so you may publish
this letter.”—Mrs. Cuas. Barclay,
means so

K.F.D.. Graniteville, Vt.
No other medicine for woman's ills
has received such wide-spread and unqualified endorsement. No other medicine we know of lias such a record
of cures as has Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound.

For more than 80 years It has been
curing woman's ills such as intlammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irreg

periodic pains and nervous
prostration, and It is unequalled for
carrying women safely through the
period of change of life.
Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn. Moss.,
ularities.

invites all sick women to write
her for advice, ller advice is free,

and always helpful.
TTTTrrrr.------

diced,

whole
»o the
three large pies.

—^-

—

quantity would tuskt-

_______

steak, try sprinkling
cooking
on a little salt, then dip in beaten eggs
and after that in cracker crumbs rolled
fine. Then fry brown and you will have a
delicious dish to serve—and eat.
The signatures to our M. ii. letters of
In

late

halibut

have

formed.

fortunate in this

been

one

her last letter—a
credited to Anon,

respect;

tribute to Sister B—was
and

quite transparticularly un-

be£n

somehow
Ann has

previous

to

that

bore

Are’s

signature,

while Aunt Martha, in her ishome, was confused with Aunt
Maria, who lives among the inland hills.
Two more contributions relating to Red
Cross organization and work will have
place later. B. E. S. contributes the
following, which we can easily commit to
memory and with which we close the
land

column.
“forgit

the

weather.’’

These four lines, written by Mrs. Ruth
McEnery Stuart, furnish an excellent
inotto for all of

us:

“One asks for suu, an' one for raiu.
An' sometimes bole together.
I pray (or sunshine in my heart
An' den forfeits the weather.”

ELLSWORTH

MARKETS.

The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth:

for member-

current

events,

singing by

An Invitation Prom Japan.
Our Japanese friends take long looks
ahead, as is shown by the fact that
they have invited the World’s Christian Endeavor union to hold its convention in 1917 in J ipan. The invitation reads as follows:

*

The year 1917 Is a most Important year
In Japan, because the semicentennial anniversary of the coronation of the present
Emperor Mutsuhito will be observed and
the World’s Industrial exhibition will be
held in Tokyo during that year.
These
two things alone will no doubt call together many people to Japan from every
part of the world, and that is the reason
why we are especially anxious to have a
great Christian Endeavor gathering in
Japan during that year. We believe there
will be ma 115' Endeavorers abroad who
will come to Japan to attend or see those
two special occasions besides the Christian Endeavor convention.
We hope you will take this matter into
your careful consideration and find some
way to grant and realize our earnest desire.
Representing 4.000 Endeavorers in the

empire,

we are

TOKIYUlvI OSADA, President.
TORA.lt MAKINO. Treasurer.
TATSU SAW AY A. General Secretary.
The Japan Union of Christian Endeavor.

Or. Baer's Advice.
President John Willis Baer, former
general secretary of the United Society
of*Christian Endeavor, who conducted
the exercises at the funeral or Arch
Hoxsey, the via tor. advised in his
sermon that nil air men should devote
themselves wholly to the science of
aviation and abjure the sensational.

govern-

OCEAN

VIEW

508,

and

j,

an

CENTER.

Ocean View grange held an interesting
meeting April 8, with twenty-five members present.
Two candidates were instructed in the first and second degrees.
After recess the lecturer presented a fine
program of readings, singing, etc. It wss
voted to confer the third and fourth degrees at the next regular meeting.

the

each year, the records show, their
would be Increased and the price ot

LAM00*00K.

There

yield
iteir

products lowered.
“Though the Easter eeason is ssddeerd
by the sight of wild bird leather, (,0 beenets, there is this year a plain economic
reason for revolt at this show In the
timings of the government experts ot the

408. EAST ORLAND.
attendance of thirty-one
at the regular meeting of Alamo sook
ing Friday evening, instead of Saturday,
One candidate
grange Saturday evening.
drat
and
The
usual
attendance.
with the
was initiated in the third and fourth decanone
on
were
conferred
second degrees
The third degree wss given by
grees.
There was one application for
didate.
! the ladies’ degree team. The program was
was
The
literary program
membership.
as follows:
Singing, choir; instrumental
omitted.
music, Alberta Dunbar; reading, Alice
PAMOI.A, 286, HANCOCK.
Gray; music, Byron Arnold and Marion
Saturday evening, April 8, was brothers’ Gibbs; solo, Alberta Dunbar.
night at Pa mol a grange. There were fif8KIXJWICK, 244.
ty-five members and flva visitors present.
April 7 Bcdgwick grange held its reguThe following program was rendered:
Quartet, Charles Smith, Arthur Jeliison, lar meeting. Past Master O. M. Alien filled
1
Carl.Stratton and Hervey Scanmion; read- the chair. There were fifty-four members
ings, Louis Jordan, Carl Stratton; stump present, and two visitors from Rainbow
speech, Arthur Jellison; quotation, Charles grange. Bister Rena Page read an orignal
Smith; reading, A. I. Foss; song, quartet. paper, “A Dream of Hunting Brown-tail
Moths,” which was exceptionally fine.
The next meeting will be sisters’ night.
There were three questions for discussion:
1.
What is the best plan of doing the
NKW CENTURY, 366, DEDHAM.
An interesting feature of the program weekly washing in winter, and what is
in New Century grange was a roll-call of j the beat soap to use? Opened by Ine*
the members present, each responding Page.
j
2.
Does it pay to make soft soap?
with reading some comment on current
A reading by the lecturer fol- Opened by Bister Annie Allen.
events.
3.
If you had $300 and was obliged to
lowed, and a discussion of the question:
“Who have more influence in the grange, spend it in your home or in your business,
! the sisters or the brothers?” One appli- what would you do with it? Opened by
cation for membership was received. At Brother G. M. Allen.
This being the last night of the moth
recess home-made candies were enjoyed.
The program for the next meeting conteat, a report was given by Bro. 1. M.
promises music; recitation, Laura Cook; Allen, chairman of the counting commitj
duet, H. P. and Clifford Bur- tee, as follows: Whole number of mothj conundrums;“At
what age should daugh- nest collected, 8,836. Brothers collected
papers,
j rill; be
taught marketing?” Nellie Hous- 4,230; sisters collected 4,606. The slaters
j ters
leave the won the conteat by 375.
Bister Annie L.
{ ton; “Why do young men
! farm?” Mark Ginn; and “The young Allen collected 1,006 nests, and won the
member’s duty to the grange; what is it?” reward of fl ottered
by the grange.
Ella Burrili.
Maurice Allen had ?20and Fred Allen 68W.
j by
There were forty-one sisters who took
j
JOHN DORtTY, 381, 8UULTVAN.
part in the coutest, and thirty-six brothAt the regular meeting of John Dority ers.
were
members
there
7,
thirty
grange April
The brothers gave the sisters a rising
present and visitors from Rising Star vote of thanks for their successful work.
the
the
After
regular business,
grange.
The sisters are looking forward to Friday
gentlemen served delicious clam stew, and evening,
April 14, when they are all to
also furnished the program as follows:
receive a reward in the bountiful supper
cadet
Opening chorus,
band; readings, which the brothers are to furnish.
El wood Wilbur, George Freeman and L.
E. Wilbur; address, Dallas Hanna, as a
ARBUTUS, 450, BURRY.
colored preacher, w ho certainly did “stick
Arbutus grange observed its sixth annito his text”. A rising vote of thanks was
versary April 7, with a roll-call. Seventy
extended the brothers for the entertainmembers responded. Paul Clark favored
ment.
with a song, Rosa Carter, Alice Coulter
and Mabel Clark, with readings, Mary
HANCOCK POMONA, 13.
Following is the program for the meet- Billington with a paper, George and
ing of Hancock Pomona with Halcyon Nellie Neveils with music, and there was
grange, North Bluehill, May 6:
singing by grange chorus. A rising vote
of thanks was tendered Bros. Gallison and
Opening exercises
Address of welcome.Thomas Grieve Townsend for services rendered.
Two
Response...Herbert Grindle visitors from East Blue hill grange were
Duet...Mr and Mrs Ernest Osgood
present.
A

GOOD WILL, 376, AMHERST.
Good Will grange held its regular meet

of agriculture,” say, T. uilPearson, secretary ol toe National
Association of Audubon societies. '■ w,-

department

was an

bert

just

bave

heard of the

butchering of IIJJOO
larks, whose diet is proved lo
consist ot 78 per cent, of
crop-destroying
insects, in one Georgia community.
"For every one of such insect-ester,
that is killed we must all pay in increased
ol
costs
food and
elothing. Warn
meadow

come to realire this, we betbey will join with us in working fur
the protection of Ibe birds whose life
mean, agricultural prosperity and
plenty.

Americana
lieve

j

God grant that
come

too

the realization

bist

am

late.”

KITIKKV TO CAHIItOt

Lapointe, aged fourteen, of Orono,
struck and killed by an electric car

Anna
was

Thursday.
Preliminary steps were taken at the
Aroostook potato-growers’ convention in

at Orono

Houlton last week for Ihe formation of

potato-growers*

association

on

fruit-growers'

the California

«

the lines nf
assot

ution.

The

Wayland house at Hearboro, at
which people from many sections of the
country have partaken of “shore dinners",
It was a three-story
was burned Friday.
wooden structure, valued at about f12,00B.
The first salmon to be taken at Bangor
pool for the season of 1911 was caught by
Karl Anderson, of Hangor, who repeated
The fish, a email
success of last year.
one,
weighed eight and three-fourths
the

pounds.
Plaisted announced last Wednesappointment of Fred Emery
Beaue, of llallowell, judge of the KcuntGov.

the

day

superior court to succeed Oliver 0.
Hail, whose term expires April 25. after

bec

twenty-one years of service.
Ten thousan i dollars in town bond*
owned by C. W. Hatch supposed to have
been destroyed in a fire Sunday which
wiped out the town hall building in Weils,
in which Mr. Hatch's general store was
located, were found Monday in a waterAll of
aoaksd satchel under the safe.
the town records were saved. The to* n*»
loss is about fl0,000, and that of the other
occupants sufficient to bring the total up

_

to about

Country Produce.
Rutter.
Dear Aunt Madge:
Creamery
a.38*40
per
Having had some hard experiences recently
Dairy.30
in the miserableness of ill health, and being
Oleomargarine.30 *28
obliged to handle my stomach in the most Kick*.
j
tender and careful way. it set me about to ;
Fresh laid, per doz.16*18 Business
see what I could find to eat that I could digest
Poultry.
HARVEST HOME, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Topic: Corn; soil, time and manner of
and assimilate: for what I ate did me no good;
Chickens.30*22
planting; cultivation, harvesting and
Harvest Home grange held an intereststill my appetite was all “o. k."
Fowl.*.16 *20
of
disposal
crop,
ing meeting April 8. A contest was arI was advised by my physician to go to our Hay.
E E Gross. Charles Snow
ranged between the brothers and sisters, J
Best loose, per ton.12*14
grist mill and get some “break-stock". That
Recess
Baled.16«18
to see which could collect the largest
was a new one for me. I went and found that
Call to order
Mrsw.
what I was told to get was simply wheat
number of brown-tail and fall web-worm :
1 Duet.Mr and Mrs Frank McGouldrick
Loose.10*12
ground into meal—there were three grades,
nests, the losers to furnish a supper. The j
Baled.
15 ; Conferring fifth degree
first, secoud and third.
I selected the last
members of other granges are advised to
Paper: Essential elements of a happy
Vegetable*.
named; I thought the other two too course.
home..Eunice Dunbar “get busy”, as these are very destructive:
15 Onions, R>
06*10
Now, then, this is whole wheat, but not Potatoes, pk
Question box
10'/12 Carrots, lb
0*2
Lettuce, head
pests, not only to orchards, but to forests. ;
such as you buy in the stores for whole
02
03
Cabbage, &>
Turnips, lb
Program of host grange
The next meeting will be held April 22 on
This is whole wheat in Squash, tb
02
05
wheat. I'm thinking.
Parsnip*, lb
68
35
account of bad travelling, when all mem- ;
Spinach, pk
fact. 1 have had it made into gems, enough Daudelion, pk
HIGHLAND, 3W, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Fruit.
bers are requested to be present and take !
at one time so I could have them warmed over
evening,
7,
Friday
April
Highland
doz
Lemons,
doz
30*50
30*35
for two or three meals thereafter.
part in the contest.
I have Oranges,
Owing
35*60
Apples, pk
grange held its regular meeting.
fouud the warmed over ones the better, but
Uroearlcs.
to the bad traveling, only twenty-nine
all are the finest feed 1 know of. and so easily
DEAD BIRDS COST HIGH.
lb
Rice, per lb
06*08 members were preseut.
A short program
digested, and I am getting better right along. Coffte—per
Rio,
16*25 Vinegar, gal
20*35
The grange has passed
was carried out.
I induced some of my near, and some of my
Mocha.
35 Cracked wheat.
05
Relutiou of the Kaater Bonnet to
Java.
35 Oatmeal, per tb
04 the
more distant
neighbors to try this breakfollowing resolutions on Canadian
b—
20
Buckwheat, pkg
High Cost of Living.
stock. and every one of them is delighted Tea—per
04
45*66 Graham,
reciprocity, introduced by J. M. Hutchins
Japan.
New York, April 10
While Easter
with it. One lady, a native of Sullivau, told
30 *65 Rye meal,
04
Oolong,
and accepted by unanimous vote at the
tt>
Gran meal,
bonnets are parading the plumage of
02St
Sugar—per H>—
me over the phone last night that I had caused
7:
Granulated, 05*9*06 Oil—per gal—
meeting
April
her a peck of trouble, for she found it hard
birds that check crop pests, losses to food
06
Linseed,
1 15
Yellow, C
Whereat, The so-called reciprocity treaty and cloth
work cookiug enough to supply her John.
Powdered,
Kerosene,
08*10
10*12
products in the last year that
with Canada is pending the action of ConNow 1 do not wish to cause my sisters trouble, Molasses—per gal—
amount to over flO for every person in the
40
Havana,
gress, and will, if it becomes a law, seriously
but it might be well for them to try some of
Porto Rico,
55
United States have been reported here toaffect the farmers of our'country, therefore
this wheat meal iu gem, biscuit and bread. I
Meats and Provisions.
day as chiefly dae to the destruction of
be it
believe it is better than much medicine, and Beef. B>:
fc:
Pork,
;
Retolved, That Highland grange hereby these feathered insect-eaters.
will do away with a lot of scolding that comes I
Steak,
18*35
Chop,
16*18
Roasts,
12*25
Ham, per tb
20*26 expresses its emphatic opposition to said
from the stomach after awhile, if used right
According to statistics just gathered by
Corned,
shoulder,
10*18
13*14 treaty, and declares that it is one-sided, dis- the
government
along for bread.
biological survey at
Bacon.
17*18
Tongue,
20*25
and
obnoxious
class
criminating,
unjust
leg- Washington, officers of the National AsSisters, don't sift it, but mix it and make it
Veal:
Salt.
12*14
25
islationSteak,
Lard,
14*16
the
same
as
way
gems, biscuit and bread j
up
sociation of Audubon societies declare
Roasts,
15*18
,
That it is the most vicious form of absolute
are made otherwise.
Busan.
Lamb:
that the cost of living has been raised to
free trade, depriving the farmer as a producer
!
Lamb,
12*30
cover a billion dollar loss in agricultural
05
of every element of tariff protection, even
Tongues, each
Here is a lemon pie recipe, a covered pie
the incidental protection for revenue, against produce from the inroads of insects and
Fresh Ktsb.
which 1 make very frequently for the
rodents that would be largely wiped out if
06
the only country whose products we have to
Cod,
50
Oysters, qt
simple reason that we like it:
Haddock.
08 Smelts, B>
15 fear in
tbeir natural bird foes were protected
competition.
25
12*20 Clams, qt
Lemon Pie—Two soda crackers, two lemons ; Halibut.
our
it
ia
a
That in
rash, unstates- from the feather men, market butchers
opinion
40
Scallops, qt
Shad, each
25*35
one and one-half cupfuls sugar, two eggs, ont
to
throw
the
roanlike
Americas
attempt
and pot hunters. Every year that such
and one half cups boiling water. Koil cracker*
Flour, Grain and 6o*u.
fine, place in howl, pour on boiling water
Oats, bu
55 farmer into the political sea of unrest. 10 ap- commercial interests are allowed to thin
Flour—per bbl—
cover
with plate.
When cold, add eggt
5 50 *6 50 Shorts—bag 140*150 pease the newspaper greed for free paper,
the ranks of the
beaten, sugar, grated rind of one and juice o!
Corn, 100th bag
115 Mix feed, bag 1 50*l 00 and
insect-eating species,
quiet the home of free-trade organa
both lemons. Line pieplate with paste, adc
Corn meal,bag
15 Middlings.bg 1 50*1 80
higher prices must be paid by the ultiagainst high prices, and to tickle the heart ol
preparation, wet edges, cover. One can us< Cracked corn,
1 15
mate consumer for vegetables, fruit, cotcommon pastry or tne following which wai
i Canada with a form of commercial annexagiven to go with the pie and which is extr*
ton cloth and many
tion which has in it the hopeful seeds ol
other necessary
LAW REGARDING WtIGQTS AND MBABUKBS.
nice: Three cups sifted flour, o* e large cup \
ful butter,
oue-haif teaspoouful
A bushel of
staples, it is predicted.
bakiuf
Liverpool salt shall weigh 60 prospective political annexation
powder, three tablespoonful sugar, one-haii pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
That it will tend to check the progress ol
On last year’s cotton
crop alone a loss of
cup milk. Sift flour with powder and sugar
shall weigh 70 pounds.
in the United States, invite tin
rub in butter, add milk, mix into a amootl
between 125,000,000 and |30,000,000 is shown
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes agriculture
dough of medium stiffness. Half of the abovt in good order and fit for shipping, is 60 | investment of American capital in the cheap
b® borne by every one who
of both the lemon mixture and the pastrj
buys a bit of
er and more fertile lands of Canada, open
pounds; of apples, 44 pounds.
uj
will make two rather smaller than mediun
cotton goods, principally because
The standard weigbi of a bushel of beans in a
t^e birds
grand field for the extension and exploita
order
aud
fit
for
is
60
good
shipping,
pounds;
that destroy the cotton
pest are being
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, tion of our trusts, induce emigration, reduce
Yoar tongm* is coated.
60 pounds; of corn. 56 pound*; of onions, 52
gradually and ultimately the value of ou: | killed. While Louisiana, Texas, Missispounds; of carrots. English turnips, rye and
Your breath is foul.
Indian meal, 50 pounds;of parsnips.45pounds;
A Cured Man.
MtowivlM say they have tried everyHeadaches come and go.
of barley and buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats.
thing without benefit are the people we are
Annapolis, N. 8.. Jan. 81,1911.
j looking
These symptom show' that your atomacl 32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
for. We want them to Know from
Maine
of
Me.
Manager
Keeley,
Portland,
! glad experience that Ely’s Cream Balm will
is the trouble. To remove the cause is th<
Dear Sir
It has been several years since
Cold in the Head, Hay Fever, and
conquer
is
our
national
ailment.
BurDyspepsia
first thing, and Chamberlain’s Btomaci:
took the Keeley Cure and will say that durinj
obsunae forms of Nasal Catarrh.
This
dock Blood Bitters is the national cure for it. all this time I have never had ihe least desir<
remedy acts directly on the inflamed, sensiand Liver Tablets will do that.
Easy u It strengthens stomach membrauee, promotes for any kind of stimulants. I wish I hat tive
membranes.
Cleansing, (soothing and
take and most effective.
taken the Curg 10 years before I did. Sin
Sold by
al
One
trial
healing.
will
fl'w of digestive juicea, purities the blood,
convince you of its
rerely vours, Jos. McMullin, Annapolii
dealers.
PO-e'- •'rice 50c. All druntUt*. or
builds you up.—Adtt.
Royal, Nova Scotia.
moiled by Ely Bro.., 54 Warren
New York.

f20,000.

The Portland board of trade, with the
co-operatiou of the Portland farmers club,
the Maine agricultural college and the
State grange will hold in November, to the
Auditorium at Portland, an attractive and
instructive corn and fruit expcwitioa.
Valuable premiums will be offered oa
corn, apples, potatoes, fruit, oats, wheat
and other grains. Correspondence regarding the Maine corn and fruit »how
be addressed to the chairman of
the Portland board of trade.

should

j

j

Dustin Stax

was

known to all his fri» uds

optimist, and a new acquaintance
one day inquired: “I hear that you are aa
optimist, Mr. 8tax?” “I am,' replied Mr.
Htax, “1 not only hope for the best, but 1

as

an

make

practical arrangments to get

it

dtmntiKtnmu

Doing Their Duly.

—

|

Christian Endeavor In Europe.
On the continent of Europe Christian Endeavor has held steadily on its
widening way. Except in France and
possibly Austria, there has been no
backward step, while some of the
countries have forged ahead. Even in
the countries mentioned the decline
has been more seeming than real.
The German national convention,
held in October, was particularly
strong and helpful.
The following are the numbers of societies reporied by some of the European countries:
France, 83: Germany, 440: Finland,
41; Hungary, 14; Italy, 19: Norway,
60; Spain, 48; Switzerland. 43.—Francis E. Clark.

meat

con,osier

experts have proved is largely
increasing lack of insect-eating
birds to drive eway the pests that
are
spreading over the fields. Much ,t»pie,
corn are now known to fall
short ol ,
supply that means lower prices, iu
on
account ol the depletion
measure,
of
the wild birds and the consequent
increase in their noxious insect
prey.
|(
the orchards, Helds, gardens and
plantations of America were not being
guarded
by fewer and fewer of these insert-ester,

_

f-

to the

an

ment

publication.

Daring recess games were played
enjoyable e%*ening was passed.

received.

grange and a song by Brother Herman
Leland. The first degree was conferred.

what

Vegetable Compound has done for me
during this trying period. Complete

application

come

added cost to cover
to-day
many
millions of dollars of loss that the
with

MARIAY'ILLK, 441.

BAY VIBW, 387,
The grange held an interesing meeting
Wednesday evening. Daring the lecturer's hour sn interesting paper was read by
Sister Lona Rich. There were other read-

strength.

has been found to

Marinville grange met Saturday evening
with twenty-seven members present, including one visitor of Pine Grove grange.
The literary program was well rendered.

SALISBURY OOVK.

worth mountains of
; gold to me. as it
restored my health
never

One

|m,0

to the

The nest regular meeting will be Thotsdaj evening, April 20.
All members are requested to be present.

annoying

BJIUI'MMJIO,

f

ton Journal for

Bluehill.

Made Safe by Lydia E. Pinkham’s

Ut^

that the boll weevil
may
spread over every plantation with
oppoeltion Irom the natural force, .c'
help to hold it in cheek. Every
dollar’,
worth of such damage that the
bird
guards could prevent must come from
th,
ol
the
American
pockets
people.
Almost every article of food
except

cotton belt

greaa have taken for the farmer# inoppoaition to safd treaty.
Regal red. That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to each of oar representative* in
Congress, to the worthy masters of the Htate
and national grange*, and to Thr Bus*
worth Amrrica*, Han go r AV*r« and Lewis-

munications will be subject to spprovsl by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

_LIFE

w

spirit of power.

es-

pecially to the grange* of Hancock county.

good

terchangeof

not

This column Is devoted to the Grange,

CHANGE
] WOMAN’S

communications, and itssuccess depends largely
on the support given it in this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by perm salon
Communications will be subject to approve lor
none
rejection by the editor of the column, but
will be rejected without good reason. Address

of tin

is

succinctly

The purpose* of this
stated in .he title aud motto—it Is for the mutual
and hopeful
benefit, anti alms to be helpful
It la for the com
Being for the common good.
of In
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor
in
formation and suggestion, a medium for the
ideas. In this capacity U aoliclt*

saw

saw

“Helpful and Hopeful"
column

resurrection
Topic -The spirit of Ihe
Edited by Rev Sherman
Rom. vi. 1-11.
H_ I>«yle. D. B.

ever

“AO*T MADGB**.

■‘PP>. Mlreonrt, Alabama and Arkansas
now Impregnated with this
costl. JT
plague, ornithologists report the bird
bacoming so wasted throngbout the whou

farm properties, leases the already meagre
and overtaxed income* of our small farmers
and produce a feeling of unrest and dissatisfaction among the most stable, reliable, and
important class of our citisena and strike a
serious blow at our national prosperity.
Regal verl, That we wish to place on record
our deep
appreciation of the noble stand
which our retiring senator, Hon. Eugene
Hale, and our late representative# in Con-

among the <B>rangrra.

(UfwlilllKUUlUv

Hlntnal Brncbt Column.
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Score* of Ellaworth Header* Are

Learning the Duty

of the

Klduey*.
To fliter the blood is the kidneys’ duty.
When they fail to do |tbis the kidney*
are sick.
Backache and many kidney ills follow;

Urinary trouble, diabetes.
Doan’s Kidney Pills cure them all*
Ellsworth people endorse our claim.
Mrs. George W. Day, Bayside Kosd,
“I had many
Ellsworth, Me., says:
My back
symptoms of kidney trouble.
ached most of the time, and every sudiles
movement caused sharp twinges to dart
through my body. 1 could not rest well*
as no

position

i assumed

was

comfortable,

in the morning 1 arose tired and usrefreshed. Though I used remedies of various kinds, I received only temporary relief, and when Doan’s Kidney Pills wett
brought to my attention, I did not bare
much faith in them. 1 resolved to try

and

at

them, however, and procured a b*>x
Moore’s Drug Store. They acted directly
reon my kidneys, and I was relieved in a
*
markably short time. I have used D<*n
Pills several times since then, and

Kidney

have

never

failed to obtain prompt an

satisfactory relief.”

For sale by all dealers. Price 50 centsFoster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York*
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
no other.
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smaller bird., the
bluebird,
while-breasted nuthatch and robin
only
nest in April. The
song sparrow and
pbmbe (who returns in March) wait until
May; end the goldfinch and cedar birds,
both sturdy residents, wait until
almost
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some

nort

of claim upon
of In-

attention, tbrongh knowledge
economic worth, eren
diTtdns! nahits or
doea not
beauty of plumage or aong
,he

.‘be.

There are btrda that
hold our attention.
miss if they diaappMred from
.e should
where we hare been accustomed
• be place"
but there are other* tb*t we
,0 And them,
on without, and the
,imply could not get
is one of them.
song sparrow
It would be better to
gai! sparrow?
a, a* thl* «hy yet
song
sparrow
*,
to the varifrieadly bird, in it* adaption
that enable It to lire in no
ona renditions
ha* develi«rt« of North America,
that rary more or
opod * score o! specie*
color and markings, yet every
lea* i* sue.
has I he attributes for which
one *( lboss,
little Eastern aong spar«e lose our own
that he I* not
ao » ell that we forget

nest

may compel me
yrmbMka
ryeeetbey flaab In and out of the tree*;
the jene.w, anow flake* and red-polla cheer
01 ia winter; but, when the March ran
relearn tbe frozen brook*, what voice ia it
that lint rejoice* at the aoond and tell* n*
of it? Tbeaoog aparrow!
Up float* hi*
cheerful ditty from the alder*, “with
•w*et,awe*t, uweet, and very merry cheer!''
before hi* couain, the goldfinch, ha*
and croeebiua

yellow apring jacket

donned hi*

black alcove* and

cap,

or

Torn was

duction,

buirf in

middle

do the work

heads of

a bunch of feverfews, that faded
left the nest exposed at the very time
that the youngsters needed the most pro-

tection.

Much

they

the company of
bomes, they made no
objection
strawberry basket that
was secured under tbelr nest to
keep it
from tipping sidewise and dumping its
loadontbe bare earth; neither did
they
take fright at an old palm-leaf fan that
was turned into an umbrella to
supply the
shelter that the fading flowers had
as

near

resent

their

to the

promised.
ii

wi«o 10 nave song sparrows about
house, remember that there is no
greater lure for them than water. It may
be that constant bathing is one of the
secrets of their good heslth, for certain
it is that they are free from many of the ;
epidemics thst destroy so many birds. I 1

you

the

|

I

have

seen

the

pair

of birds

belonging

to

fan-covered nest bathing wben the
June twilight was so deep that 1 could not
distinguish their markings, and identified
them by the sharp alarm note of “dick,
dick!" and the tact that while they were
splashing in the bath, the nest, in which
the

with

the young

the tremolo of

were

then

well-feathered,

which it

was

necessary to

order to have their modern ideas
bear fruit. It was finally decided to make
the campaign for the expansion of the corn
Trop and a larger yield in the Gulf and
South Atlantic states. The corn experts
Invaded many of these states armed with
their new ideas on the subject, but the
farmers, who all through that great section had been giving nearly all their attention to the production of cotton and
tobacco, gave tbern to understand that
they did not consider corn an important
crop, and moreover they knew ail about
the cultivation of it, and did not care to
waste their time receiving worthless Instruction from book-farmers on the subdo in

or

and

humans

rapidly gaining upon the prothe department sent its ex-

ao

perts to various parts of the country to
study the situation, with a view to inTreasing the production and thus averting
I corn famine.
After the field men had made their reports, the great question was where to

late June, when,
being attracted to Ibe flower garden by
the bird-bath in the corner, a
pair of
sparrows built a neat among the flower-

one.

In.targe family like that of tbe sparwhich our sweet
row* and finches, to
one would expect to loee
singar belongs,
bird with
sight of the streaked brownish
of bis breast,
tbe Urge spot in the center
two or three of
U if Nature had blended
tbe a mailer specks, in order to aid Ita
ideality and help ua out. Bot no, the

in the

ture tbst is to hold its
nest, though this I
have found applies strictly to the second

row

tbeealy

bush,

division ol the branches
of a shrub Just shore ground, where bUe
of
hark and dry leaves have
collected, or on
the ground itself between
graes tussocks
that not only conceal the neet. but are
sometimes woven in with the
rootlets,
plant libers and shredded bark of which
the nest is formed. Like the
chipping
sparrow or “hair bird,” it sometimes uses
horsehair for in inner lining, end the four
or
five bluish-shite eggs,
profusely
marked with reddish-brown, are
always
softly bedded by tine grasses.
The sweet singer docs not always use the
best of judgment in choosing the struc-

Song Sparrows.

All bird* have

To the Bd it or of the American:
No doubt many of the readers of your
valuable paper, like myself, hare been
much interested in the great work that has
lately been carried oo in the Sooth by the
U. S. States department of agriculture, in
corn culture.
But if you will kindly
irant me a little space, 1 will say a few
words on this very important subject.
It seems that, a few years ago, our very
'flldent and energetic agricultural department decided that the consumption of

ora

low

specie, of bird* la of tbe

Jreatast importance-

Boys Growing Com.
Aitkin, Minn., April 4,1M1.

the end of Jane.
The song sparrow conceals its nest with
the greatest care, either In the mazes

National
and .m be authoritative. They
bot
interest not only to bird loeern.

"r,le.U-'n

Cottiftponotnci.

j

ject.
Something must be done in order to get
the corn gospel before the people, so the
department of agriculture hit upon the
happy idea of getting the farmer’s boys
interested in the subject, and in order to
do this more successfully, they' organized
hundreds of boys’ corn clubs in each
state. In order to create competition and
to stimulate the boys to do their best
work, they found that it would be desirable that prizes should be awarded to
the most successful growers.
me

government

coma aeDa out tne ex-

was

gentle eoft-eyed chipping aparrow

>
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them, is certainly worthy
hearty support. We have only to

of

our

remem-

ber that “the farmer feeds us all” to be
convinced that this is the most important
as well as one of
the most honorable. We are all, of course,
aware that in point of value, the corn crop
of our country is by far the most valuable
of all our products of the soil; in fact, it
is more than probable that no one crop
ever produced in the world ever equaled
that of the last corn crop of this country.
I have lately been in correspondence
with O. H. Benson, of the boys’ demonstration work, of Washington, and I find
that the department will mail to each club
member all the literature that will be
needed to carry on the work.
We think that Minneapolis has one of
the most progressive experimental agricultural stations to be found anywhere, and
in recent years the experts there have
succeeded in breeding a variety of dent
corn that matures very early, and it ripens

j occupation of mankind,
1

i

1

perts to direct the work and mail to each
member
all the instruction bulletins
needed, but there was no money to be
need for prizes, so they put the matter
before the leading men in tbe cities and
towns in such a forcible manner that all
the money needed for that purpose was
donated by them. The scheme worked
like a charm, and the way that those
readily in northern Minneapolis, and .is a
boys took hold of the work was only exgood yielder. It seems to me that it would
ceeded by tbe truly wonderful results
be equally as satisfactory in Maine, as the
that they produced.
climate is quite similar. Our farmers
In more than a dozen states, during the
have lately received many orders for this
season Just closed, more than 46,000 boys
corn for seed, some from far-away Oregon
have been engaged in this great work,
and one order went to distant Russia.
with all the earnestness of yonth, and it
I sincerely hope that this matter will be
seems more than likely that this splendid
taken up at once and that the boys in
movement will spread to all parts of our
every school district in your city will be
country. All through the South the lads enlisted in the work. It will
certainly
in this new volunteer army of juvenile
give me great pleasure to be one of those
farmers have been giving their fathers obwho may contribute to the fund that will
ject lessons In farming right at home. be needed to secure the
necessary prizes
Many of the fathers, when they saw the for the winners.
immense yields that tbe boys were getting
It a well known fact that no other plant
by carrying out tbe instructions of the cultivated
by mankind produces, acre per
“book chape” from Washington, began
acre, so large an amount of food, suited to
“sit up and take notice”, and they decided
man and beast, as does corn, and it is not
that the new method brought results, and
only in prose that words of praise are said
waa well worth trying.
of it, for we all remember Whittier’s beauOf course, not all of them were contiful poem, “The Huskers’ Song,” and also
verted to the new corn gospel, but the inthat little gem by Edna Dean Proctor,
crease in tbe crop in tbe sections in which
which says:
this work has been carried on has been
“The rose may bloom for England
from one-sixth the nation's total crop
The lily for France unfold;
to one-third of it. Surely, this is a great
Ireland may honor her shamrock,
record and one well worth striving for,
Sootland her thistle bold;
for when any of the great divisions of our
But the shield of the great republic.
modern
methods
of
The glory of the West,
country, by applying
Shall bear a stalk of taasled corn—
cultivation, can double so important a
Of all our wealth the best.
crop, it is certainly producing cash reThe arbutus and the goldenrod
sults, and that is what counts in business.

left unguarded for the moment; but as
ia soon as
my motions attracted their susbefore
dawn.
beard from the grata
picions they appeared close by, and tried
Oar aong aparrow ia one of the little to scold me
away and preen their soaking
group of bird* that may be called winter feathers at the same time.
reeidcnta in tbe middle New England
All through the long nesting season the
Thia doe* not mean that all of sweet
■tale*.
singer is an insect eater, both in the
three sparrows remain the entire aeaaon
feeding of its young and largely in its own
in their aummer netting haonta. for even
diet, while for the rest of the year it may
tbe hardiest bird* ahltt about in the winbe counted in the front ranks of the weed
The aong aparrow* we see
ter season.
warriors, and at all times it may be infrom November to March are apt to be cluded
among the birds who do no harm
1
three that have aummered conaiderably to the fruits of farm and
garden—such
farther northward; thua, tome of tbe berries as it takes
usually being of small
bird* that bred tn the region of Quebec wild varieties.
woa.J be likely to winter in MaaaachuThe chief dangers that threaten this
aetta, while the Maeaacbnaetta' bird* wholly lovable bird are from egg-hunting
would tom* on to Connecticut, New York,
boys, the domestic “relapsed" cats, and
Neither will the sort of civilisation that not
Ptaaejrlrmnia, end wo on.
only cuts
tbeaparrcwa be found ra plentiful even down woodlands for the evolution of the
m the middle part* of their range aa in
, land to building lots, but fairly scarifies
rammer, a* by far the greater number the field
edges and roadsides in a foolish
|
will go to tbe aootberly limit, lured by
erase for cleaning up, removing the wild
nild weather and the more generoua food
hedges that mean so mnch to one's inner
•apply.
sense of beauty and the pleasure of the
Tbe range ol our Eaatern aong aparrow
i «y®.
ia through tbe whole
of eaatern North
| I have spoken of the adaptabilty to the
America weet ward to the plain*. It neat*
| many climates of its range of one species,
from Tirginia and northern Ullnoia up to
the eastern song sparrow. The changes
Manitoba and Quebec, and winter* from
wrought by the necessities that have deMaaaachusetu.and northern IUinoia down
veloped many species in more widelyto the Gulf of Mexico. Whan
realize
you
separated parts of our country are very
aha* diflerent condition* obtain in the
interacting end worthy to be remembered.
various parti of thia great rang*, yon wiU
Our Eastern bird is cloaked id reddish
u one* are how vary
thia
aweet
adaptable
brown and with black streaks; tail with
auger ia to all aorta of climate and food a decided reddish
tinge, under parts
condition*.
w*
not
For, though
may
streaked with black, edged with rusty
thiak them plentiful bird*, from their
brown, these straeks being so close in the
The champion corn-grower of all these
nthar dative way*, habit of •pending
middle of the breast as to form a large thousands of boys, and no doubt of the
aeeh time ia river bruah, and never
is
of 8outh Carolina,
•pot. Our bird is lees than six and onefathering ,n grant autumnal flocka. Ilka half inches long and has a good-sized bill. world, Jerry Moore,
who made the enormous yield of 228 bush*>■* Ol Iheir kin, yet
they era on* of the It has an unmistakable song, and yet, els
per acre, and there were in the contest
hw apeciee that have
everywhere In- though its notes vary indefinitely even in
nearly 300 boys who made a yield of more
rauier man diminished.
a tingle bird, its quality ia typical of the
than 100 bushels to the acre. Just think
Tha difference in the time when nesting
whole tribe.
of this, when the great corn states of
“began by different species of birds is a
IDO ■»« IUU |uuuw((e wi me umoi nvug
Illinois, Indiana and Iowa, with their
fascinating study. By the middle of aparrowa nearly a acore In number, vary soil of unrivaled
fertility, have an average
Rucb the winter song
sparrows will have with the climate and rainfall .of the
yield of but thirty-five bushels to the
“baa wing, and from that time until well
and
it
are
in
which
found,
they
locality
acre!
lain April the rammer residents will eome
ia intareating to follow theee variation!
u wu a proua moment ior sooui a
*■*1 not in flock*, bat one or two at a on the
doaen of Unde Sam’s champion cornmap.
tim*< appearing near the old nesting
of
eaat
Urea
aweet
Our
altogether
ainger
growers when they arrived in Washing*"• April ia
probably the beet time to the Kockiea. At the extreme northerly ton, D. C. (a trip to the capital city being
bsar the moat soluble and
unguarded portion of Aiaaka ia found the largeet bird the grand prise in each of the states).
**• si the sweet singers, for, as they do
of the tribe, the Aleutian aong aparrow.
They were presented to Pres. Taft; re"* begin to neat aotil
early May, there is
Coming down to the coeat of Britiah ceived their diplomas from that grand
"
■•esaaity of aacreay of movement or Columbia and aonthern Aiaaka, where the old man who has done so much for the
*ol»a of singing perch.
la US inchea a year, we And the agricultural interests of our country,
H la , (%ot to be noted that the rainfall
aong
aparrow, the darkeet of all In Secretary of Agriculture James Wilson,
aooty
bartlaat birds, or those first to arrive,
color.
and were praised by both these great
by no mean* those that neat first.
When we teach the arid regiona of Ne- leaders for tbelr splendid work.
Mrdn, owl, hawks, eta, tnfco the vada and Artaona, with a rainfall of only
I have been pleased to notice that
aiz inchea, we And the paleet of all, the Maine, like Minneapolis, has begun to fall
on
the
deeert aong aparrow; and, Anally,
into line in this Important movement for
Mexican-CCntral America border livee the greater yields of this useful cereal, and
of
all.
Mexioan aong aparrow, the leaat
has begun the foundation of corn dubs,
Bo, whether we live North, South, Eaat or but X have not been informed that my
!
with
Weat, we ehall have thia aweet ainger
native city, Ellsworth, has been active in
•fth you—and
ua, who will aurely reveal himaalf; and if the matter yet. If I am correctly informed,
you to
we do not, at Arat, recognlie hie plumage,
the Ellsworth board of trade has a comthe

of

will aing hla way atraight into our bearta.

mittee

on

bor will be dieeontinoed.
Through Pullman care will run between
Boaton and Mt. Deeert Perry commencing
Monday, May 8.
Commencing June 6, ateamer aarvica
will be reeumed, to continue until change
of achedule June 28, leaving Bar Harbor
daily, at 8.46 a. m., after arrival of paeeengere bom night traina out of Boaton,
and will arrive Seal Harbor 0X6 a. m.,
Northaaat Harbor 9X6 a. m., Booth weat
Harbor 10X8 a. m., Manaet 10.16 a. m. Returning will leave Manaet 2.00 p. m.,
Bouthweat Harbor 2.10 p. m., Northaaat
Harbor, 2 20 p. m.. Seal Harbor 2.40 p. m..
Bar Harbor 1X0 or 4X9 p. m., connecting with train arriving Boaton SXOa. m.

crops an ranch more interesting to you than any other feature of your farmare sure of profitable crops by using Swift's Animal Fertilisers
property
Being rich in organic matter,— Bone, Blood, Meat,— with high grade Poudu
plant food in ever available form.

tout

You

READ THB EVIDENCE.
*
Lara spring my neighbor. Mr. fl. E. Perry, plowed op 11-4 acres of ran down 0019
land, and planted U to potatoes, applying S l-s tons of Swift's Potato
fl§
bushels of potatoes were prodnoea; no other fertiliser or manure was nsed. Mr” Peng
says that the total cost of raising this lot of potatoes, all labor, seed, fertiliser, spraying,
etc., was 1306.00. These potatoes at present local market prices are worth MtwiuS
•SQO.OG. Mr. Perry orders S tons of Swift’s’ for use this coming season.”
E. L. CHAMBERLAIN, No. Wolfboeo, H.H.
Toon,
Swift’s Fertilizers are made for all soils and all crops. Their formulas are buisd
on fifteen years practical experience with New England needs and conditions.
See ear Isral
agent or write us direct for our valuable Crop Handbook.
We have some localities open for Responsible local agents.

Phosphate’*

I

Swift’* Lowell Fertilizer

Co.,

40 North Market

St, Rostra

Economical Housewives I

He Knew His Mother.
lste William James, Harvard’s
famous psychologist, would often illuminate a misty subject with an appropriate
anecdote.
Discussing motherhood in a lecture
on peychology. Prof. Jamea once said:
A teacher asked a boy this question in
fractions:
“Suppose your mother baked an apple
pie and there were eeven of yon—the parents and five children. What part of the
pie wonld yon get for yonr portion.
“A sixth, ma’am,” the boy answered.
“But there are eeven of yon,” tha
teacher aald. “Don’t yon know anything
about fractions?”
“Yes, ma’sm,” said the boy. “I know
all about fractions, bat I know nil about
mother, too. Mother’d aay aha didn’t

pie.”

Thera era s good many heroes in novels
who oonldn't earn s living In real life.

agriculture, and there would
good opportunity for it to do

a

contracted with the City of innworth to support sod corn for those who
may need esnistanc# daring tbs next Arc
yeerr and arc legal residents
llaworth. I
forbid all persons treating thorn on my sooonnt, as there la plenty of room and aeoomodatlons to oare for them at the City Farm
hones.
M. J. Oboiixit

HAYING

I
I

baking meed.
So they use nothing but William Tell
Flour—and have “good luck” every day
they bake.

8

I
1

I
I

For William Tell bread is a marvel of
lightness—its cake melts in your mouth—
its pastry makes the cook famous.
One sack will prove itself—order today,

William Tell Flour

The

want no

8

want flour that never fails—that makes the
most bread to the sack—that serves every

C. P. DkLaittre.

Pan per Notice.

|

Active all the time
YOUR ACTUAL PROFITS

The heart of the North may cheer
And the mountain laurel for Maryland
lie royal clusters may rear,
The Jasmine and magnolia
The crest of the South adorn,
But the wide republic’s emblem
Is our bounteous golden corn.”

Prompt relief in all asses of throat and
trouble if yon use Chamberlain’s
lung
direction.
work
in
this
excellent
some
Service.
Boat
Train and
Cough
Remedy. Pleasant to take, soothcommercial
done
the
is
This
on
the
Mt
being
by
run
will
be
A Sunday train
and healing in efbot. Sold by all
ing
other
and
of
Minnas
bodies
many
polls
next
Sunday.
Deeert branch beginning
dealers.
Commencing Monday, April 17, ferry dtiee, with splendid results.
will
tend
to
movemsnt
that
a
keep
week
Any
day
Good results si wsys follow the ase of Foley
at camera will leave Bar Harbor
make suc- Kidney Pills They give prompt relief in nil
on the terms and
at 9X0 p. m., connecting with train leav- the boys
bludder trouble. Try
oases of kidney and
soil
of
the
tillers
and
cessful
for
Intelligent
them. Bold by all druggists.
ing Mt. Deceit Parry at 9X0 p. m.,
IB
Portland and Boaton, and after April
the 8X0 a. m. ateamer trip bom Bar Har2UuitiMntnti
seem to be
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WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO., Ellsworth Falls, Me.
—^^——————

'or the iUlments of
Be

the Family

prepared for emergencies. Cuts,
sore muscles,
swellings, and
like ailments are cured by the
great
wounds,

JOHNSON’S
ssssm UNIMENT
The
Taken

family remedy in use for 100 years.
inwardly it has no equal for sore
throat, colds, coughs and
bowel disorders. Try and see.
la 25c and 50c bottles at all dealers
I. S. JOHNSON A CO.,

1

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

law requiring the removal of
brown-tail moth nests from trees and
1 he town proceeded against
shrubs.
is Vassal boro, in Kennebec county,
and a <#fcw of men is new busily en
gaged in cleaning up the brown-tail
infestation in that town. Under the

the
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Civil war, heralded last autumn's demo-

unprecedented

cratic landslide in

last
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of
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that have been
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fantile

dry

case

paralysis

BOSS!!*.

reports

many

since last

Jaly.

of

quarantine

in Hancock

county

is

in-

much

re-

these

forty-one pay nothing, the
twenty-four paying 81 or less a ;

d*y.

and hoboes

who molest

housewives and

He

is

doing this by teaching the boys
signs of the yegg fraternity, so
that tbe boys may know them and tell
what the mystical marks on fences, houses
tbe secret

None of those connected with the
medical or surgical stall receive pay
for their services, nor are they per- and other buildings mean. By making
mitted to take any of their private the secrets of the tramps common knowpatients to the institution. The doors ledge, Beard hopes to destroy the
communication between the tramps and
of the hospital are open to
thus prevent them from doing so much
crippled and deformed child in

every!

Maine,

harm.

free of charge, so long as there is an
empty bed in the wards or a chance
to place one in a corridor.

j

Hancock county sent nine patients
to the hospital daring the year ending Dea. 1, 1910. Of these four paid
nothing, the other five paying tl a
day. These patients were sent from

Beard not only studied the signs of the
hoboes, but has gone back through the
ages tracing the signs of different nations
and studying their meaning even to tbe

hieroglyphics of the Egyptians. He took
terest in this work when prespecial
paring to illustrate Mark Twain's book,
“A Yankee in Ring Arthur’s Court.”
Beard says that many of the yegg signs
can be traced back to ancient Egypt.
He has learned the meaning of the majority of those signs which can be found
do gate posts, barns and fences.
By those

Bucksport,

Isle au Haut, Swan’s Island, South Penobscot, Bar Harbor,
Ellsworth.

The hospital’s board of managers
ask the people of Maine to contribute
to this fund; already some generous

signs the yeggmau communicates information about the

bouse marked

to their

have
been received. fellow yeggroen who follow along the
welcomed, and the small same path. Beard says that there are
giver is appreciated as well as is the ; signs indicating whether there is a dog
in

subscriptions
All

sums are

large

the bouse, whether the housewife is
fcind, and whether it is easy to rob the

one.

The American will be glad to receive contributions and forward them
to the committee,
or
subscriptions

bouse.

j

may be sent direct to the committee,
615, Union Mutual building,
Portland.
Checks should be made
payable to The Children’s Hospital.

ings.

If the boys learn them they can
read the messages of the hoboes along the
public highways. If the signs are danger-

.From the Springfield (Mass., Republican.)

dus

Through the frequent visits of j
many Springfield people to Alligator
lake, near Great Pond, Hancock
Plaisted, of Frank E. Mace, of Great
Pond, to be forest commissioner and
land agent, succeeding Edgar
E.
Ring, of (Jrono.
Mr. Mace is one of the well-known
■democrats of his State, is a member
of the State committee from Hancock
county, and has been honored by bis
party in the past with a nomination
for the State senate. He is a member
of the present legislature, and the

Bangor

Newt says of him, editorially,
that “He has held a good position in
the House and proved himself a wise
And conservative legislator.”
The Newt says further that Mr.
Maoe brings to the duties of the office

-qualifications similar to those possessed by his predecessor, that he has
also engaged in lumbering and logging, is thoroughly conversant with
forest conditions and should prove a
valuable official for the State.
—-'

■

■—

■■■

■

Owing

to the neglect of the late lamented (?) legislature to attach the
emergency clause to the State tax act
of 1911, State taxes cannot be legally
Assessed until July 1, consequently
many of the towns of the State will
lie obliged to make two assessments.
This will put the local boards of assessors to much
inconvenience, as
the State tax is usually assessed April
1 and can be Included in the local assessment, whioh is usually made before July. Under present conditions
it is understood that the local assessors can ascertain what the Btate
tax will be, but if assessed before July
1 It will,

according

to the

law,

be il-

legal.
Oommissioner-of-Agricalture John
P. Buckley has taken the first active
steps to fores a town to comply with

has learned these signs and
decipher them, he has arranged to
Leach them to tbe boys, and it is probable
:hat in the new manual of the Boy Scouts
d( America he will have several pages devoted to these symbols and their mean-

They Know Mr. Mace.

■county, Me., there is local interest in
the appointment on Monday, hy Gov.

As Beard

:an

room

j

ind

to

people,

warn

the

the boys can rub them off
police. All this means that

the

secrecy of the hoboes will be destroyed, thanks to Beard and the energy
Df the Boy Scouts of America. U means
Lhat if tbe hoboes wish to continue their

symbolistic communication, they
work out

w

new

must

signs, and this would take

rears.

look out for

in connection

“specials”, provide

them for

are

i«ople

of

feed

tLt

MAIRICK

E.,

Maurice

city,

aon

killed

was

of

K.

more

|„!,ht

satisfy

a vice

rom-i,,
fH*

Every-

than to

For
ASOLINE LAUNCH “Quick Sep’
meriy owned by O. W. Tapley. Kilo*
worth. Me, 27 ft- long. 9 horse-power Knog
engine, forward cabin tool*, anchor, rope and
all light*, etc., required by government; in
perfect condition, perfectly sound; delivered
at Kggemoggin. Me.
Nothing lo do but to put
her in the water.
Thia boat In* been «o Portland two or three time* in bad weather, tmiv
reason for selling is that I aha
gcnicggin this ye»r. Also will let or sell my
property at Kggemoggin. Will sell at a low
price for cash. Jave* II. Ha vs **. » Grove
at.. Bangor. Me.

G

afternoon at

Boston, in an accident on the Boston A
Albany railroad, on which he was em-

ployed.

.1!

Thomas J. Holmes. Iste of Ellsworth
said county, deceased A ceruin *n»
purporting to be the isst wit! snd te»um»m
ot said deceased, together with
petuion
prob-ite t hart of. presented by LenaT. Holm,,
the executrix therein named.
iAl*
Of Kden. In uld
N.myK Joy.
coonl,
deceaaed
A cerUia inatrtwenl
purport!*,
to be thr l*»t will and teatanit-nt andcod.cu
thereto of raid dccaecd. together wi!hn,i
tlon lor probate thereof, preari.ted by Horae.
U. Joa, the eaecn.or therein named.
Home M Tunyer. lair ol Htonlnglo* i*
aaid county, dec, aaed
Petition ihat Joahna
H. Thayer or .ome other eultahle peraonh.
appoln rd idminletrator of 'ber.iAlr ol a.i,i
dreeaerd. prraenled by Jc.hu* H. That,,
3
'*
brother of said rie< earned
Anns Alexander. Iste of Ellsworth. In
Mid
Petition that WiUism *
county, deceased.
Aiexsuder or some other suitable prr«on be
S| point*d administrator of iheesute of Mid
ut
eased, presented by William A. Alexander
s creditor of said detested.
MUsbeih W. Newh«H. late of Sullivan in
• id
First Account* of
county, deers** d.
Charles Haul Mirapson. executor, filed for set.

jfor &alc.

SOWLF..

B. T. Sowle, of this

Saturday

to

mV,

cause

family.”

a

thtrcu^onth.,'
hcrJiT'
tM.nm£w

mind,

three dimensions.

of

“*»J

After IndicAtrd. It I* hrrrhjr ordered
lie* thereof he irlern lo All pervm.
by ceil.ill* a copy of thla order to bt
llahed three oeck* enceeasleely in lht. T“,-‘
worth Americon. a newapoper mih1 .h.. *'
*'
Rllawofth, in .Aid count*,
thee
peur At a probot* court to be he'd at kiworth, in roid county, on the aecord
M«>. e. d IMI, At Ith ol the clotk
toretiooo. And he heord thereon it th,,
1

body feels alike about them.
4*It costs

republican efold-time stronghold.

A

He denies, however, any intention of asMr. Sowle, who had been with the railsuming leadership, although his friends
road over four years, had qualified as
say he is eminently qualified to wear the
engineer, and as is usual until receiving a
dement.
! mantle. As the de*n of the Maine delegaKo** oe R Wwidwel late of Verona, in said
! tion in the House for a numner of years regular locomotive, served as extra enThird account of fieorr#
county, deceased.
when not so employed, as
gineer.
and,
*
force
in
central
W. Hasaett, trustee. Aitd for settlement.
| and a great political
fireman. He was working as fireman on
la'e
Robert
of Kll* worth. in said
fierry.
H ngl* c< mb Rhode
For hatching
| Maine, he has the experience of many the Back
T^GOBdeceased.
Petition
filed by Amanda
Bay division Saturday, and his Fj Isiand Red eggs; first class stock; large. i county, widow, for an allowance
hard-fought campaigns, and enjoys the
out of th#
brown eggs; 75 c. per setting. O. P Toaa>Nca. Oerry,
locomotive was returning from East Bospersona* estate of aaid deceased
H. O.. K K. D 2. Kllsworth
Lamoiue. Me
j support of a very loyal following.
K.
Rea.
John
Iste
of
Castlnc. in said countr
ton shortly after 4 o'clock in the afterHe was defeated for re-election, in spite
Petition filed by Charles h. Me.
—10 acre farm in Heal Cove. Me., on deceased
when at the Maine Central crossmain road to Houthwest Harbor. Clear Ciuskrv. administrator, that an order b# i»of the fact, that, as usual, he ran far ahead noon,
the locomotive and tender left the till given. Inquire of HsasKaT L. Hawykk. surd to distribute among the hrtr* of aaid
ing
of the rest of the party ticket. Letters
deceased, the amount remaining in the hand*
Heal Cove.
rails.
of *aid administrator, upon the settlement of
urging him to run again tor the House'
his first *w unt.
to the practice in such cases,
According
from the third district—substantially the j
John Teagle. isle of Cleveland, in the conn*
Zo Eft.
the engineer and firemen both jumped
tv of Cuyahoga, and state ot Ohio, decraaed
district that Blaine long represented, comPetition filed by Amelia Welle Teagle. Walter
from the locomotive, each from his own
of the most desirable offices C. Teagle and Frank H. Teagle. all of
prising counties in the Kennebec valley— j
aaid
side of the cab. Mr. Sowle was struck by
in the city; formerly occupied by the
Cleveland, praying that the appointment of
have been pouring in upon him. Other
late G. P. Dutton, later by F. Carroll Hurrill.
said petitioners named as trustee* in the last
the
tender,
from
which
receiving
injuries
Over Bnrrill national bank. Main *t
Elis- will and testament of «aid decease.:, mat
correspondents have been urging him to be died before
be
worth. Inquireof C
reaching the hospital.
Brntu.
confirmed by aaid court.
become a candidate for the United States i
Clifford tlrigham. late of Milton, in th#
Maurice E. Sowle was born in Ellsd \FPICB8 over Moore’s drug store. Just va
Senate.
county of Norfolk, and Common wraith f
worth Oct. 10, 1882. He served a fourV/ cated by B. T. Kowle; hot water heat and Maass* husetts. deceased.
Petition filed by
Besides electing a governor and legisla- ;
Hamuel Johnson, Reginald M
term in the navy, and after his dis- toilet. Inquire of F.. O. Mooek. EllsworthJohnson and
year
tare next year, Maine will choose a !
Am) J. Htigham. a!l of aaid Milton, pray
one year yachting.
In the
ing for the appointment ot Hamuel Johnson
United States senator. The campaign will charge, spent
tfl.mtft).

CHEAP

OFFICES—One

j

<

>

j

undoubtedly

centre much in this

fight

for

and H* gma <1 M. Johnson aa trustees under
the la«t will and testament of said deceased
Elisabeth W. Newball, late of *aUiv»n. in
of the largest New England manufac- ;
turera of women'* dress
eoods has a said county, deceaaed.
Petition files by
for
local
Charles P Himpsoa. executor uf the last will
open
rrprrM nuitw
Liberal compensation.
Rapid advancement and testament of said deceased, that tbr
after ability is proven. Write, giving present j amount of collateral inheritance tax upon
occupation and past experience. R1 Lapbam said estate, be determtnrd by the judge of
probate.
bldg., Provideuce. R. I.
Augufttii* U. ravage, late or Mount iHatrt.
1 wish to inform the pohlic that in aaid county, deceased.
A certain irmruwhile
stationed
there
1
while
in
have
a
lf*4
the
Home
l.sundry
at
vf
ned
1
navy,
n»era purporting to be the last will and te«taope
er
str«e».
Will also work out by the day. j meni of aaid deceased. together with
afterward being transferred to hia home ; W»
petition
Mas.
LtnoaaY. Ellsworth.
for probate thereof, pres* nted by tic r^e \
lodge.
suitable for woman to drixe
\d- Savage, one of the executors therein earned
j tie was also
Enoch B Stanley, late of Cranberry Dp*,
a member o( the Brotherdress, with particulars, W., Bos 483, Eils
j hood of
in avid county, deceased.
Petition that ids
Locomotive Engine- rs, in which worth. Me.
I
oley or aoate otfew Mmabt it
administrator of the estate of a»id d«. ».«),
he had many close friends. On learning
presented by Ida F. Stanley, widow of tatd
Lost.
the
accident, this
: of
organization
de* eased.
Alvab D. Rich, late Of Treroont. in said
deputized members to care for the body |
BAG, containing small purse county, deceased.
First account of Ebeu H
until the arrival of hiiMather from Ells- :
aud sum of money.
Finder please re- Clark, ad ini met rat or, filed for settlement.
turn to F. K. M»>os. 13 Spruce 8t
Ellsworth, j
Daniel A. McKay, late of Eden, in said
worth Sunday morning. They gave Mr.
—-—
;
county, deceased. petition filed by Annie l>
Sowle every assistance possible in preM< Ko administratrix,forlioenaet<
tain real estate of aaid deceased, ss described
paring the body, and an escort of ten
in aaid petition.
members accompanied the body to the
Edmund ii. McCullough. late cf PhiladelAND! WIFE ou summer farm near
Mt. Desert
Good home and board
1 train last night, remaining with Mr.
phia, Pennsylvania, deceased. Petition fi.ed
Sowle until the train pulled out at 10 furnished, and in addition will pay tbecouple bv The Provident Life and Trust Co., of uid
fortjr dollars per mouth wages. Apply to H. Philadelphia, executor aod trustee of the
o'clock. The brotherhood also sent a ! M. Hah.. Ellsworth. Me.
wtii of said deceased for authority to ae'.i tnd
;
certain real estate of s*fd d« eased,
floral
for
the
funeral.
piece
WOMEN In canning factory for | convey
I magnificent
described in said
and to transmit the
April and May. Good wages guaranteed. proceeds from saidpetition
Mr. Sowle arrived home with the body
sale to the state of PennAddress II. 8 Kank, Addison. Me.
sylvania, where the testator had bis place of
this morning. Mis son Wesley, a student
WOMAN to dnhou~k.ep.ng tn family of domicile
at Boston university, accompanied him.
two. at once.
v?
Write P. O, box SStt. JEROME H. KNOWLES Judge of said Court.
| The funeral
Me.
Ellsworth.
will
be
held
at
A true copy of the original order
the home,
f
Attest:—T. F. Mahomet. Register.
40 Main street, to-morrow afternoon at 2

fall of 1906

he entered the

employ

of the

Boston A Albany railroad.
toga. A democratic legislature has reHe was a member of Lygonia lodge, F.
districted the State for local representaand A. M., receiving bis degrees while
tives and senators, all of which is cal- )
home on furlough from the navy. He was
culated to make it more difficult for rej also a member of
Lejok lodge, 1. O. O. F.t
publicans to regain a majority. This !
having taken his degrees at Philadelphia
accentuates the demand for a strong and
a

ONE

j

republican

to

combat

for

senatorial honors.

Burleigh has given no definite pnto these letters. Just before be de-

Mr.
swer

parted from Washington he said he was
not ready to announce whether he would
accept another nomination for the House*,
hether he would enter the race
for the Senate. It is understood, however.

or even

w

that under

no

circumstances will he

be

a

against Senator Frye.
His intimate ireinds at the capitol here

candidate

believe Mr.
come a

Burleigh

will

ultimately

be-

candidate either for the House or
He and Mrs. Burleigh left

the Senate.

Washington

with

the

intention

of

re-

maining in Boston three or four weeks before returning to Maine. Mr. Burleigh's
career in the House made him very popular with the folks back home.

but effective

getting

manner

things

he

done.

was

In

a

quiet

successful in

He

veteran

constituent,

the

a

personal

men

He has

of

the

MAN

j
j

j
j

bill,

—

YOUNG

|

xpcual Jioticn^

_

After

long illness Herrick

a

To

1

whom »I

may concern:
notice is given of a sheriff's ment of
sale on April 15. I9il, at the store of CATHERINE M. GILLEY, late of <'RANsmith Bros, in Sedgwick, we. Fit* Henrv j
BERRY LSLEri.
Smith and Theodore A. smith, of the firm o’f
in the county of Hancock, and Slate of Ma'ae,
■imito Bros., Sedgwick Me., would say to the
public that we nave no knowledgr of any deceased,no bonds being required by the term*
»uch sale. Moreover, we have no bill agains't of said wl i, and baa appointed Geo. k Puller,
Millard F. Leighton and have not had since of Southwest Harbor, Hancock count}..Maine
Dec 9. 1910
Whoever ha* used our name;ln I his agent in the State of Maine, under
and to compliance with the provisions of
this connection mutt be responsible
section 43. chapter M of the revised statutes
Smith Rao*..
of the State of Maine.
A”
April 3, 1911.
Sedgwick. Me.
persons bavinx
demands against the estate of aaid deceaaad
are desired to present the same for settlement,
CARD OF THANKS.
all indebted thereto are requested to
VfTE wish to express our thanks to our and
make payment immediately.
▼?
friend* ami neighbors for their kindMarch 24. 1X11.
Alfukd K. Ladd.
ness and sympathy in our sad
bereavement;
Also to the G. A. K and W. R. C
sod Lx gun in
io ige, F. and A. M.. for their beautiful floral
CIYHE subscribers, Amy J, Bridgham And
ributea; also to the citiiens of Ellsworth for
JL Reginald M. Johnson, both of Milton.
their respect
Mas. Law* T. Holmes.
Norfolk county, t ommonweaDh of MassaMa. Thomas Holmes.
chusetts hereby give notice that the;, h*ve
Mas. Wm. 8. Cairea.H.
been duly appointed executors of the will of
Ma. J. Blaikb Holmes.
C LIFFORD BRIDGHAM, late of said
Ellsworth. April 7, 1911.

MILTON.

E. Mar-

CARD OF THANK'S.
T1TE wish to hereby thank our friends and
ff
neighbors who so kindly aaarsted us In
>or recent bereavement, and
also for the
many beautiful flora) offerings.
Mat. Cabbik Hatch.
Ma. Hbkby Hatch.
Ma*. Ebastcs J. Moobs.
Ellsworth Falls, Me., April U, 1911.
Notice

to Hancock Point
Hancock

Water-Takers.

Water. Light
THE
that water will
Hancock Point
announces

At

A Power Co.
be turned on

May 18, 1911. Cottagers and

wanting water before thta date will
please notify C. 8. Ciimi, president. Hanpatrons

cock Point. Me.
Hancock Point.

always afraid he may do
thing isn't likely to dc anything worth mentioning.
Teacher (sternly)—Johnny, what is the
matter with your eye? If you and Willie
White have been fighting again, I shall
of you
each
a
good whippingl
obnny (with the victor’s generosity)—
man

who ia

April 4, 1911.

the wrong

Jive
Yes’m.
Bill.

But you needn't
He’s had bis.

mind

■JUrtjoliemtnu

Wm. O. EMERY

about

A.

PARCH KK’S

deceased, and given bonds as the law direct*
Both aaid executors residing out of the Mate
of Maine have appointed Lucre B. Deasy. of
Eden. Hancock county, Maine, whose addre**
is Bar Harbor, Maine, aa their agent for ail
purposes specified by revised statutes of
Ail perMaine, section 43. chapter f.fi.
sona
having demands again*! the estate of aaid deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAmy J. Bmidum am.
mediately.
March If, 1P11.
Kminalo M. Johnson.
TV1HE subscriber hereby
(fives notice thst
X he bss been duly appointed executor of
the last will and testament of
CAROLINE D. W&li'E. late of ORLAND.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
being required by the terms of said will All
persons having demands against the estate or
•aid deceased are desired to present tne
•ame for settlement, and all indebted thereto
sre requested to make payment immediately
(JsoauK w. Whits
Brewer, Me., April ft, 1H1.
notice

and

■

LLAWOPTH,

I’NL’Bl’AL,

OFPIOBt

MORRISON, JOY t CO. BLOCK,

Bell Dr. Howard’s Specific at HalfPrice, and Guarantee a Cure.
“It isn't often that 1 have faith
enough
in the medicine put up by other
people to
be willing to oiler to refund the
money if
it does not cure,” said G. A. Parcher to an
Ellsworth American man who
dropped
into bis store, “but I am glad to sell Dr.
Howard’s specific for the cure of
constipai tion and
dyspepsia on that basis.
| “The Dr. Howard Company, in order to
get a quick introductory sale, authorizes
me to sell their regular
fifty-cent bottles
at half price, 26 oenta,
and, although I
have sold a lot of it, and have guaranteed
every package, not one has been brought
back as unsatisfactory.
“lam still selling the specific at half
Price, although I cannot tell bow long I
shall be able to do so, and anyone who is

subject to conatipation,sick headache, dizziness, liver trouble, indigestion or a general played-out condition,
ought to take
advantage of this chanoe. You can tell
your readers that if they are not satisfied
with the specific they can come
right back
to my store and I will
cheerfully refund
their money.”

MAIMS

learchat mad* and abstracts
and esptss fbrnlaHsd on short
notice, aad at IttMMU HMSfL

OFFER.

iB*

subscriber nereoy gives
she has been dnly appointed execowu
THE
of the last will

TITLE8

aancnwinniih.
G.

Alfred E. Ladd, of Detroit,
state of Michigan,

Wayne,

hereby gives notice that he baa been duly appointed executor of the last will and testa-

WHEREAS
j

Mrs. Nellie P. Baldw in and Mrs. Annie L.
Preasey. He was thirty-one years of age.
Sadie.
April 10.
A

subscriber.
rpi«B
JL
county of

NOTICE.

81 N8ET.

of both

reapportioninent

>

Jtftlf Klant.'l.

j

shall, a native of Deer Isle, died at Brookparties.
lyn, N. Y., March 23. He was the son of
BO 11 was toil iHere were democrats as
Capt. Emanuel Marshall and wife, who,
well aa republicans in tbe House who re- with their
youngest child, were lost at sea
gretted bis defeat for re-electioD.
A twenty-live years ago, when the bark
successful business man, with a
wide Vesuvius, loaded with salt, sailed from
knowledge of affairs, he showed sound Trapani, Sicily, for Gloucester, and was
judgment in dealing with business legis- i never reported. He leaves two sisters—

framing

HORSE

SHOPPING

better

friends among

\V^ORK

j

j
}

remote rural

interests of the home folks.

made

j

Ka^b

postal fa- ! Mrs.
Carrie Eaton is viMting in Lypn,
*
community, an Mass.
appropriation tor river dredging, or an
Charles Smith left last week to join a
author zation for a new public building.
In such lines of activity Mr. Burleigh ! yacht.
| was
probably more successful than any i Mrs. Clara Hamblen i§ visiting hef aunt,
other man Maine ever sent to the na- I Mrs. Arthur Powers.
tional House. He was indefatigable, and
Alphonso Stinson had a severe attack of
the results of his industry were little short
heart trouble last week.
of surprising.
He did not leave the run- I
Ernest Eaton has moved his family into
ning of departmental errands to others.
a part of L. B. Cole’s house.
Such things and matters of correspondj
once he gave his diligent personal atten- |
Roy Hendricks left Saturday for Porttion, for which he has gained a wide repu- land to finish his studies at Shaw- business
tation the length and breadth of the college.
Fred Small and George Coolen are emI State. Although a sturdy partisan in
I matters of general legislation, Mr. Bur- ployed at Sunshine, where Mr. Roberts is
leigh knew no politics in taking care of sawing logs.
cilities for

position

j

generally
“brought home the bacon”, whether it j o’clock.
was a matter of a
pension claim for a

advertise them and the which the House passed and which was
prices. Prices are what the customers afterwards killed In the Senate during the
md the advertisement readers want, and closing hours of tbe last session. Both
tow-a-days pretty nearly all customers apportionment meat urea were carried
ire advertisement
readers-they come for through the House by non-partisan cooperation. In that connection much was
foods they see advertised.
With the great maas of consumers the said on each occasion about “taking care
ocal papers take tbe place of tbe mail- of Maine”. That was the
object of Mr.
>rder catalogue-the live merchant makes
his so.
The progressive, wide-awake Burleigh’s activity in behalf of both bills.
merchant can beat the mail-order houses The State has been anxious to retain its
n his locality.
He has a hundred advanfour members of tbe House.
ages to the mail-order house’s, one- that
Mr. Burleigh has borne no small part
>f purchase or manufacture in large quanin the public building legislation of tbe
tity.
The merchant who is “onto his job” last decsde.
He bad a place on the
o-daj can very nearly overcome tbia ad- public building committee, next to tbe
vantage at that, with buying right, and
and was a champion of the
making many sales on^mall margin. But chairman,
ie’s got to advertise, and his
advertising government’s transacting its business
must be as specific as that of the mail-order in buildings that it owned. He did much
The old-fashioned method: hard
catalogue.
preliminary work in preparing
‘We have a splendid line of up-to-date
omnibus building bills, served as chair;oods,” etc., is just a waste of money.
man of
one of
tbe leading sub-cornSardine Factory at l.ubec Burned. ! mittees, the jurisdiction of which emEight wooden buildinge covering an braced all the New England states, and
sere of ground and
comprising the plant conducted to final authorization a great
of the Columbian Canning Co., at
Lubec, number of public building projects. He
were burned yesterday.
The loss is es- always
discouraged the Injection of
timated a* between (26,000 and (36,000; in- politics into legislation of this sort, and
insisted upon consideration of tbe public
surance, (18,000.
business as tbe sole basis for action.
Nominated by the Governor.
Some years before coming to Congress be
Among nominations by the governor re- served four years as governor of Maine,
announced
is
the
following in and is said to have given tbe State tbe best
cently
Hancock county:
business administration it had had in a
Justice of the peace, J. M. Hutchins, quarter of a
century. He gave to state
North Penobscot.
affairs the same careful attention that be
had been accustomed to bestow upon bis
Tbe man who deceives himself is an easy private affairs. This policy brought him
nark for others.
wide popularity in every county of tbe
—

1

efficient service to the Senate.

with

the

customers and

and

OBITUARY.

lation.
He also is a very successful
Mail-Order House.
It is reported t bat tbe mail-order booses I organizer. Ten years ago he was one of
experienced a shrinkage in business tbe the very foremost in blocking out the
past year amounting to (1,000,000. and we campaign for the reapportionment measPave it from tbe bead of one of the
biggest ure by which the membership of the
mail-order bouses that this shrinkage is i House was fixed at 391 in spite of the proiue to the retail merchants
learning to tests of tbe old leaders.
As the ranking member of the census
idvertise their prices in big figures.
The live retail merchants are learning to committee, be had a like role in the

Heating

served

have

ho left

experienced

rob homes.

who

one

intimation of the outcome of the

forts to reclaim the

ported from Orland.

save

t£

rpHK

kindliness,
wholesome common-sense, Justice, perhaps
a flash of humor, certainly a capacity for
the task in band, that produces a worthwhile person. You find it as often ill the
kitchen as in the parlor, oftener, perhaps
in the Held than in the office.
The people who are so composed have
spiritual length, breadth, thickness; they
breadth

purpose,

Mr HfWM

lni*r*At«a lo tltlM, „r th.
*' lh' *••
t*i'> ».r,l»Aft,r nou.
At o |irobot* court hold ut Ell.wor k i.
for -hr rouut* of Honcock. „„
,nn«l>
dor ol Aurti, o. d. IMI.
following mottrra hovlna hr..,
arnlrd for in* Action

cannot make them any other way.
There is a combination of steadiness of

das?,
a half.
Maine republican?
followed
the policy of keeping
long
their representatives at Washington, and
of promoting representatives of long arul
term

a

Edwin C. BurWashington a few weeks
ago at the conclusion of fourteen years’
service in the House, has been mentioned

leigh,

Portland Children's Hospital.
The brown-tail moth contest in SedgOne of the acts of Gov. Plaisted, to wick
grange resulted in the collection of
which we doubt if in after years he S,S35 nests in Sedgwick and neighboring
will “point with pride", was the veto- towns. And some towns of Hancock
ing of the bill providing for the main- county will tell you they have no browntenance of the children’s hospital in tail moths! One woman alone, at SedgThis institution, a most wick, collected 1,006 nests. A brown-tail
Portland.
moth contest
ought to b<? an annual
worthy, charitable one, and doing a
feature in every grange of the State. It
work of the 'greatest importance towould make, play of a most important
humanity, is facing a crisis which work in which the
supper won by the
its
existence.
threatens
very
victorious side would be but a small [Mart
1
Unless it shall secure 825,000 by of the reward to the whole community.
May 1, it must close its doors. The West Ellsworth grange has already
people of all Maine are asked to make started such a contest.
This
ap this sum for the institution.
BOY SCOUTS vs YKGGNK.M.
hospital cares for those crippled and
deformed little ones, who without
Learning Secret Signs of Tramps to
proper surgical treatment must for- j
Frustrate Them.
1
ever live a hopeless existence, in
Daniel C. Beard, national scout commisa
their
cases
harden
famimany
upon
sioner of the Boy Scouts of America, and
lies and the town and State. No! the
originator of the Boy Pioneers and the
patient pays more than $1 a day, Sons of Daniel Boone, which helped clear
while the per capita cost of caring the way for the development of the Boy
for them is 81 43, and the majority Scout movement, has devised a means by
At this time which the boys throughout the country
pay nothing at all.
sixty-8ve patients are there. Of; can make a systematic war upon yegg men
other

vivor in that

To

Certain ingredients are as
necessary to a man as flour and yeast to
bread, or iron and carbon to steel. You

September.

presidential campaign.
Former Representative

wells

for

an

of any human
beings esteem.

sentatives.

Maine is the Pne State of

are

go to the making up
being whom other human

qualities

Certain

Maine has very few living former repreMr. Burleigh is the only sur-

fashion.

voting signifitor the statement
several other cities and towns in cance that holds a September election. It
the State which are delinquent about i will vote in September, 1912, and republicans, who are concerned about national
the
j
matter, and that unless a better
politics, have begun already to think
Bn*lo*»scommunications should be addressed
he
will
is
spirit shbwn immedijftely,
to, and all checks and money orders made payabout Maine. They want the Pine Tree
Publishing
able to The Hancock county
put crews into them at once.
state to give the country the right kind
*'o
Ellsworth. Maine.
that

Af&J. Acoto.

The Worth-While Person

State, and has always helped pile up a big
vote for him at election time.
What the Augusta St«tf«nmn has
Although the democrats, of recent
done-The Future.
years, have been very active in central
and
Maine,
especially in Kennebec
| ll'asAt'ngf'm /M#!.-)
county, of which his home city of Augusta
There is sn interesting political situa- is the seat, he has retained many good
untion on the northeastern most corner of friends in their ranks, sod but for an
defection in a couple of cities,
the Union. That corner, solidly republi- expected
which might have been avoided, would
can, with hardly an exception since the have even survived the big landslide of
BlKliKIGH

testament

of

CHABLER H. CURTIS, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
being required by the terms of s*id
All persons having demands against the es-

prsnj*}

tate of said deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, and all indebiefl
thereto are requested to make payment tsr
Nbllis A. testis.
mediately.

Ellsworth. April 6,1911.

subscriber hereby gives
tkjj
she has been duly appointed execatrt*
THE
of the Inst will and
of
notice

TdM*M. 1IM.

1.1.

ta.%

Ifgal Notuo.
FORECLOSURE,"

NOTICE or
John J. Scott, of Ellsworth,
Hancock county, State of Maine, by
its mortgage deed dated the
day
it September, a. d 1005, and twenty-first
recorded in the
Hancock county registry of deeds, book
4W.
?*ge 140, conveyed to me. the undersigned, a
eltnate "n aaid
E.iisworin and bounded and described
as folow,:
Belli, the seme folly described In said
mortgage deed to which reference is hereby
mede; end whereas the condition of said

WHEREAS,

w0f

.h“b"'n

broken,

now

tberelore.

by
of the breach of the condition
a foreclosure of
enld mortgage.
[feted et Ellsworth. April IS. Mil.
Jamb" H. Scott.
hie attorney. Lynwood F. (Jiles.

esaon
1

Claim

thereof

_fiy

subscriber
THE
she baa been
ratrii

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed admtnlaof the estate of
BBNEST A. THOMPSON, late of DEDHAM
“‘e eotiuty of Hancock, deceased, end
liven bonds as the lew dtrecU.
All per““*
demands against the eeste of aaid deceased are desired
to present
* ,or
•*tt*ement. sad all indebted
requested to make payment imM*"t J
Dedham, April S, Mil.

^

„,h*’'n5
SIJ.

|

'rnonreon.

testament
PARKER B. BILLINGS, late of

SEDG-

WICK,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
being required by the terms of said will aw
persons having demands against the estate
•aid deceaaed are desired to press®1 •■5
•nme
for settlement, and all
*n<**6J5
w*
thereto

are

requested

to

make

payment

Sms B. Billis®*mediatelySedgwick, April ft, 1911.

_

subscriber hereby gives notice
she has been duly appointed sdmisi**
tmtrlx of the eatate of
FRANCIS A. TORREY, late of SEDGWICK*
ss
•a the county of
Hancock, deceased,
All
riven bonds as the law directs■ons having demands against ike
•aid deceased are desired to present ihe
for settlement, and nil indebted thereto arv
requested to make payment immediately*
*
ALUiaa M. TOBAlfSedgwick, April I, Mil.
__

THE

n«iee
*d»**
th, „t>t« of
maetin o. cunningham, 1st, of sues*la th. county of Hancock,
All
bond, a, tk, law directa.
» aring demands against the eatate of sew
eeaeed are desired to preaaal the *»“* "
1 ttlement. and all indebted thereto ere
l„ee«wl to make oeyaaent Immed ate'*-no*A are an Coe
A Mil.
Surry,
subscriber hereby .giro
h, bus been duly Appointed
THE
litre
ol
lor

tootwj'jj

[iren

JS

April

s. ,j.

HAXCOCK
TERM

AiPRII

is

afternoon.

ms
WJ»
•15S®

EMBRY PRKSIDtRO
fH„F JVSTICK
BOW A*
HAP* RAKE THEIR

.HSO

COCRT orriCKRK.
THS

.W|
PSAS
.IMS
:<M9
3M7

COCST.
F.«n.

A.
aiding JU.tiC-UOC.LU-.
jr ['worth
Harbor.
B.r
g Bi-wxUt.
Hhh.*kt 1.. <»••»'».
Attorney

Zl*,

«*'

Ht'h_

'il'r

„

T

K. Waa-raa. Kll—ortb
|>. gaaoa.vr, Ooold.boro.
A- *»■“■* D**r
Fiw-f. Ell.worth; JnsarH

«72

J.

*l,n|r.|'t'r-*«-'l.
grMrnger—Hsv.n

ot the supreme judicial
The April term
county opened yesterHancock
court lor
with Chief-Justice Lucitafternoon,
j,j
iu. A. Emery presiding.
John E. Bunker and
Oerk ot-courts
deputies made
Webster and bi«
[Beir bow

as

court

officials, and tilled the

the wheels revolving with their
part well,
u*o*i smoot hnrs
of court, Kev. K. B.
u the opening
church,
Mathew., of the Congregational
uttered prayer.
was called,
The roll of the grand jury

jury

»od the

was

sent to its

room.

ATTOR.NET* PKRMSNT.
of
The attorneys present at the opening
H. E. Hamlin,
ccurl were >• follows:
B.
John A. Peters, Henry M. Hall. George
L. F. Oiles, D. E.
Stuart, F. L. Mason,
H. L. t rabHurley, John F. Knowllon.
W. E. Whiting, K. J.
iree, H. K. Mason,
O.
Walsh, Percy A. Higgins, Ellsworth;
t,
P. Cunningham, T. H. Htnitb, Wiley
E. S.
Cooary, Buckaport; L. B. Ueasy.
A. H.
Clark, Charles H. Wood, B. E Clark,
H. I- Graham,
cynsm, E. N. Benson,
Harry M. Conners, George E, (Joogins,
Bar Harbor; Korreat B. Bnow, Bluebill;
lieorge K. Fuller, Boutbwest Harbor; JerB. E.
ome H. Knowles. Northeast Harbor;
F. Jude,
Trscy. Winter Harbor; William
Ca.lme; Raymond Fellowa, Bangor.
THE Jl’

HORN.

organ lied at

The grand jury
adlier term, la as follows:
as

(•BAND

Wednesday, April
FiAeld

the De-

Stanley, Francis.Mlhnu
Tspley,Olden D.Brooksvillt
.Deer Isle
Thonipso1:. lafayette
Wescott, W. Brooks.- ...Biuehtll
Yoon*. Oliver J.CJouldaborc
...

The traverse juror* were not summoned
Tha panel is as
to sppear until to-day.
follow*:

Bed*wick
Alien. Horace H
BeUe 11. James B.. .......Btuehill
Blaisdell, Fred E...Franklin
Blake, Samuel B.i. Brooksville
DenneU. George W....KlUwortt
Grifln, Edward
Am puli, Raymond D. Gouldsbor
Eli# wort ^
Haie,Thomas E....
Hail, D.G...
Eden
Herding, William H.Tremont
Harrimsn. Enoch W.Orland
Hsrrimsn. Hiram J.Bucksporl
Bluehiil
Hinckley, Thomas 1.
Johnson. H. O.Bullivnn
U»w*l}. K A.Penobscot
Merchant. Burton A.Hancock
Fray, Franklin P.....Eden
•SiUby, H. T.Aurora
staple*. Wentworth.Dedham
Stinson, Samuel J.Swan's Island
Torrey, Judson .Deer Isle
Webster, Littleton.Castine

W.Brooklij

Young, Harry C...Burry
OF CASES.

After the opening of court, the re main<krof the afternoon was occupied by the
docket and assignment of

fresh

to

B.

and cold

fish

and is the

to

He

is

of Bar Harbor.

its

low at this

a

storage

director

Little Bald Spot

get busy

at

voluntary subscriptions
Fourth of July funds.

to

Harry C. Chapman, wife and son Horace
spending a few weeks at their cottage.
Dr. Chapman spent Sunday with them.
MOUTH
Mrs.

municipal

Hancock Count* Purrs.
West Sullivan—Sid April 8, ach Lizzie D
Small. N Y
Ar April 8, ach Manic Saunders. Southweat
Harbor
Ar April 10, ach Pochaaaet, Rockland
Sid April It, ach Franconia, Boaton
Southwest Harbor—Ar April 2, ach Ella
Clifton from Gloucester, cargo aalt, for B H

Mayo
Sid
Sid
Sid

bued with the idea that all

we

thought there

factories, but he

were

were

a

| that brings two or three people to EllsCo.’s w harf.
beof
Altogether, the outlook is very promis- j worth, that creates a bond sympathy
Ellsworth and its neighboring
ing for this plant, as there is every indica- tween
done for the benefit
tion of its being the most lucrative fishing towns, is just so much
j of the community,”
industry in the county.
He spoke of the suggestion fora fair in
I
the fall, and expressed the belief that it
EAST BLUEHILL.
Freezer

H.

Long,

P.
a

of

Kockland,

is visit-

few days.

Schooner Otronto arrived Saturday
wood for Kockland.

;

{
to

! first thing necessary,” he said, “was to
Gold Hunter, Capt. Carter, is i become thoroughly impressed with the
I idea that the municipal government exists
1 ading wood for Vinal Haven.
benefit of every man, woman and
Schoouer Seth Nyman arrived Saturday ! for the
in the community”. He said be
with freight for E. C. Long A Son. child
would welcome the day when the voters
Capt. Long reports loss of jib and !
broken
Friday, near Long is- of Ellsworth will be big enough to cast
Schooner

partisanship and select men not beof their politics but for their ability.
OBITVARY.
“There is too much of partizanship and
S. Watson Cousins, who died March 28,
spoils system. Every appointment to
was born in Bluehill, January 23, 1846.
office should be for the welfare of the city,
the son of Isaac and Betsy Cousins. From rather than a reward for
party service.”
his boyhood until forty years of age he
“The expenses of the city should be kept
aside

_

cause

September,

when

he

came

home from

as

low

as

possible

j

acter.

\

L. & H.

Superior workmanship and the
Fur-Felt are reasons why L. &

something

i®

111'
|1

J

Co.

blotbing

Relictb18

1

c:-:ac. g.

|

I

Agency.

bu-i"''Si metha leputation fi r honorable ai d •_ v n ;
c of its ri ha
term
is
a
f
which
-ir.
riial
air.
gur.rar.ii
y.
p.
bifity. The companies represented bv inis Agency a*e aruo.g loo
leading in urance companies of the World.
We solicit yonr business ai d di-sir. ir.vi si j.ith n of our companies before insurii g elsewhere.
a

For Fire, Marine, Life, Accident and
of all classes apply to

Ind. mnity

I

in-

1

surance

|
^A

C. C. BURRILL & SON, General Insurance Agents,

L Ramsdell, both of Blue-

ELLSWORTH,

^

1>1KD.

Gvnrns..

r

Has had

ods for

BOWDEN
by Rev E

to Oscar

A

ESTABLISHED 1300.

Farmington.
GRINDLE—RAMSDELL—At Bluehill, April
8, by Rev Charles Hargrove, Miss Minnie F
Grindle
hill.

c::. ~.

sur.r.iLL.

CHAS. C. BURRILL & SON, lnsar?*!C?

i

At North Penobscot.
A Carter. Blanche E
April 8.
Carey, of bucksport, to Herbert P Bowden,
of Orland.
GORDON—AMES—At Franklin, April 5, by
Rev Gideon Mayo, Miss Florice Cora Gordon. of Franklin, to Warren Smith Ames, of
—

1866—INSURANCE—1911

f

MARRIKD.
CAREY

At Orland.
BREWSTER
April 10, Capt
Joseph Brewster, aged 87 years, 6 months,
16 days.
ELLIS—At Northfieid, Vt, April 4. Mrs Annie
Hinckley Ellis, formerly of Bluehill.
At West Stonington, April 3.
FIFIELD
Marion Estelle Fifield, aged 6 months, 19

MAINE.

—

days.
GRAHAM—At Sullivan. April 4. Mrs Mary A
Graham, aged 94 years, 2 months, 3 days.
PAGE—At Bucksport, April 5, William Page,
aged 58 years.
SCAM MON—At Eastbrook, April 9, Howard
Scammou.

days.

H
—
—

—g

H

Restate AND INSURANCE
MO CAI r no OF AIT
XIII ► yH rCrrll
If vribb
9ry
wi*
viv

bouse,
Two*»torjr
with
m*cted
bout 1

shed and large stable, all con*
and electric lights, and
of land. A bargain on easy terras,

city

acre

water

Other Properties in Ellsworth and

|

si
IS

5s:

Vicinity. H

W. & F. L. MASON. 1
1C.
iirmiiiiiiiiiiiiiimraiiiiiiRiiiiiiNmmffiiiimiNiiHiiiiiiHHwiiiimfmiHiiikiMl

At Bluehill, April 9, Mrs Marie E
VEAZIE
Veazie, aged 31 years.
WEED—At Deer Isle, March 30, Miss Eva
Weed, aged 25 years.
—

O.

W.

TAPLEY,

FIRE INSURANCE

SWjfittKTnfrafc

ELLSWORTH,

THE—

REAL ESTATE

pE

Whether it's a range or a fur
nace— if

I CAN

it is a “Clarion”, it is

to meet every

sure

the Wood

by
Bangor. Sold by

Made

requirement.
Bishop Co.,

OBTAINED

Hutchinson,

BROOKSVILLK.

MAINE.

Oriental Rug Works
Factory rebuilt—brick,

ELDRIDGE,

modern improvements.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy rugs made from old
wooleu, ta|H*»try, brussels or velvet carpets.
Carpets deseed deae. Retailed by neat flight.
Send for circular.

Ellsworth

Main Street,

ECZEMA
BE

mr"e Mrs. Warren
SOUTH

wrong.

J. P.

MAINE.

...

CLARION.

He had heard it stated that it cost
run the city of Ellsworth as it
did the city of Waterviile. If this is true,
there is

H. hats hold their
H. Fast Dye

Linnet.]

for the welfare of the

He spoke of the school system. “Are
Mr. Cousins was a charter member of
you satisfied with thirty weeks of school
O.
U.
and
a
A.
Bluehill
East
W.,
lodge,
in Ellsworth?” he asked. “Throw all
member of Aurora lodge, F. and A. M.,
your influence in favor of the schools.
was
a
He
citizen,
Rockland.
respected
Save money somewhere else, if you must,
missed
in
comthe
and will be greatly
but not at the expense of the schools.”
munity.
Mr. Mathews’ speech throughout was an
he
married
Miss
February 23, 1878,
appeal to good citizenship, and an inwho
Hattie Condon, of West Brooksville,
to the members of the associasurvives him; also one son-Harry M. R., spiration
tion who heard him. He was given a riswho has employment in Portland, but j
vote
of
thanks at the close of his reing
was with his father during the last week I
marks.
of his illness. A second Son died in infancy.
BLL'EHILL FALLS.

II

FOR SALE BY

CASH—At Caatine, March 23. to Mr and Mra
Stephen W Cask, a son.
EARLS—At Bluehill. April 3, to Mr and Mra
Orren A Earls, a son.
FIRTH—At Brooklin, April 4, to Mr and Mra
John H Firth, a daughter. [Jennie ]
MOORE—At Harcland, April 6. to Mr and Mra
George E Moore, formerly of Ellsworth, a
daughter. [Elizabeth Heleu.]
SECONDINO—At South Brookaville. March
81. to Mr and Mrs Ginseffe Secondino, a aou.
[Luiyr Lewis. |

much to

winter.

of the famous

use

shape and never crack or grow soft. The L. &
gives a lasting, lustrous finish that never fades.

BORN.

city”.
as

pif

up-to-date

April 2, ach Frances Good now
April 4. scha N E Ayer, Ann J Trainer
April ft. Mertia H Perry

j

jib-boom

The Lamson & Hubbard exclusive styles appeal to the
man who demands a hat of distinction and char-

!

SMITH-At Lamoine, March 28, Capt Leander
B Smith.
SOWLE—At Boston, April 10, Maurice Sowle,
of Ellsworth, aged 28 years, 6 months.
could be successfully carried out. He ;
! STEWART-At Ellsworth, April 6, Willie P
then spoke of municipal affairs, and the
! Stewart, aged 16 years, 5 months.
as
the
such
an
influence
organization
VENNIE—At Pnpddulac, Wis, April 1, Miss
Helen J Venuie, aged 19 years, 5 months, 18
exert.
“The
merchants’association might

load

land.

Looks Well
Fits Well
Wears Well

BARTER—At Stonington, April 8, to Mr and1
Mr Erneat Barter, a son. [Fred Alvin.J
BKNEDETTI-At Stoningt.n. April 6. to Mr
and Mrs Umiliana Benedetti, a daughter.
[Brnna Maria Lina.]
BOWDEN—At Bluehill, April 5, to Mr and
Mra Irving N BOwdeu. a daughter. [Esther

affairs.

needed

II
||
j(
||f J

The Distinctive Hat

LIST.

MARINE

thought the merchants’ association
The
had got hold of some good ideas.
people of Ellsworth, he said, were im-

pected

here for

]^anUc7i^u^^uA

Charles Smith and wife have returned
home, after spending a week with MrB.
Smith's daughter, Mrs. Thomas Pinkham.

the

great many other things an association of
The steamer Pemaquid has been chartered I this kind could do.
“Keep things going! Keep people comto bring a load of piping, which is exing to Ellsworth!’' he said. “Anything
soon and is to be landed at the

Mrs.

| still" in poor

is

He

ings bank, of McKinley, and of the firm of
P. W. Richardson A Bon.
Capt. Ed. Harper, schooner Bloomer, is
doing the carrying of lumber, sand, etc.

ing

RIVER.

TH»C

Carter

James McCollum, who has-been seriously ill, is gaining.
Mrs. Nettie Wilson, who spent the
winter in Waterville, is with Mrs. T. A.
Pinkham.

Mathews, present by invitaHe spoke
tion, addressed the meeting.
earnestly of conditions in Ellsworth,
on

OP

Robert

health.

MR. MATHEWS’ ADDRESS.

dwelling largely

for treatment for rheuma-

greatly improved.

are

Rev. K. B.

in

hospital

Maine

tism, is

once:

come

First national bank of that place, and
has proved a man of much ability.
H. P. Richardson, secretary and treasurer, is also treasurer of the Tremont sav-

Redstone, N. If., for the winter. He had
been
gradually failing in health all

11 Tou Want
One, Don’t Aak Q. A.

to

it is this year.

season as

Hollis Higgins, who entered the East

ander, Roy C. Haines, Harry E. Rowe,
Charles W. Joy and E. F. Robinson, jr.
This committee is making no general
canvass for subscriptions, but will wel-

Arthur S. Newman,
also

move

E. Scribner, who has taught
here, will now teach at Waukeag.
The lake has never been known to be so

Ellsworth Merchants’ association
regular April meeting Monday
evening at the aldermen’s room. Twenty-five members were in attendance.
The president, H. B. Estey, announced
the following revised list of
standing
committees for the year:

a

successor

Edward Gosselin and family will
Ellsworth Falls this week.
Mrs. C.

The

held

capable manager. Mr.
products,
Berry, the vice-president, is travelling for
the firm of Twitcbell-Chainplin, Portland,
lie is

days.

school

employed with Frank F. FosBangor, who handles large

amounts of

last

Parisian
If
tie bald

REV. R.

MATHEWS.

was

of

ter,

followed the sea, and from that time
worked at his trade, stone-cutting, until

Sbfamismmtt.

Parc her About Parisian Sage.

GOOD CITIZEN-

SHIP IN ADDRESS BY

.V

.........

...

menu.

home in the road.
STIRRING APPEAL FOR

bration,

.....

the

of the

SET ON FOOT.

Palson.

ABBV-

lew

a

Carlton Thayer is at the Morse cottage.
C. P. Bennock has moved to his own

|

Mood. George M.Hancock
hirker, Edward O.Bocksporl
Orlnntl
Haandert, T. O.

railing

FOURTH OF JULY CELEBRATION

Trade, C. L. Morang, E. F. Robinson,
3S79
Fellows; Deasy A
jr., W. A. Alexander.
Lynam.
Commerce, J. A. Lord, L. H. Cushman,
***n Snow v* Mitchell.
Fellows; Thompson
A. M. Moor.
A Blanchard.
Industry, II. B. Estey, E. G. Moore, E.
Monday April 17.
F. Small.
JlSll
Guptill vs. Insurance Co. Stuart.
32W Eden vs. Lubec. Deasy A Lynam; Peters.
Finance, W. A. Alexander, C. E. Monaghan, A. H. Joy.
FOR COLD STORAGE.
Legislation, J. A. Peters, W. E. Whiting, J. P. Eldridge.
McKinley's New Plant of ImportPublication, Roy C. Haines, H. E. Rowe,
W. H. Titus.
ance to Fishing Industry.
McKinley, April 10 (special)—Work is
Transportation, E. F. Robinson, jr., C.
progressing rapidly on the new cold stor- II. Leland, C. W. Joy.
The upper floor
age plant at this place.
Agriculture, Roy C. Haines, H. E. Rowe,
will he finished first in order to be ready H. B. Estey.
for the first flsb of the season.
The boilMembership, W. B. Tracy, H. B. Estey,
ers have been set, William
Robbies, of W. A. Alexander.
Gloucester, and James Crockett, of SouthThe 1912 food fair committee was anwest Harbor, doing the brick work.
nounced as follows: W. A. Alexander, E.
The road has been approved by the town F. Robinson, jr., H. E. Row:e, Andrew M.
and runs through the field of P. W. RichMoor, Roy C. Haines ana H. B. Estey.
ardson, who, while somewhat reluctant
H. E. Rowe gave an interesting report
to share his land in this manner, bowed of the Chamber of Commerce banquet in
to the law of progress and improvement, Bangor, which he and Secretary Haines
and consented.
attended.
A meeting of the stockholders was held
FOURTH OF JULY PLANS.
W.
the
store
of
P.
at
Wednesday, April 6,
Secretary Haines made the suggestion
Richardson & Hon, and the following that the association set on foot
plans for a
for the ensuing
officers were elected
Fourth of July celebration, and Old Home
and
H.
H.
Nickerson, president
year;
week in August, and an agricultural fair
general manager; George F. Berry, Bar in the fall. The suggestion for a Fourth
H.
P.
Richardson, of
Harbor, vice-president;
July celebration was at once taken up
secretary and treasurer.
by those present, the home week and fair
and
M. J. Palson, stockholder
director,
propositions being left for future conthe largest stockof Gloucester, who is
sideration. “If we can’t get factories, do
went
holder, was here Thursday, and
something to liven things up in Ellsworth
through the building. He is a man of ex- and keep us busy,” was the keynote of the
perience and ability, having shares in meeting.
nearly every cold storage plant from Cape ! A voluntary subscription for Fourth of
He is superintendCod to Cape Breton.
July celebration was started on the spot,
ent of seven which are being built in and
|117 was subscribed by those at the
Newfoundland, and no greater recommen- :
meeting. The following were appointed
dation can be had of the good results of au
executive committee on the celej
cold storage plants than that of Mr.
W. A. Alex-

centlv

ENT

ix.

Grave*.

vs.

notr

GREEN hAKK.

MERCHANTS’ ASS’N.

Aleck White is home for

Googles. Benton.
Thursday. April 1.1.
Ctoaeon vs. Dodge. Hurley: Ritchie.
Harwood vs. Hinckley. Rolliu*; Chase.
Woodruff, libl't vs. Woodruff. Deasy A
Lynatn; Hurley.
Friday, April 14.
Ober v*. Mcammon
Hurley: Deasy A
Lyuam.
vs.
Saunders. Hurley: Mason.
Gasper
(Jasper vs. Maunders. Hurley; Mswod.
Osgood v*. Carter. Hurley.
Vine v*. Cottary. Hurley.
Doyle vs. Ellsworth. Hurley.
Saturday, April id.
KenduskesR Tr. Co. v*. Leach. .Smith;

Eden
WSItmore, t. ¥... furtman.
FMteM. Boy E., clrrk.Stonlnator
.Mount
Dmrl
fleaicat, Il.in* O
ClOMva. Frank W.Hodgnilck
Daria. W A.**“rrJ
Hardiron, John 1".Eraukltt
Heslb. 8. ..Peoobscol
Herrick. Austin «. Hrooklic
Ellsworth
Lord, Henry.

A.SHION M

cases

Fallows.
Leach vs. Trust Co.

Winter Hsrbor.
CLAT. PorUan.l
M.oboca.. Ell.worth.

;[MriB

as

SMS

TUESDAY

BEGAN

The list of specially assigned
follows:

cases.

court.

Sage won’t stop that
L. L. MORRISON, Skowhegan, Maine.
spot from spreading, noth'll* in this world will.
AND
FOUNDATIONS.
MINERALS
FOR
Baldness, thin hair and falling hair
*w caused
by dandruff germs. If you
We solicit your inquiries for wells,
asve dandruff, kill the
germ, at once.
test-holes and deep-well pumping nia.
We can save you money on
Parisian Sage is guaranteed by O.
To those who wish running
A- I archer to kill
chinery.
ureas materials and suitings
dandruff germs,
AT
63D STREET
water in the home we recommend BHOADWAY,
Danish dandruff,
for
Men, Women, and Children,
stop falling hair and
direct from the Camden Woolitching scalp, or money back. It is a
NEW
YORK
CITY
The funeral services were held at the
The Kewanee System
Write for Samples.
en Mill.
dainty hair dressing that will make home. Rev C. Hargrove read selections
Mrs. Duffee has returned from Brook 3IN THE VERY CENTRE OF EVERYTHING
F. A. Packard, Mgr. Retail Department.
OF WATER SUPPLY.
5™ ha:Ir bright and fascinating. Large from the scriptures and the poem, “Cross- ville.
Box 36. Camden. Me.
Hotel
All
cars
and
Avenue
busses
5th
pass
oottle, 50 cents. Sold in every town in ing the Bar.
Rev. Mr. Barker offered
Subway and Elevated R. R. stations, minute.
Send for circulars.
America. The girl with the Auburn prayer.
Miltsrd Leighton and family, of SedgFlvemiuules’ walk to theatres and shops.
BUY
Q»'r on
summer.
50 rooms, Detached Bath, f 1.00 per day
moved
here
(or
the
have
10.R.
carton.
wick,
every
April
**
L. A. REED & SON,
1.50
100
Premium Tea
Swasoy'a
150
Pierce Candage and Austin Chaito are
25
with Bath
•
MAINE
WESTBROOK.
2.00
100
asbtrtiictntnU.
PROM YOUR GROCER AND GET A
building a weir for Ed. Babsou, of Blje..

Artesian Wells m Test Holes

H°S

EMPIRE

CAMDEN WOOLENS

**

•*

2.50
50

100

hill.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla
Is

The Ideal Spring Medicine
Alterative and Tonic
Pleasant to take, agreeable in action, positive in effect.
Purifies the blood, strengthens the nerves, builds up the
whole system. Get it in liquid, or tablets called Sarsatabs.

KLLSWORTH

Ross Cane

night stage.
nearer

has given

up
He will have

driving the
employment

Suites with Bath

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•NO

home.

PAY,

NO

at

short

April

10.

ts

Ful

before.

WEST BTONINUTON.
Mrs. Blancbie Stinson is visiting Sirs.
J. W. Stinson.
Joseph Judkins is very ill of heart
trouble. Sirs. Lizzie Stinson is caring
for him.
The dam factory has started work, after
being idle a (ear, and is doing a rushing
business.
MUM.
April 8.

Llo«. .1

iWUMCN

Let

us

mail

Kft

beautiful pair of HOu
shoes.'■•H’s the best proposition ever
offered—and we can prove it.
to

&
TUTTLE
CO.,
APOTHKOAIIIBS,
PORTLAND, MK
Congress and Myrtle Sts.,

U«ll IC5

hair
STORE

518 Congress St., Portland. He.

a

Manufacturer of

State

ARTISTIC HUMAN HAIR GOODS
of every description.
Goods sent on approval to responsible parties

earn

I Ray

ALIC B
8'tu* me cough, ease the thioat, clear th6 voice
and are harmless. Nend lour cents for mailing
and receive a sample FREE.

HE8ELTINE

AND FIXTURES.
H

til AlIPkl

Hosiery Co.,

us,

Portland, Maine

Professional

Wlrfa, ul S...UM Curtail, dim
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth
Estey Building. Slate St..

EMImim

UINN, PropV

Carts.

Me

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Crumbs.

JOHNSON

PRESENT WITH EVERY POUND.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write
and we will supply you direct.
E. SWASEY 6t CO..

ELECTRICAL

with coal

W.

notice

laundry
Harry Conary and wife have moved to
Goods called tor and delivered.
Ellsworth, for Mr. Conary’s spring work
H. B. ESTEY 4k CO.,
on the yacht Nana.
Ellsworth.
Estey Building. MUte St..
Wilbur Friend has returned from a trip
East. Capt. Eaton has his new vessel, the
WIRING.
Grace Stephens. He will supply the lighthouse

and up.

SEND FOB FREE GUIDE TO CITV-

WAHHKK.*

work done

All kind# of

3

II.

SCO T T

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENkKAL CLERICAL WORK.

Agent of tbe Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drag
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

I)Ii-

c.

E.

HOLT,
Dentist,

Bangor,

OFFICE
23 Hammond St
Office hours

V

Maine.
KFSJDENC*
25 Fourteenth ftt.
to 12.15 ; 1 to 6.

Evenings by appointment

aPurttscmoits.

slightly improved.
Mrs.
Mary Woodworth

NERVE PAINS.

Hiram

drugs that merely stupify but d(
Use LEE’S LINE
act stop the pain.
Ml .N'T just rub it in well over the pain-

quickly
disipated

anc

note how

applications everybody

drug and general

At

T. M. Blaisdell

few

a

Vivian

drawn to

who has bad

Mrs.

daughter

and

in town for

are

serve as

jurors

at the

April

are

term

Nancy Woodworth, who
w ith her daughter,

has

spent

Mrs. 8. R.

FRANKLIN HOAD.;;

a

employment with

G.

Miss

Fred, jr.,
week, visit-

son

Grindal,

of

here

to-day,
Surry, teacher.

commences

J. W\ McKay and F. 8. Graves

re-

last

week

from

her vacation at

millinery

visit with relatives at

a

i (rent

guest
Martin.

w

a re-

in

the

care

of

Jordan, of Waltham,
in town Saturday on business.
George Coombs has procured a rent
will move his family to Bar Harbor.

Mis«

Mrs. Gilman

Bernice Dunn.

Principal Foss,
turned

of the

high school,

his vacation

from

which he will find

with

a

re-

hors<

useful in his rounds ol

visiting.
Mrs. M. A. Bunker,

a long-time invalid
spent the winter with her sor
Arthur, was removed to the home of hei
daughter, Mrs. Roscoe Gay, last week.

There

who has

There

a

W. E.

many
been

dry

wells

in town.

water

no

in

Bragdon

is at home from

Bangor,

engaged in the shoe
business. He has purchased the goods of
Walter Lawrie, and will run a store here.
Cb’b’eb.
April 10.

lady highly regarded

young

frienda

many

and

last July.

where be has

extend heart}
future happiness in her new
home at Farmington.
her

are

has

them since

Cards announcing the marriage of Mis?
Florice Cora Gordon to Warren Smiti
Mrs
Ames were received last week.
Ames is

was

George and Walter Bntler have begun
work for the East brook Lumber Go.

school

and

mother, Mrs. Matilda

been

to

E. Grindle and sister are
of
Mrs. Addison

All

schools

in

April 17, except
which

will

will

commence

the school at

town

Beechland.
week later

commence

one

B. Holt and wife have gonelto
South Gouldsboro for the season.
Mrs. Fred Davis, of Worcester, Mass., is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Isabel Christie.
Newell Tripp will go to Waterville this
week to be employed with his brother

teachers have
been
following
engaged: Franklin primary, Mias Dell!
Hragdon; Franklin grammar, vacancy tc
he filled; Hyefield primary, Miss Katie
Banker; Hyefield grammar. Miss Eva
Springer; East Franklin primary, Misc
Marcia Gordon; East Franklin grammar,
Mine Daisy Gordon; Tracy district, Mise
Marion Phillips; Beechland, vacancy to ba
filled;
West Franklin primary, Miaa
Lettie Smith; West Franklin grammar,
Miss Vida Springer; Egypt district, Misc
Adah Savage.
B.
April 10.

The

Alton.

Mre. A. L. Holt left Friday for Bangor to
visit her son Clarence, after which she will
go to Dover to visit with her oldest son.
Dr. H. A. Holt.
Eunice Coggins arrived home TuesBoston by way of Southwest
Harbor, where she stopped to visit her sister, Mrs. Robie Norwood.
Y.
April 10.
Miss

day

from

_

NORTH FRANKLIN.

Henry
grip.

Jettison and

W. F. Cousins
week on business.

wife

was

are

BAYSIDE.

position

a

Queen.
Orpt. Stephen
den to have
motor boat

a

on

weir fishing
profitable.
April 0.

Sellers has been in Camengine installed in his

new

services at

special

be

a

spend

Walter Gray

Mrs. Lyman Stinson has been ill, but is
now

Mrs. J. D. Bemick has
weeks, bat is gaining.

both ill ol

*■».
The infant child of Mrs. Martha Lawranee, of Harrington, who has beer
critically ill of pnenmonia at the home ol

Stafacrtiscmcati.

Miss Laura Haynes ia visiting triends at
Penobscot.
Mrs. Henry Keniston, who has been ill,

is improving slowly.
Leslie Harper and family have moved
into tbe cottage at Daws point.

Here Are Facts We Want
You to Prove at
Our Risk

Mrs. Sophronia darter baa gone to tbe
Cape to spend a few days with her son
Benjamin Carter.
Q.
April 10.

it may seem, Rexall “98
Hair Tonic has grown hair on heads that
were once bald.
Of oonras, in none ol
as

oases were

the hair roots dead,

had the soalp taken

on a

BUCKS PORT.

nor

William Page, of Bangor, atswardon tbe
Bangor-Boston steamer Camden, died
suddenly here Wednesday, April fi. Mr.
Page was feeling ill, and left the boat
wben it arrived here Wednesday morning.
He reached tbe Robinson bouse, when be
was taken suddenly
worse, and died in a
few minutes. Mr. Page was fifty-eight
years of ags. He leaves a widow a five
children.

glased, shiny ap-

Rsxall “91” Hair Tonic acta scientific-

ally, destroying the germs which are
usually responsible for half!news. It penetrates to the roots of the hair, stimulating
and nourishing them. It is a most pleasant toilet neoeeaity, is delicately perfumed, and will not gum or permanently
stain the hair.
We want you to get a bottle of Rexal
“hi” Hair Tonic and use it as directed. II
it does not relieve soalp irritation, remove
dandruff, prevent the hair from falling
•at and promote an increased growth 01

called to

The Methodist churches at Stonington
Deer Isle have the past two
months been served very acceptably by
Rev. Mr. Ainslee, of Roxbury, Mass.
H.
April 7.

and South

Miss Lizzie Tracey has returned from
Boston.
East

a

guest

;

TH* HOUND SLKBP OP GOOD HBALTB
Can not be ever estimated and any ailment thst prevents IS is s menses to health.
J- L. Soothers, Ben Olnlrs, Wls., soys: "I
hove bees unable to sleep soundly nights, because of pel ns across
my back nod soreness of
my kidneys, kfy appetite was very poor end
my general condition was much run down. 1
have been taking Foley Kidney Pills hot n
short time end now sleep as sound ns n rock,
*7, general condition la greatly Improved,
and I kuow that Foley Kidney Pills have
eared me." Sold by nil druggists.

hair, and In every way give entire satis
taction, simply oome back and tall os, anc
Chamberlain’* Stomach and Liver Tabwithout question or formality we wii
hand back to you every penny you paid ui lets assist nature la driving all impurities
out of the system, insuring a free and
tor it.
Two sixes, 60c. and flDO. Sold
regular condition and restoring tbe oronly at our store—The Rexall Store. E gana of the body to health aad
strength.
G. Moons, cor. opp. postofea.
I Bold by all dealers.

H.

horns from Islsslord.

Gott is working at D. 7. Nor-

wood’s.
In Bar Harbor

D. L. Richardson

returned to

last

Orono

Saturday.
Mrs. John Knowlton is at home bom
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Basie Carter baa moved to the Manchester place at Ship Harbor.

The variety show which was given In
Mount Desert hall April 7, was a decided
The receipts of the e ratling
suocees,
amounted to more than •W.
P. M.
April 8.
_

SEAL COVE.

schooner

s more

interesting

collection ot

...

.>.

publica-

thanks” by the publishers to whom they
were submitted.
Finally he determined
to use an almanac as tbe vehicle tor placing bis writings before tbe public. His
plan proved successful, and after a year or
two the great author was finding no
trouble in getting his matter printed and

receiving

he

In fc fleet Dee. 5, 1910.
BAR

booksellers of England found it impossible to supply the demand. It was copyrighted by a London newsdealer and he
made e fortune from its subsequent sales.
The upper class of society made an effort
to monopolise tbe “reading matter” pages
of an almanac issued in Paris in 1807,
which was called the “Almsna Royal,”
giving notices of days of reoeption by the

has employment.
Hubbard.

HARBORf TO BANGOR.
I

A

M

BAR IIAR.... If.
Sorrento.
Sullivan.
Mt DesertPerry.
Waokeag 8 Py
Hancock
Franklin Road
Washgt'n Jane.
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falls
Nlcoltn...
Green Lake.
Phillips Lake
Holden.
Brewer JuneBANGOR....
Portland .....i
Boston..
BANOOR TO BAR HARBOR.
1PM

Boston.Is.

10

a M

|

M ! 4 ■
a o t oo
r N
u is \j 35
r m
r m
3 34
5 »
3 H
&u
ta «» js <4
A

001.1

AM

Portland.Is.

1 30..
am!
6 00 10 »
6 07
10 36
:«3» iom
:« M ’ll « J3 M nr
6 44 11 10
4 « m c*
16 U 11 33
;4i*
7 06 11 67
4 56
« a
7 IS 11 45 4 » 4 31
7 66: II 86 4 34 .141
I? » {IS 06. 4 a
J7 41: 16 18!. 4 S4
7 44 16 18
fi»
7 80 16 28. 7 08
8 60
8 48 .!.
9 66, 110. 7 50
1
I
I
)
*
Commencing Dec. • a steamer will lesvs
Bar Harbor at 6.8s a mi. arriving at Mt. Desert
Perry at 7J0 a m. Sundays excepted. <*-3
Trains Isaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.*
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 am. 10 U
p. m. connect with Washington Co. By
1 Stops on signal to conductor.
0
on,Jr to leave passengers from points
on Washington County Railroad.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Use, to and from Portland.
Boston and St John.
BANGOR.Is.
Brewer Jnnc.
Holden...
Phillips lake........
Green Lake.
Nlcoltn...
Ellsworth Falla.
ELLSWORTH.
Wasb'gt’n June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waokeag. f Fy.
Mt Desert Perry......
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HAR.. ..ar.

..

Passengers

are earnestly request!y to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falla and Falls to
Bllsworta.

cure

especially

F. B. BOOTH BY.
Oeaeral Passenger Agent
morris McDonald.
Flee President A Oeaeral Manager
Portland. Ms.

large

_

Mrs. Abbie Bead, who has been quite
ill, is recovering.
Cept. L. W. Stewart is seriously 111 at
his home at Bayside.
Passion Play at
A lecture on the
Oberammergau was given by Bsv. 8. H.
Jobe, at the hall Tuesday evening, April 4.

Bar*

—

druggist*.

pgfj

Min Stissliip Gin
Bar Harbor and Boston S4.SI
One Way. $8.00 Bound Trip;
BlnobUI and Boston $4.00 On*
Way. S7JIO Roaad Trip.
SMamr Booth bay wn. Bhi Harbor It a
n. Moaday ud Tharaday far »aal Hu-oot,
XartbaaM Harbor, Hum. loathna Harbor.
Stoategion, North Ha..a aad Borland ooa
"dltt wttb manor far Bodot
a :-o !tJ»
boo- Toradar aad
Friday fordtoaUpto.. lorti
Har.aaad falhid.

•

Catania, laaraa Blaahtll
for BoaU

1'

Hoodar aad Tharaday

tt

a a,

HlmilB,

Nrauha., Bairwict, Onr laid, Sarar.irM.,
SoM Brooamila, Dark Harbor awl Boulaad.

tMwrdtt »llt manor for Bama. tulUI
boo. Toractay and
Friday lor Daar late, (ar
(.dDrlll. aad Bnahlahd.
IRDWIM
■laudUp> Ckato ud Ctl>W tap'
Um Boatoat pa Moaday, Tnaaday. n«r*
tea ud PrVUy fot taailaad.
Ia»« Mlaad MS
a ar 01 arrlral of

WaOaaaw,
5V“" faaliiail, Tliain,
Harbor, Baaattf

Brlday awl Satarday, tor Bar
aad aatanaadlaar Hadtapa.
!■ L.
A. U.

Baum, Aaoar, Bar Harbor.
Baaaaca. Araas. Bigrani.

BuJuag.

6%
ta

wkatyoornoaay

will aara II

_

Augustus Gott os me home bom Portland with Uept Martin in his amack Friday last.

M'«T A NARCOTIC
A Bailable Mrdldae
Mrs. F. Marti. Bt. Joe, Mich., says-. “Our
little boy contracted a severe bronchia) trouble
aad as the doctor's medicine did aot cure
him, I rave him Foley's Honey aad Tar Compound, in which I have (rent faith. It cured
the oough ea well as the choking and gagging
sue lie, and he got well In a abort time.
Foley’s Honey and Tar Oompound has many
times aaved as much trouble end wo are
never without it in the house." Bold by nil

■

Interesting Collection In Library of
Congress at Washington.
There is not in the Library of Congress

_

MKLNLEY.

was

jffi!

iaaotoaot ant 4uamnge.

Among the 9nl"trail*” was tut o( tU
universities of England, which, under an
order ot Jama* L, received a monopoly ol
tU publication and aale of almanace. TU
CAPE ROSIER.
aniversitire turned tU bnsineea over to
David Dyer has sold his farm to the
the stationers and accepted a royalty or
Rosier Mining Co.
annuity. “Moore’s” and “Partridge’s" alMr. Goodwin, manager of the Rosier manace became
popular, though tU
was
here
last week.
Mining Co.,
weatUr predictions were far from reliable.
Norris Gray underwent a critical opera- Moore's almanac purported to be Issued
tion in a hospital in Portland Wednes- under the direction of Francis Moore, a
day.
physician, who died in rnt, but for many
Maurice Gray went to Portland Satur- years after his death the almanac apday to visit his father, L. F. Gray, who Is peared just as if under his supervision.
Another almanac appeared claiming to
in King’s hospital.
be issued by a Francis Moore, and a lawG.
April 8.
suit resulted, which finally terminated in
CENTER.
tU stationers winning the tail. The
Ada and Esther Batter, ot Owl’s Head, trust in almanacs continued until UOB,
wUn tU Society for tU Diffusion ot Useare visiting here.
Lida Butler visited friends at West ful Knowledge brought oat tU “British
Almanac.”
Tremont last week.
Among the first of American almanacs
Mrs. Osmond Emery, of Marlboro, is
was tU one issued by Isaiah Thomaa at
visiting relatives here.
Worcester, Maas., in 1770. This sprang
Mrs. Etta Walls and children, Arthur into
popular favor by a happy accident.
and Jennie, of Beal Cove, spent a few In the
print shop from which tU almanac
days recently at Mrs. Alban Harper’s.
was las usd worked a printer's devil, who
8.
April®.
was always a thorn in tU side ot tU
proprietor, Isaiah Thomas, the maker of alISLE8FORD.
manacs. One day while the boy was “setMrs. Elisa Mayo is visiting trienda at
ting up” a page of the almanac he found
Big Cranberry.
that Mr. Thomaa had neglected to Jot
There will be a supper at tbs church down the kind of weather which ooold be
Thursday, April U.
expected on a certain day in June.
“Just pat anything, everything, anyOept. L. A. Farnsworth and son Maurice
came Saturday to commence work for Mr.
thing—don’t care what it is,” petulantly
1
Burnham. They are boarding with Mrs. answered the almanac maker.
“Then l’ll fix It,” replied the lad, and ha
Walter Hadloek.
I
did. He put in type, “Bain, hail, alset
8.
April 10.
and snow," and it went to press that
way.
BEECH tni.i.
Thomas was angry, but the book could
not bo printed over without
damage Richardson is in poor health.
going to
Mrs. Ambrose Blanchard waa at
heavy expense. When the day of “rain,
Harbor Friday.
hail, Blast and snow” cams around, the
Mrs. Uelia Douglas, ot Trenton, Is visit- prediction was fulfilled and the alnmnan
maktr’e fortune was made.
ing her eouain, Mrs. M. M. Lampber.
Mrs Harry Bordeaux, of Bound, visited
her mother, Mrs. Ella Carter, recently.
Foley Kidney Pill* contain la concentrated
form Ingredients of eatahllsked
therapeutic
April 10.R.
value for

Monday, where
April 10.

_

Mrs. Baby Morgan
week.

--'-—

go

here.

Georg* Loring

■ ■

The Lincoln improvement league has
put new curtains in the schoolhouse.
Mrs. Emma Wright and son Hugh, who
have been at James Grant’s the past two
months, have returned to their boms In
Marlboro.
elite, coart reception days, fancy balla,
Launder Smith has been doing some sundown teas and the geneology of the
mason
work for Tyler Hodgkins, of reigning house. Tbe almanac was almost
Marlboro. He will
to Bar Harbor aaociety blue book.

Easter will be observed by the Sunday
school combining the exercises with the
evening service with preaching by Bev. C.
£. Bromley. This will be Mr. Bromley’s

Phehe

on

PARTRIDGE COVE.

Miss Susie Sim peon.
Miss Gray has returned for the spring
term of school which commenced Monday. The high school also opened with
the same teachers—H. E. Donnell and
Miss Hamblen.

is

business

School commences Monday, taught by
Miss Bernice Cline, of Hancock.

Mrs. Georgia Lynam opened her house
Friday, after spending the winter with

April 10.

on

_

Mrs. Charles Simpaon has been
of Mrs. Otis Hinman.

Sunday

me,....

liberal pay.
It was another German author and
GOTT’s ISLAND.
mathematician,
Reyloraontenus, who,
Frank Babbldge and Berlin Oott went under the patronage ot Corvinus, King of
to Northeast Harbor Tuesday for a load of Hungary, issued the first annual almanac.
There was a disposition on the part of
coal.
almanac makers of tbe sixteenth century
William H. Harding has been drawn to
to predict ill luck for rulers and poliserve as traverse Juror, for the April term
ticians, and so general this prophesying
of court.
became that edicts were issued prohibitHorace Harding, who has been home
ing such predictions, as it “had a tenfrom Hebron academy a few days, has
dency to keep the weak and superstitious
returned.
in a nervous state”.
Dennis Driaooll and wife hive reoeived
Maurice Wheeler, canon of Christ
interesting letters and cards from their church, Oxford, compiled the first aldaughter, Mae L. Driaooll, who is at manac in the style in which moat of them
Japan, on her way to Hong Kong, China. are now issued. This was in 1873, and tbe
Chips.
April 8.
•ale of tbe almanac was so
that the

New
York last week by the sudden death of
her sister. Kate McCauley accompanied
bar.

two

PRETTY MARSH.

It Grows Hair

these

ill

Bangor

Wasgstt sod wite delightfully entertained the Unity club Thursday at a
picnic supper.
Mrs. C. C. Hutchings has been visiting
her father, Capt. Ira Foss, at Winter Harbor, a few days.
C.
April 10.

Dr. S. E. Phelps, for nine years a resident of Sullivan, will move his family this
Bayside friends of F. A. Orcutt are
week, to Farmington, Conn., where he
pained to hear of his serious illness.
has accepted a situation. All wish him
Albert Seeds was here a few days last success in his new
field, and regret his
week from Mac bias, called here by the illdeparture.
ness of his daughter Vera.
Mary, widow of Aaron Graham, died at
Mrs. Horaoe Marks, who has been ill tn advanced
age, Wednesday morning, at
several weeks of grip, is improving. Her the home of her son
George, at Sullivan
many friends hope to see her out again Centre. Services were held Friday aftersoon.
noon, conducted by Rev. C. A. Purdy.
B.
April 10.
Burial at York’s hill cemetery.

in Ellsworth Iasi

Charles Hardison, who has been very
lame, is able to be ont a little.
Frank Bradbury is getting ont bridge
stone at his quarry near the railroad cross-

Marvelous

been

in

A. H

here, returned home Thursday.
Mrs. Charles Cousins, of Stonington, is
with Mrs. Joseph Judkins, helping in the
care of Mr. Judkins, who is very ill.

school at

ciee your

important

OLD ALMANACS.

busi-

out.

Mrs. Josephine Stanley and sons, of
Rockland, who have been with friends

Ruth Allen is teaching
Sullivan.

HF

1
DR. TRUE’S
ELIXIR JSL

tions thsn that of almanacs, and the fact
Palmer Seavey is visiting his sister, that it is held that the almanac of 1467
Mrs. Josie Sargent, at Eden.
was
tbe first effort in this line givvs
Emerson Ladd and wife called on additional interest to the collection.
friends in Bar Harbor recently.
Notwithstanding that nearly four and
Melvin Marshall, who baa been in Ban- one-half centuries have passed since the
almanac was issued, almost the idengor hospital the past ten weeks, is ex- first
tical astrological signs are used as were
pected home this week.
introduced by Dr. Faustus, whose career
Alvin Norwood and Frank Colson have
was immoratalixed by Goethe and Margone to Treraont to look for employment.
lowe. Tbe first almanac, whose authorThey expect to move their families there.
ship is variously credited to Guteuberg,
M.
April 10._
Schaeffer and Pfister, did not have these
PROSPECT HARBOR.
signs and necromantic secrets. Benjamin
Franklin’s Poor Richard's Almanac is a
Irving 8. Riy has gone to Joneeport,
treasure of homely wit and wisdom, and
where he expects to spend the summer.
even to this day a large number of tbe
J. S. Coombs and wite were recent
cheaper almanacs endeavor to imitate
guests of their nephew, Carroll J. Dunn.
Franklin.
Mrs. I. 8. Whitaker has sufficiently reAuerbach had the unpleasant experience
covered from her recent illness as to be of
having his manuscripts returned “with

Roy Travers went to Vinal haven Mon-

was

waa

Ralph Leland baa shipped
Winchester as mate.

Easter vacation
Nihil.

Frank McGuire

H

Jr »*£

more

last week.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Mrs.

B
■

remof

Observer.

on

H

—

to their future happlneaa.
Dr True'! Kllitr ripel* the war**, II there are
any—if not It act* a* a fentle laiatiee and tonic. It
clean* out all waste matter from the etomach and
bowels, tone* and strenirthen* the entire
adult*aa well aschlldren.
True * Klliir Is a safe, pure,
yejretahle tonic and ha* been the
standard household remedy for
atetjr years. Write for free book,
"Childrea and thrtr Disc****."
Sold by all drupeisU.jjc, Joe. I oo.
Tie*-* Ctsflisfuwi Spray It
Offeree'■ Cwtl aad Creep Reaedp
Seal aapwksrt aa
Price A.
Bade
receipt at price.
OR. J. f. TRUE 4 CO., latrrs, Me.
3psrsatlrsanaair/*e reps wsewr. PVwpassl.so

Bi

nes *.

Mrs. C. C. Cousins.

with her mother,

business

Fred Murch is in Bar Harbor

evening.

the

win

the mm, bu variable appetite or
bowels, suffers with wind-colic or
headache,is irritable aad reaticaaJuM
furred tongue or offeusi re breath you
snay be sure that child Is troubled
with wsrwt. which cause nearly all
the Ills of caildhood.
Don’t delay
disease comes sod.
denly—a few doses of the wonderful
old-time remedy—

OAK POINT.

Capt. Harry Gray has gone to Boston to
put the yacht Tramp, of which he has
command, in commission.
Miss Ethel Cousins came from Portland
to

may make the

the

Sunday, and

Methodist church Easter

I

and Leonard T.
Bragdon, whose herring weirs have
proved failures, are rebuilding them this
spring, thinking tbe new taw in favor of

yacht

the

—

Bangor.
George F. Kane A Co.,

Marion.

will

concert in the

last

Friends and relatives were grieved to
of the death of Stephen B. Preble,
ho died in California March 10.

I

eBplaln^aad

which it is not able to
If Wmrn Only
which the mother
Knew—couM easily and quickly
cure.
Mothers, study your child’s
symptoms; If cross, peevish, nervous,
grits the teeth, wets the bed, picks

them at

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

NORTH LAMOINE.
A.

N.

8.

When children are crow, irritable and

that they
peevish It doe* not signify that
theta
have bad tempers; it shows
la something wrong with the child

Warren Smith and W. E. Jackson are
and preparing clams for Fred
Goodwin, who finds a good market for

guests

take

wishes for

Capt.

quarterly records at the

U Mothers Only Knew

digging

day.

staves for John W. Blaisdell.

West Gouldsboro, left hei

business

of bis

week

in town

returned borne.

improving.
Guy Cleveland has gone to Milli noeket
North Anson and Madison.
to work this spring.
Friends here and in Ellsworth were
It is hoped than Mrs. Perrin Swan, Mrs. saddened to hear of the death of Mrs. Ezra
Ralph Saunders left for New York
K. A. McNiel and Miss S. A. Brackett may N.
Phillips, of Cincinnati, O. Mr. Phillips Saturday for the season’s yachting.
soon rally from their present illnesses.
and wife visited here and in Ellsworth,
Mrs. Cook, of Stonington, and Mrs.
Kirs. Joseph Cole, of Dorchester, Mass., Mr. Phillips' native city, a faw years ago. Hooper, of Sullivan, are at Mrs. James
who has assisted in the care of her mother His many friends sympathize with.him in Robbins’.
home this his sorrow.
a few weeks, leaves for her
Roy Hendrick l«ft for Portland Saturweek.
M.
ADril 10.
day to finish his studies at Shaw’s busififty. H. B. Haskell, district superintenness college.
WEST 'FRANKLIN.
dent, conducted the fourth quarterly conAnthony Rye, Elmer McCauley, BenjaWatson McGown began sawing staves
ference at the Methodist church Saturday
min Tracy, and Frank Steele went to
at the mill Saturday.
evening.
Vinalbaven Saturday to work in the
Irvin Rollins has contracted to saw
Miss Annie Pherson, who is spending
granite quarries.
Mrs. M. C. Foss and children returned

was

SORRENTO.

Young will go to New York this

Arthur

with

are

pairing the town house chimney.
Harvey C. Martin, of Houlton. was

ing relatives.

Camden,
Young.

April 10.

School

postofflce,

bear

Mrs. El I wood

week

Frank L. Hodgdon, assistant at

Judkins, of New Hampshire, who
has been visiting Mrs. W. E. Jackson, has

Mrs. Elsie Knowlton has gone to Isle au
Haunt to spend the summer nt the 8mith

aotxTtuniuiktft.

were

play.

Mrs.

here.

Saturday

L. Joy.

to her home.

Maynard and Lawrence Webber are
Moody school, Northfleld,

There

Seammon, has returned to her home in
| Bar Harbor.
B.
i April 10.

Mrs. Knowles, of Calais, who has* spent
part of the winter in town, has returned

were over

con-

U. Hardison

winter

Charles Graves has

from Ellsworth last

severe

a

slowly

1

days.

Mrs. F. H. Macomber, and

is

pneumonia,

of the supreme court at Ellsworth.
the

April

ter.

views

the

to make up the
postofflce here.

from
Mrs. J. B.
Quincy, Mass., where she spent the win-

to

gone

valescing.

com*

Center

paving interests.
Sylvester has returned

after his

in

F. E. Blaisdell and J.

Dunn

has

Scamraon

Gordon,

of

looking

Mrs.

house.

The granite business is beginning to
signs of returning life.

news.

milliner.

Bangor Wednes-

nville to teach.

Archie

Miss Mildred Worcester left Friday for
V»» Horen, where she has a position as

Uouldsboro,

in

show

stores.

The spring terra of high school
meaccd Wednesday.

Marion

was

business.

Miss
Brow

franklin.

Mrs.

on

attack

"county

Fanline, of

Miss Marcia Springer has gone to West
teach.

day

ill.

Miss Lottie Kobinson, of Camden, has a
large class of violin and mandolin pupils

Peru to

are the
say so, and satisfied users
Take our word that
oues who can tell.
Lee’s Linim-mt is a wonder, then get a
bottle, use it, and you wilt thank us for
In full 4-ounce botthe tip we gave you.
tles (TWICE th“ usu&i quantity) for 25

Hagan wharf to load paving.
Joseph Leopold, of New York, is here

Mass.

T.

colored

illustrating

home from the

EAST FRANKLIN.
#

shown,
A
good-sized
audience attended. Miss Green, of Bar
STONING TON.
; Htrbor, who intended to give the lecture,
Capt. E. 8. 8-nitb has gone to Castine to was unable to be present.
build his herring weir.
Mrs. R. L. Latty, who failed to rally
8chooner Fannie and Fay is at the from a severe attack of grip, is still quite
Fine

COUNTY NEWS.

poor

10.

April

will

ueut*.

Mrs.
fora

health.

used it

ever

wife, of Cherryfleld,

Mrs. Lena Collar is with her sister,
Maude Goodwin, at West Franklin,
in
few
days. Mrs. Goodwin is

and
thoroughly the pain is
caused to disappear. It is really wonderfat what beneficieut effect LEE'S LINIMENT has. Not only in neuralgic pains
is uni’s LINIMENT good, but also for
rheumatism, sciatica, bruises, injuries,
LEE’S
stiff joints, lame and sore spots.
LINIMENT is the king of all external
who

and

Schoppe

week-end guests of Mrs. Scboppe’s
mother, Mrs. William Giles.
8. 8. Scammori has nearly finished shipping bis wood at the crossing the largest
amount shipped for some time.
were

Venal

locality-and

visited her
Rice, at Gouldsboro

Annie

last week.

point,

neuralgic pair
thus causes such suffering by its intensity
Don’t take harmful in
aa« lingering.

ful

Mrs.

sister,

It doesn’t taki

Nerve pains -neuralgia.
sitk to bring on some

is
parents, 8. W. Jellison and wife,

her

the relief end

cere

of all

A WBW 8 KB LBS
Ms

BOW

opaa. Baiw. ti aaak; aaaaatMp yap

WIT PAT ABUT
wBoa yaa

ran

barrow

oa

yoar

ttin&sjsrvstfj
•Baa yoo ara BOW yaynt Hr
rwK. aad to akoot uayaara yoo

OWW TOUS own HOMBr
Bar yartHolaia nqidro o(
O. W. Tartar, »od%
Pint Nad Baak Bl*
A. W. Kara. Praaldoat.

Kidney and

One Cea motor Helped Saak le Were
I
atltaUw. Bold bjr oil droggioti.
Mr. Wllford Adame is hie name, sad he
writes:
"I wee confined to my bed with !
IAf* MEOIf’IM* VOB CHILDRRK
chronic rhea met lam end need two bottles of
Foley's Kidney Remedy with rood affect
Honey and Tar Compound is a safe
The third botue pet me on the Lexington,
for children, as it does
Ky., Street Railway It will do all you claim
°r haredal drags. The
in eases of rheumatism.” It el an re the Mood
Foley’s Boner sad Tar Oompesad is
of arte ecid. Bold by all druggists.
I la a yellow
package, hold at all

.Fvly’s
?!?

|

KUiwsrth Laai aid Boldiiii Axrti

drsggtste.

S

Subscribe for Thb AmabioaU

NEWS

COUNTY

bluehill.
hllv,n* * nCW el1
Frank L. Stover bu

hi.
JTTo
.h,rgeutthe work.

miaw.

Curtii

ind wife, of Boston,
borne, St.rbo.rd

^ -Ir

^re, for

abort *t*y.
Curtis bad tbe misfortune to
while working
finger quite badly
ml11 ta*' we'*
will be tbe
Charles H.rgrove
the James A.
day orator for
A. Ho-hb year.
»

„

“’hem"
uleri.l

“XldpoeML

Ann. H. Kill., of
remon4 of Mm.
for
were brought to Bluehill
Mm. E1U» ... tbe
week.
1—«
■teroMht
and wife.
of Edw.rd Hinckley
The

'T„h«eld

BROOK UN.

FI ye returned Friday from Eden
spent the past week.
Rev. E. E. Small is ill. There were no

O. L.

where he

Miss

in

day*

Mra.

week.

laat

town

enwill have tbe Brown cottage
,od improved for the coming

r

of Austin L. Parker wa,
The funeral
Wedneaday, April ft,
■d ,t me home
Barker officiating. Mr. Parker
to, Kalph
health along time, and
been in failing

^

vrrvtamu

poasiole

waa

of l'ape Hosier.

„fe,

U

"t

was

this week for
serve on

Mrs. Rachel Wells

April

by

1>. If. Bridges
Portland.

Moulton Cooper spent
Rockland.

.rc was

toaplae
eilix-n*

to enter

an

fight in-* b

were

The

l

~»

is

Mm.
has

horse of

few

a

for

days

has been

a

few'days,

Gayncll Bridges, who has spent her
her parents, K. C. Bridges
and wife, has returned to Hebron.
R*
April 10.

fames.

unknown

at

the

LAMOINE.

present.

Miss Olive Coolidge returns to-day to
her school in Blaine.

Rev.

unable to

Miyo coeailers

chased

flre-

the

p“Lame
f

new

society has recently purfor the dining hall.

dishes

Lillian Hodgkins has been employed the past week at the home of E.
H. King.
Mm. Grant, of Ellsworth, and Mm.
Davis, of Saco, are guests at Mrs. McMiss

lDBcrUanurntt

i

was

preach Sunday.

The ladies’ aid

very fine set.
that

H. Rice is ill of grip and

W.

Leg

»

*

Well”

Cartney’s.

|

«I wish to
say that I
have used
Sloan's Lini-

L

ment
lame

has given

on

leg

a

mai

much trouble for six
It was so bad that I
couldn’t walk sometimes for a1
*eek.
I tried doctors' medicine
and had a rubber
bandage for my
leg, and bought everything that I
me

During the winter he has lived
Capt. Fred Hodgkins.

w

ith his

There will be

weeks my

leg was well.”—A.
Hunter, o£ Hunter, Ala.

L.

Good for Athlete*.

Mr. K. Gilman, instructor of
athletics, 417 Warren St., Roxbury, Mass., says:—“I have used

SLOAN'S

liniment
with great success in cases of extreme fatigue after
physical exerhon, when an ordinary rubdown
would not make
any impression.''

Sloan’s Liniment
has

no

equal

as

a

remedy for Rheumutism, Neuralgia or any pain or
stiffness in the
muscles or joints.

Pric«.3c.,50«.tl1.0Q
—

Dr. Eari 8.

an

Easter

dent of the Kellogg Toasted Corn Flake
Co., of Rattle Creek, Mich.
Thousands of ears of com from all parts
of the country and of all varieties were
entered in the competition. The selection
of the grand champion sweepstakes and

■. i'

""

11

■

-■'■

April

w

ifc

arc on a

Miss K. L). Warren is exhibiting
ot

mayttowers

a

vase

in full bloom.

Jellison has gone to Eden
to live with Mrs. W. Jellison and attend
Miss Edith

school.

16.

A Medicine That Does Not
Cost

Lally.
James Jordan has sold one of his fullblooded Jersey cows to Arvill Jordan,
of Waltham.
delia

The

Hanna has bought a naphwill take with him
this summer to Sorrento, where he will
soon go to atttend to his
yacht, the Kat-

Capt.

A.

A.

which he

and

10.

MARLBORO.

George Jellison

is

quite

ill at

Coggins

returned to Biuehill

the

Moore,

R. A. James, Winner of W. K. Kellogg
National Corn Trophy for 1910
is of Reid’s Yellow' Dent variety. It is
ten inches Long, seven and one-half inches

Grover

place

over

Saturday,

en

route

Southwest iHarbor, Iwith a handsome
fek
span of horses.
If one is to determine spring by the arto

are spending
Tassadumkeag.

H. P. Burrill was called to Bradby the illness of her sister,
Mrs. Minnie Whitney.
Mrs.

1
1

1

Ernest W. Thompson, of Easton, and
Mrs. Bert Bradbury, of Burlington, were
in town last week, guests of Mrs. E. A.

Thompson.
B.

;

TRENTON.

rival of the birds, It can be counted from
the last week in March, when the robins,
bluebirds, song sparrows and many other
kinds were seen and heard here.

April

10.

Davis.
__

Aliy skin itching

*• »

temper-tester. The

Doan's
you scratch the worse it Itches.
Ointment cures piles, eczema—any skin itchstores.—Advt.
ing. At ail drug
more

who
Every family. and] especially those
reside in the country, should be provided
at all times with a bottle of Chamberlain’s
Liniment. There is no telling when it may
in case of an accident or emerIt is most excellent in all cases of
rheumatism, sprains and bruises. Sold

be wanted

gency.

by

all dealers.

10.

1

>

May.

High Pr«*s*nr«* Hays.
Men and women alike have to work inceswith
brain and hand to hold their own
santly
nowadays Never were the demands of business, the wants of tKe family, the requirements of society, more numerous. The first
effect of the praiseworthy effort to keep up
with all these things is commonly seen in a
weakened or debilitated condition of the nervous system, which results in dyspepsia, defective nutrition of both body and brain, and
in extreme cases in complete nervous prosIt is
tration.
clearly seen that what is
needed is what will sustain the system, give
vigor and tone to the nerves and keep the digestive and assimilative functions healthy
and active.
Prom personal knowledge, wt
can recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla for this
It acts on all the vital orgau*
purpose.
builds up the whole system and Ats men aud
women for these high-pressure days.—Advt. 3

for 1910
a

very correct
Mr. Janes,

t

an

inch in

width.

It is

y ><• <>f vein w dent orn.
the winner, is a vigorous

fnrfy years of age and of

farmer about

pleasing personal!
given careful study

y.
to

a

man

who

has

culture, and
who nu» a in ved Ins success as a grand
champion * inner only by years oT hard
corn

eur* d without loss
time ami by a medicine which, like
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrbcea R m* dv, not only eur.-s promptly

I)i rrhcea should be

of

produces

but
It

never

Sold

no

fails

u
m

by ail dealers.

l

f)le

prove our faith in what we
say, we unhesitatingly declare that any one who will
try- a bottle of VINOL wiM

have their money returned
without question if they are
not satisfied that it did them

good.
GKO. A.

I’AKCHKB, IMtIGGIST,
Kll•worth, M«*.

of
harsh

opp.

lUgal Notices.
NOTICK

or

FORECLOSURE.

Mary Ann Greely, of

Bill-

worth, in the county of Hancock, and
WHEREAS
State of Maine, Thomas F. Moran and Charles

B. Pineo, both of Eden, in said countyi el
Hancock, by their mortgage deed dated Angust 13, 1904. and recorded in the Hanceek
registry of deeds, in book 412, page 16, consaid Eden,
veyed to Everard orH. Greely,of ofland
in the town
A certain lot
parcel
of Eden, county of Hancock, and $tate ef
Maine, bounded and described as follows, te
Bounded northerly by the town road
wit:
leading from Hull’s Cove to Gideon Lis*
comt.’s; easierlv by land formerly of Otia
Brewer; southerly by land formerly of Otia
Brewer; westerly by land now or formerly at
(..'has. Whilcomb. containing twenty-si* acres,
more or less, an<1 being the same premises
conveyed to Elihu T. Hamor by Walter If.
Hamor by two deeds, the first dated September 25. 18«u. and recorded in vol. 172, page 494,
in Hancock registry of deeds, and the secendl
dated October 31. 1882, and recorded in vol.
181. page 466, ol i>aid registry, and the same
also was
conveyed by said Elihu T. Hamor ta
Martha Graut by deed daled August 16,1197,
and recorded in vol. 213, page 546. of said tegistry of deeds, to all of which deeds and the
records thereof reference is hereby made.
And whereas said Everard H. Greely, by
his assignment dated September 19, a. d. 1994,
and recorded in said Hancock registry ef
deeds, in book 411. page 194, sold, assigned,
transferred and conveyed said mortgage deed
and the notes, debt and
claim thereby secured, and all his right, title and interest in
the real estate therein described to the undersigned, Eastern Trust & Banking Company;
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage are oroken, now therefore, by reason ef
the breach of the conditions of said mortgage,
the said Eastern’Trust & Banking Company
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage and
gives ihis notice for that purpose.
Dated at Bangor, Maine, this fifth day ef
April, a. d. 19H.
Eastern Trust & Banking Company.
By its Treasurer.
C. D. Croeby.

NOTICE
ordinary
physic, '\T7'HEREAS
worth,
▼ V
con-

postoffice.

*1.055,0*8 27
9,000 00

OK FORECLOSURE.
Lester P. Crockett, of BllaHancock county, Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated March 28, 1906, aad
recorded in the registry of deeds for Hanceek
county, book 428, page 476, conveyed to me,
the undersigned. * certain lot of real estate
situated in said Ellsworth, described therein
as follows:
Beginning at a stake at the road
leading from Long pond to Dollardtown, at
the northwest corner of the lot set off and assigned to Margarget Wasgatt, now owned by
Isaiah Richardson; thence northerly by said
road about 43 rods to Elijah Crockett plaoe;
thence south 84 deg ices and 12 minutes east
and parallel with the north line of the lot set
off to Margaret W'asgatt, about 2C8 rods to ibe
head or east line of the lot of which this is a
part; thence in said east line, south 5 degree*
and 12 minutes west about 45 rods to said
Margaret Wasgatt lot; thence west 204 rods by
said Margaret Wasgatt lot to the place of beginning; and whereas the conditions of said
mortgage have been broken, now therefore by
reason of the breach of the conditions thereof
I claim a foreclosure of the same.
Frank P. Grat,
By his attorney. Harry L. Crabtree
Ellsworth, Me.. April 12,1911.

NOTICE OF rOKECLOsUBK#
TITHEREAS Charles F. Fuller, of HUsworth. Hancock county, Maine, by Mp
ff
mortgage deed dated June 8, 1909, and accorded in the registry of deeds for said Haftcock county, book 461, page 44. conveyed le
Ferdinand Wardwell a certain parcel of real
Total liabilities and surplus,
$1,046,093 27 estate situated in Ellsworth aforesaid, deF. W. FORSYTH. Agent.
scribed as follows: Beginning at the northBUCKSPORT. MB.
west corner of a lot of land owned by Mr. Roecoe Holmes, being his homestead lot situated
WOODMEN’S CASUALTY COMPANY,
on State street in said Ellsworth; thence rninit-'g westerly tive rods to % stake and stones;
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
thence running northerly tive rods to Mill
avenue, so called, iu said Ellsworth; thence
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1910.
aloDg the line of said Mill ayenue easterly tp
laud formerly owned by Henry M. Hail:
Mortgage loans,
$164.6(0 00 thence
along the west line of said Hall’s laad
Stocks and bonds,
00
5,000
southerly to place of beginning, and containCash in office and bank,
301 25
ing twenty-live square rods, more or less.
Interest and rents,
4.732 27
And whereas the said Wardwell assigned
All other assets,
3,056 81 the said
mortgage to the undersigned, by instrument dated March 31, 1911, not yet reGross assets.
33
[$177,690
and whereas the conditions of saH
corded,
Deduct items not admitted,
3,056 81
mortgage have been broken, now, therefore,
breach of the condition
reason of the
Admitted assets,
$174.633 52 by
thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortLIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1910.
gage
bated at Ellsworth, Maine, April 1,1911
Net unpaid losses,
$ 7,810 00
John O. Kins
Unearned premiums,
17,585 65
Harry L. Crabtree, attorney
All other liabilities,
7,914 82
Cash capital.
100,000 00
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Surplus over all liabilities,
41,293 05 TITHE REAS Fred L.
Kenney and Cora ft.
f
▼
Kenney, both of Verona, Hancock
Total liabilities and surplus,
$174,633 52
county. State of Maine, by their mortgage deed
datea March 3, 1910 aud recorded in Hancock
H. E. KNAPP. Dlst. Agent,
county registry of deeds, book 468, page 87,
Bucksport Loan A Building
BANGOR. ME.
conveyed io the
Association, a corporation located at Bucksport, in said county, certain real estate tbns
described in said mortgage:
A certain lotar
Notices.
parcel of land, with the buildings standing
-subscriber hereby gives notice that thereon, situate in said Verona on the westhe has been duly appointed adminij- erly side of the main road and bounded and
described as follows, to wit:
Southerly and
trator of the estate of
westerly by land of heirs of Thomas Mooney
K‘»BKRT J. ALEXANDER, late of ELLS- (formerly land of William
Butler), norther!/
by land of Fred Bassett (formerly of J. A N.
WORTH, ME.,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and Bassett); easterly by the main road leading
from the bridge, said lot being ten (10) rods
All per
given bonds as the law directs.
sons having
demands Against the estate square, and containing one hundrea squarerods.
of said deceased are desired to present
#
And whereas the condition of said mortgagp
the same for settlement, and all indebted
has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of
thereto are requested to make payment imsuch
breach
of
condition
the
mediate!*.
Bucksport Loan
William A. Alexander.
A Building Association claims a foreclosure
April 0,1911.
of said mortgage.
Bucksport, Me., March 28. 1911.
subscribers hereby give notice that
Bucksi*oitT Loan A Building Association,
they have been duly appointed executors
By W. C. Conary, its attorney.
of the last will and testament of
AMaZIAH C. HOOPER, late of FRANKLIN,
subscribers, Amelia B. Teagle, Walter
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
X C. Teagle aud Frank H. Teagle. residing
being reuuired by the terms of sail will. All outside of the State of Maine,
hereby give
persons having demands against the state of notice that
have been duly appointed
said deceased are desired to present the same executors of they
the last will and testament of
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
JOHN TEAGLE, late of CLEVELAND,
requested to make payment immediately.
Edward C. Hooper,
in the county of Cuyahoga, state of Ohio, deA. (i amcelon Hooper.
ceased, aud given bonds as the law direct*,
Raymond W. Hoop*k.
and have appointed Forrest B. Snow, of BlueMarch 24, 1911.
hilt, in the county of Hancock. State of
Maine, their agent in the said State of
K subscriber hereby gives notice that
Maine, ss the law directs.
All person*
rpH
he has been duly appointed administraA
having demands against the estate of said
tor of the estate of
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, aud all indebted* thereto are reABEL B. BARTLETT, late of TREMONT,
to make payment
immediately.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and quested
Amelia Belle Teaol*.
bonds
as
law
directs
the
All
giveu
per
Waltks C. Teagle.
sous
having demands against the estate
Fkank H. Teagle.
of said deceased are desired to presen>
April 4. 1911.
'lie same for settlement, and
all mdeb'e:
inereto are requested to make payment i u
Wm. W. A. Heath.
mediately.
March 28, 1911.
lor

Urgal

THE

Xme.

World's Best Ear of Cora
five-six tenths o(

those recovering from sevefe
illness, this is a fact
Thousands of genuine testimonials from reliable peoprove this claim, and to
urther support the fact and

Admitted assets,
$1,046,008 27
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1910.
Net unpaid losees,
$ 9,307 10
Unearned premiums,
96,875 03
All other liabilities,
2,.-300 00
Cash capital.
500,000 00
437,321 05
Surplus over all liabilities,

James and Basil Thompson

April

cor.

Cross .Met,.
Deduct items not admitted,

DEDHAM.

and Gerald

use

MKK INSURANCE CO.,
HARTFORD, COWN.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1910.
Stocks and bonds,
$961,762 18
Cash in office and bank,
32.909 34
Agents’ balances,
39,681 34
Interest and rents,
11,740 41
All other assets,
9,000 oo

2

Everett Black and w ife are visiting theii
parents, J. T. Black and wife.

Thompson
April 10.

liks

STANDARD

form

Miss Mina Candage teacher. The
from this district are carried bj
Everard Young.

week with relatives in

a

Eneurancc Statement*.

with

a

are

We wili refund your money without argument if they do not'4do as we say they
will. Two sizes, 25c. and 10c. Sold only
at our store—The Kexall Store. E. G

Monday.

Are.

for

permanently remove the cause of
stipation or irregular bowel action.

Mrs. George Treadwell, who has been
caring for Mrs. Nellie Martin in Ellsworth, came home Friday.
Mrs. Mary Jewell, who has spent the
past two weeks with Mrs. Harry Kodick,
returned to Bar Harbor ttaturda}’.

Clifford

the

and

G. W. Jellison, who was called here
Thursday by the illness of his wife, re-

SOUTH SURRY.

Orderlies

notable for their

laxatives, cathartics and

Miss Flora .Stratton, of Hancock, spent a
days last week with her brother Pearl.

10.

are

preparations

acquired through

the

few

April

and

purpose, they do not create a habit, but
instead they overcome the cause of habit

sister, Mrs. S. H. Remick.

turned to Clifton

candy

Unlike other

School begins to-day, taught by Miss
Mabel Bennett, of Mt. Desert Ferry.
Mrs.

of

agreeableness to the palate and gentleness
of action. They do not cause griping or
any disagreeable effect or inconvenience.

H.

home of her

ingredient

Kexall

stregthener.

eaten like

rina.

April

active medicinal

Orderlies, w hich are odorless, tasteless and colorless, is an entirely new discovery. Combined with other extremely
valuable ingredients, it forms a perfect
bowel regulator, intestinal invigorator
Kexall

Mrs. Uoogins is visiting Mrs. Abbie
Sanford Grindle has bought E. JU Austin at Nortb Lamoine.
on
the
Bangor
Grover’s former homestead
Miss Eulalie Young returned home Satroad, where, after a thorough renovation, urday, after an absence of several weeks.
w
reside.
ill
Mr. and Mrs. Grindle
Mrs. Sabine Leland has returned from
Clarence Jordan, brother of Mrs. E. L.
Steuben, w here she was called by the illGrover, and a friend from Bangor, stopped ness of her niece.

at.the

Anything Unless
It Cures

ford last week

Kufus Webb is spending bis vacation in
Bangor and Bradley with relatives and
friends.
Mrs. A. Crosby, with infant, of Waltham, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Cor-

B. C.

For Constipation

Miss Ada Brown is at home from Farmington, where she attended the winter

busi-

visit in Ellsworth.

A.

3tforTttsnTmita

Sunday morning, April 16, with
Chopping matches seem to be the ordei
special music. One week from that date, of the day just now. There have been one
it is expected that Rev. Herbert Tilden at George
Torrey’s, one at Albert Trewill be here to begin a series of meetings.
worgy’s and to-morrow there will be
R. H.
one at Mrs. Orrinda Smith’s.
April 10.
Tramp.
April 10.
OTIS.
Howard Kincaid and

10.

be served.

tha launch

people,

children, frail mothers, and

Annie

Mrs. E. Benson Stanley was called to
Portland last week to look after her hotel,
the Cliff bouse, which was struck by
lightning, and with the heavy fall of rain
was damaged to the extent of about fl,800.
l

T

Whit-

Old people, tired, weak,
down
delicate

run

the grammar.
Isabel Dolliver
teaches at Norwood’s Cove.

church

ness

open April 10.
Mary
teaches the primary, and

Will Build
You Up
and Make
You Strong

Holmes

the

ry?-.'

Mr.

Henri Dolliver of this place, now
on the birth of a

Schools

Kellogg trophy were
made on general points of superiority.
The ear of corn grown by Mr. James

the award of

extended

are

Honolulu, Hawaii,

more

pupils

service at the

busi-

son-Robert Henri.

opening of the academy.
in circumference, and has twenty rows of
Miss Die bay,* of Sherman Mills, has reMrs. Laura Colby, of Mt. Desert Ferry,
six to the inch in the row, averturned to teach the spring term of school, spent a few days recently with her father. kernels,
age five-eighths of an inch in depth, and
which begins to-day.
Edgar Treworgy, whose health is still imG. B. Hodgkins has returned to his proving.
home, with Mrs. Wilson as housekeeper.
School at Rich’s corner began to-day,

months.

heard of, but they ail did me no
t°°d, until at last I was persuaded
to
try Sloan’s Liniment. The first
application helped it, and in two

j

of

The sewing circle will meet April 19 at
library building. A picnic supper will

yesterday for

sou,

Congratulations

to

the

Miss

vacation with

a

ind Mrs.

TImW.K. Kellogg National
Corn Trophy

Miss Addie McFarland has been here
past week visiting Mrs. Pearl Smith.

visiting his

returned to Oceanville Monday.

firemen

Fa^^*

The ice has left the sound, it has broken
up in the last two days and gone out.

Friday.
ho

Helen Clark has returned from
trip to Boston.

ness

MT. DESERT.
Miss Abbie Hanna is teaching at Sound.
There will be services at the church

Sunday, April

working for Mrs. Julia

is

Mrs. William Farrar has work at Mrs.
W. H. Ward’s.

term of normal school.

Richards, of Camden, who
in town on business, returned
w

Emily Haynes
Parker.

the

Rose

Jesse Eaton,

quickly extinguished.

Carl

last

medical treat-

mother, Mm. Martha Eaton,

Mayo lost s large amount of lumber
large assortment ol building supplies, car;* 'iter’s tools, tnschiuery, etc.
A. Y. To naend and Alonzo 8. Witharu
loetthei carpenter tool*. Mr. Townsend
a

hospital

the

been

home

Mr.

Mr

a

Miss Irene Billings, who is teaching
here, spent the week-end at her home in
Riuehill.

soda

had

dayslin

ment.

of this

the town while tbe

ol

few

Harold Seavey left for Portland Friday

building were removed
safety during tbe tire by the

mu

a

of the aesaddress.

an

MAN8ET.

Friends of Ebcti Snowman and family
with regret that they are under
quarantine for infantile paralysis, Mr.
Snowman being the victim.

r

ter.

caught time after time, but each

com

1

the

Benjamin Fogg has returned from Deer
Isle, where he has spent part of the win-

A atorehouse lesa than twalve feet away
ed i.y hard work. A stream of
eater was kept on the roof and aides,

The

spending

event of treone

lions President Taft delivered

learn

from

made, was an
magnitude. At

waa

mendous

All are pleased to hear that Mrs. E. O.
L’harchill is improving, after an attack of
grip followed by a severe rheumatic
trouble in her hands.

BROOK UN.

»s

iward

Arthur N. Eldridge has gone to Needham, Mass., to accept a situation with
Harry White, a former East Orland boy,
on a large farm.

week in

aaa sa

which

son

comfortable.

will

spent
Mrs. Millie

I. A. Bridges has purchased
Riuehill parties.

orer-healed bearing on tbe turning lathe
in the toft of the building, in which a
large amount of ary lumber was stored.
The tire spread rapidly, fanned by a strong
breeze, and with dry lumber to Iced upon.
It waa impossible to enter the building to
■eve the too:*, machinery and lumber.

lime the bl

a

Mr. Lawrence, wife and three* sons arrived from New York Saturday to occupy
:be J. E. Marks house during the summer.

Cne Femme.

10.
WEST

which destroyed tbe carpenter
ihopof E. W. Mayo in tbe rear ol hia mill
The origin of tbe fire is
on Main street.
caused

has returned

Wardwell and wife on the arrival of
it their home on Tuesday, April 4.

Frank Marks, who was operated on for
ippendiettis at the home of his grandmother, Mrs. Laura Marks, is reported

grand juries.

here she has

w

Mrs. Hutson Gray has been with her
laughter, Mrs. Pearl Varuum, a few days.
Fred I. Ames, Orland's assistant postnaster, left Thursday for Boston, where
le has employment.
Congratulations are extended Milton

Saunders, wife and three sons
Carl, jr., Herbert A. and Roland S.,arrived
A meeting of the library association will Saturday from Woonsocket, K.
I., to
be held in the selectmen's office Saturday, spend several weeks at Charles Saunders’.
Louis Farnham, wife and son Lawrence
April 15, to make plans for the erection of
returned to their home in Foxcroft Saturthe Robert A. Friend memorial library.
Master Lawrence
has recovered
Mrs. K. If. Bridges, of this town, and day.
Mr.
Mrs. Julia Chatto, of Surry, leave to-day from a bad attack of bronchitis.
for Augusta. They were accompanied by Farnham’s mother, Mrs. Frank Farnham,
is also much better, after a short illness.
four small children, who will be placed in
April 8.
1).
the children's home.

lire

was

this

they

here

w

winter with her daughter,
Sterns.

about ttair-

oooo work by pirkmkn.
Bremen were called out Saturday

probably

Ellsworth,

the traverse and

Providence, R. I.,

acaedole: April
at Hrooklio; April 22,
tprd W, llrooklin
Ellsworth high at llluetpan; April 2»,
at Bar HarMl. May «, Bar Harbor high
at r.Ilaworth;
l»r; May 10. Ellsworth high
at llloehill; May
May a Bar Harbor high
it E. M. C. 8- «t Boekaport; May 20,
Bloeblll
Brewer high at Brewer; May 21,
local* at tlluehill; .day 27. Brewer high at
at liluebiU;
Biaetnll; Alev All, Briaikliii
June 10,
June i -Sullivan high at Sullivan;
June IB,
at
HliiebiU;
high
Ballivan
alumni association at Bluehill.

aaknowu, hut

teach

E. W. Oriffin and Austin Herrick leave

oaseManager Abram, of the academy
the
following
baii tram, baa arranged
15, E. M.C. 8 at Bluehill;

a

will

sue

James Henderson has moved his family
from Seaviile into the house recently purchased from Mrs. Nellie Balcheler.

IWO.

The

where

Sherman and wife returned
from New York and
Massachusetts.

She leave, a husband, H.
jean of ag»the oldVearie, Jr., and four children,
and youngest about
ten years of age,
The family ha. the sympathy of .11.

lor

I

Saturday

home

done to relieve bia

She

!

Sunday.

Charles

wa.

WM

church

H. M. Pease is employed in the Farnsworth Packing Co.’s clam factory at South
Bluehill.

forty year, of age.
a wife, one daughter -Uladya,
He leave,
aoJ (. barlea.
and two aons—John
died after a lingering
jjm Marie Veaiie
Mrs. Ve.rie
morning.
illaes* „o Sunday
Charles Blake and
the daughter of
He

■offering4-

Baptist

Herrick has gone to North

Ads

of Ne v York, and Sedgwick,
Thomas Tapper,
Haven, .pent spring.
Horatio Parker, of New

,.w

t,

at the

rnent.

taegkter
Ur.

The little daughter of Colon and Kutb
3inn has been named Ressie Edna.

Herrick is at home from Colby
college for a short vacation.
Alton

Ilarlie Freethey and family, who have
spent the winter in Salem, N. H., are home.
Charles Clay has gone to Portland to
enter the Maine general hospital for treat-

Man Who Won It.
R. A. James, of Charleston, 111., has the
proud distinction of having grown the
best ear of corn in all the 3,126,713,000
bushels of last year’s bumper crop. At
the national corn show recently held at
Columbus, O., this gentleman was awarded
the W. K. Kellogg National Corn Trophy,
donated in 1H00 by W. K. Kellogg, presi*

Frank 8. Aiken, a native of this town,
li~'d at hit home in Brewer Thursday,
tpril 6, aged sixty-three years. He was
he lost freight claims agent of the Banfor A Aroostook railroad.

expresses his sincere thinks to the
Bluehill fire company and the citizens
general for their assistance.
April 10.
H.

services

Kellogg National Corn Trophy and

ORLAND.

in

rork and painstaking seed selection and
arefnl breeding from season to season.
Illinois grower* are especially elated
>ver the result for the reason tbat this
s the first time in four year* that the
lonors have been wrested from the state
>f Indiana. Last year's champion ear,
he first winner of the Kellogg trophy,
vas grown by Fred C. Palm, of Newtown,
nd. It was also of Reid's Yellow Dent
variety, crossed with Alexander Go!d
standard.
Last year's prize-winner is
he most perfectly formed ear of the two,
bough it requires a careful judge to disinguish the points of superiority.
Tbe trophy awarded to Mr. James was
nade by Tiffany, of New York, for Mr.
W. K. Kellogg, at a cost of fl,000. It is
nade of Sterling
silver, bronze and
marnel, and is s truly artistic creation,
t stands thirty inches in height. The
ropby is offered for annual competition
intil won twice by the same grower.
The national corn show, at which the

WORLD’S BEST EAR.

COUNTY NEWS.

He

S*

B

in

Hi. '.cation

.pending

u

H J M.r,h»ll
i0 Bo»t«n

fighting apparatus presented to the town
teat year by the summer residents, headed
by E. J. Brooks, and the quick response of
the fire company, were the means of
saving
hit other building and slock of lumber.

pleasant after tff- tts.
is pleasant to take.

rpHE

Subscribe

The AMERICAN.

1--'--

——

Rosebud
Ills
Gootmsn Obtained
Widows* Money, and Left.

SURRY.
Della Blodgett ban returned from Seal
Cove.
Gott visited relatives here last

Lawrence
week.

Ra.vmono Coosins

is

borne

two-

a

on

weeks' vacation.

Paul Curtis and Lloyd Torrey, who have
been ill, are out.
Mrs. Charlina Conary, of Ellsworth, is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Elsie Jordan.
Esther Gott, who has been employed in
Ellsworth, returned home Thursday.
Roy Gaspar left Tuesday for Seal Harbor,

employment

where he has

tor the

summer.

Mrs. Joseph Sylvy and Nellie Sinclair, of
Ellsworth, visited relatives here Monday.
Rev. G. W. M. Keyes and wife will leave
next Monday for conference at Old Town.
A basket

people

given by the young

was

supper

in the grange hell

Monday

even-

ingIra and Harvey Treworgy returned to
school Monday, after a vacation of one
week.

Martin Sbapleigh and wife

ing congratulations

receiv-

are

the birth

on

of

a

daughter.
has been visiting
Mrs.
Gaspar, returned to East Bluehitl Monday.
The Met bo list society presented the
drama, -Farm Folks,” in the town hall
evening. A
large number
Saturday
who

Tompson,

Delia

Lena

attended.
Schools in town commenced Monday,
April 10, with the follow lag teachers:
Village grammar and primary, Mrs. L.
Farnum; North Surry, Ella Jarvis:
Surry, Mildred Seeds; West Surry,
Alton Chrter; Rich’s corner, Mina Can-

Jean
East

dage; Morgan's bay, Lena Sperry.

April

Anon.

12.
_

WEST BROOKSVILLE.
School* will open April 17.
Mr*. lv»n Farnham left Saturday lor
Surry to leach.

orVTY

N'KWn

(
for

a

j

bay

th«

to load

has

gone to BlueMurdock

Flowoe

JCrnch will teach the grammar
North BrooksviMe, and Grace
Gray will teach No X, Brookmille.
oC
the
‘‘Mrs.
The
drama,
Biggs
Elsie

Billings visited friends in South

Miss Vera Harding has returned to her
at

canning

with gravel.
school

Brooksvilie last week.

school

apt. J. E. Cousins

hill

few weeks.
Albert

the

factory.

8 ARGENT VILLE.

Walter M. Neve Us is in Buohsport

with coal for

Belle totdefl

Black’s

corner.

j

at

Poultry Yard,” which was successfully
Fred J. Sargent and daughter Catherine j played «( the new fcaB April 1, is to be rewere in Castine Tuesday.
peated to-night.
C.
April Jr..
Miss Flora L. Bowden has ^returned to
her school in Hull, Mass.
EAST L4 MOUSE.
has gone 'to Camden. !
Howland Gray
School commenced Monbay, vrdh Miss
where he has employment.
Sadie M\J!k n, of Hancock, "Wracher.
Roy Grindle is employed on the steamer j
Msyur d llodgkaaa bee kooe to Bar
Betty Alden for the summer.
Beroor,-where be has em play meat.
Mrs. Esther O. Thwaitee waited friends

j

The last of the tine

at South Brooksvilie last week.
Mrs. Eliza

Staples, of Sedgwick, spent
Sunday with Mrs. Lydia Gower.

Mice

left

The b^r ehas

the

nacn

cave

last

frooen

over

ft*. 1.

Holt, who has spent the

h^re, has gear to Dower tovjsit her
Dr. il. A. HoK.

wonter

parents. E. 8. Wood and wile.

Billings, of the steamer Minne- $
olt, spent Sunday with hit parent*.
Charles C. Billings left Thursday for
Boston to join the steamer City cf Bangor.
Jj
Calvin

ami,

L.

Nancy

Mill*

observed

her

pair* made

in

t he interior of her

house.

Cspt. Alvsrsdo Gray’s dog, "llonald.”
received the first license issued by the
this yeer.

town clerk

J. A. Koee baa resigned the pastorate of tbe Congregational church to
accept a call at Lee. N. H.
Edward Shelton, of Bowdoin, end hie
Ifev.

sister

Edith,

Hester

recess

of

Colby, ere epending the
relatives in town.

with

P. Tapley and Ivan Farnham
finishing tbe house built on the Ferry
Mr.
raid last tall by Harold Farnham.
Herman

arv

Farnham

will

move

hi*

(amity

into it

Jsme 1.
Last week

tweaty young

church end fitted
for

the

a

furnace.

men

met at the

year’s supply
The

of wood

ladies' circle held

meeting at tbe cbepel the same day,
men with supper.
.Irving C. Cousins, who lost ail of his
term buildings by fire several weeks ago,
has decided not t* rebuild, bat bss purhheir

MM.W.ltnent

Smith, of Atlantic. is visiting

Mrs. Bert
her

:

Saturday.

Mr*.

nuhly-t bird birthday Sunday, April ».'
Miss Maggie
Blodgett is bsving re-

AJapt.'4.,. P. Costume.
fined to the house

who has been

vim ikeutniUi

con-

m

for

and furnished the

chased

a

farm

on

the

Nortbport

avenue,

Kwemi-w jeks, is out.

Belfast.

Mas. Jobs Collina, lira. Mae Ghapinand
Mrs. Along* F. Barton mi imoig the gaip
victims.

There will bean Barter concert at the
Methodist church Sunrtey evens ng.

aunt, Mrs. Keziah
The crvde supper served at Luther Gil- denes, who has spent tbe winter in MasMrs. Nathan Ash, of Bar Harbor, spent
pafcrick«s Friday evening, was well at sachusetts, will reside with him on the
part of last week with her brother, Otis loaded.,C'apt. 8. P. Cousins drew thevjuilt. asw term. They have lived in town many
Cooper.
and their going away will be a
Myrtle Hodgkin*, who is attending a yeers,
loss to the community..
Thomas Grindle, of South Penobscot,
draining school at Valtbe*), M **•*., is great
Tomuok.
visited his cousin. Chandler
Bowden,
April 10.
spending her varatioa with her patents,
last week.
ii-L. Udcsgkioa and wvtfe.
WEST THE MONT.
Herbert J.Grindell, of the ate&iner J. T. j
.N.
AfWilJEL
Mrs. Oscar Tinker, who has been quid'
Morse, spent part of lust week with his
ill, it better.
ISLE
AX*
HALT.
here.
family
Miss Beta Bammillas working at Mrs.
Azor C. Dodge and wife returned home j Atfiboneo Hobinaon icatill paining.
Olive Bartlett *.
Mias Adt ie Hobinaon has goon to BroasSaturday from Los Angeles, Cal., where
CLOordinaand w;r who have been ill
they have spam the .winter with their wick to take up bar studies ic the high
at grip, are better
school.
daughter.
Mias Lilia McIntyre, of BktehiU, is
teaching the spring term of school at No.
<8, and Miss Maaid Baron, of BHiebiiU-is
teaching at No.X
Sim.
April 10.

Wardweii

vs

acting

as

ia

flteaaan at

Little Elizabeth Guilford, who has been
ill, is better.
Miss Jeaanette Wardweii ia home from
visit in Castine.
Mrs. Ray Wardweii and children!,
are visiting here.

I

Capt. Jasper

Harborage,

| Charles,
April

his

read?'

Jeeves far Cam-

Ml her, will roouain eC

2ft.

Ttamapeou

visited relatives

wife,
bare Sunday.
and

of

Miss Helen Murphy and Mias Esther
Butler are employed at Mrs. F. iW. Lunl’t.
Mrs. Wash Norwood, with son, of Mchas been visiting her pnrents, G.
Gordina and wife*

Kinley,

Mrs. Hannah Gilley, who has been emCapt. ployed at Mrs. Olive Bastlett’s the past
home
month, iast home.
The W. T. L aociety met with Mrs.
C.
X. B. Sprague Friday. It wiil meet with
Mrs. Edwin LopaiuJOezt Friday.

Bow-

NORTH ORLAXD.
John

Mm. Rosa Wardweii and son are at
from an extended visit in Belfast.

gear

con-

gets settted.

Chapin

L

showing

den to-day to take charge of E. vW.
ditch’s at earn yacht Da/ Dream.

of

home

nee

getting

to set when the weather

Hall's mill.

a

activity

siderable

NORTH CASTINE.

Harry

fishermen

The lobster

Mr. Cousins'

Hidden,

Mrs. Jeanette Blnisdell went to BroaksVille last week far a abort visit.

Capt. N. A- Reed and wife, with daughMillie, of Duck ialand, are Tieiting
their daughter, Mia. Ashbury Lopaus-

ter

es pt. Fred Bridges moved tke boras and
cattle of Cspt. Wesley Bartlett’s to hi*
was a recent
visitor,to
Map Nettie Gray went to tds general home on Bartlett's ialand. He has keen
hospital at Bangor for trratmant tnat with his mother hen the past winter,
aiaae the death of hia lather, Capt. Abel
Mra. J. E. Blodgett has returned from a week.
two weeks’ visit with friends in Phiiadel'
Daniel Borers bna returned home, after Bartlett.
Thelma.
April io.
phis and New York.
a vacation of two as ant hs traveling, and
Friends of Arthar Conneg, of Castine, Hill rese me bis duties at bis mill.
OCEAMYI1LE.
an glad te know that he ia recovering,
Wat res Moore, who name borne tar a
White trying to clear aa aaahor in
after a serious illness.
lew
weals’ vacation, left Tboraday for
Crocks!*’! core Thanday forenoon, Dealer
Devereux Hanson, who has employment a few day*' visit in Orland and Penobscot.
Otoaa was pulled Imm his launch, which
at the University of Msine, is spending
April 10.
B.
was under power, and narrowly
escaped
the Easter veestion at asms.
drowning. Frank Trudy and James
•EAST ORLAND.
Carl Walker, who was called to his home
Morey heard bis sail and reached
Man. Mabel Herrick is etiM quite ill.
in New Portland by the death of hia
him as he was going dewa the third time,
grandmother, ia heck at work at A- W.
Henry Dunbar waa in Bangnr Saturday and then three feet under water.
Through
Clark’s store.
on hwafaann
their etrenanns efforts he was reamed, and
Rev. O. E. Barnard preached his last
Mias Gertruda Mason baa rams .to Buck’s taken ashore, where he eooa
regained consermon
Sunday at the Parkins school- Mill to teacb. Unis is her first term.
ciouaness.
house
before leeviag
for conference,
F.
William Hay ford, of St. John, N. B„
April 11.
which opens April 19 at Old Town.
was tbe guest of tf. A. Wentworth
L.
Friday
April 10.
COREA.
and Saturday.
Mrs. Ruby Martin, of AahriUe, is sfait>
SOUTH BROOKSV1LLE.
The entertainment and supper given at
ing relatives hers.
Keith Bakeman ia ill.
tbe grange hall Friday evening for the
Everett Parker, of Manset, visited hia
Leaman Bowden is visiting relatives in benefit of the church was very successful.
unde, E. P. Parker, last week.
Waterville.
April 10.
M.
Mrs. Henry Davit is still vary ill. Mrs.
Ralph Condon is painting the interior of
Waiter Young is also on the sick list.
NORTH BROOKSV1LLE.
schoolhouae No. 4.
Rev. G. T. Jenkins is still here, and holdQ. A. Pierce and wife are in Belfast, the
Miss Lniu W. Coombs, who has been ill
guest of their daughter, Mrs. John Col- ing meetings. An elder of the latter Day
a long time, ia better.
Saints is also holding meetings here.
lins.
Harry Leach ia visiting bis parents,
8.
April 10. _.
Harold Dow left last week for ProviAlbert Leach and wife.
R. I., to Join the U. S. supply boat
HANCOCK.
There ia a small crew working on the ienoe,
John Rogers,
Masters Psnl and Keith KilJam, of Ellsquarries, and one crew in the cutting abed.
Dr. Hunt, of Bangor, assisted by Dr.
worth, visited Miss Nellie Abbott last
Wendell Chatto has gone to Swan’s
on Harry Green Friday
farrow,
operated
Saturday.
Island to go with Cspi. Irvin Gray at
lor an abaoeas on the kidney. Mr. Green
mete.
a doing well.
Courtship is a vessel with two mates
Chpt. Thurman Gray bat the Emilie
April 10.
C.
and no captain.

Irving Conner,
North Sedgwick,
his family here.

who

ia

_

employed

at

delicatessen
men,
baker,
Butchers,
manufacturers, bologna stuffers,
sauerkraut grinders, and sausage blowers
crowded the New York city court room
to listen to the testimony at the trial of
Ignstz Gootman, the ex-delicatessen man,

pickle

who

charged with jilting the Widow

was

hr*e-weeks' visit with Her parent, *

r()LT NTY NEWS.

A GAY DKCRIVKR.

COUNTY NEWS.

defrauding her of $200.
the judge went on the bench

Blass and

the

When
orchestra seats in the court-room were
filled with widows who had come to offer
sympathy to the woman who had been

WINTER HARBOR.
Phelpa. of West Sullivan,

Dr.
Dr. Small's Wednesday.

Jority and wile.
April 10.

KAHTHHOOK.
Many are ill of grip and bad cold,.
E. F. Bartlett Is working at
g.,.
^
inlll van.

at

Alfred Merchant has gone to West Sullivan to work

on

the

quarries.

B. E. Tracy and D. A. Morrison
Bar Harbor

Saturday

on

were

Howard Wilbnr is visiting hi,
,itlr,
Mr*. George Newey, in Winterpcrt

at

business.

ill of
smith, who has been quite
the face, is out again.
Merton Wescott left Thursday for Phila-

O. 8. Googin* has gone to
Wslthti»t0
in tbe mill for hi* brot
her, W p
•oogins.

E. W.

work

erysipelas ol
delphia,

where

be has

Howard Hcammon, wbo bad bees
i
poor health a long time, and »a, h,wrd_
ing at E. H. Urindle'a, wax fonnd dead

employment.

to
George G. Sargent had the misfortune
fall and fracture a rib one day last week.
Fred 8. Young loft Monday for Bar

There were twenty-seven of these
widows, by actual count.
baa
bo
whore
employment
The defendant, a thin-faced little man ! Harbor,
with white hair extending to the hatline,
painting.
bit
and from there yellowish-green hair,
Rev. E. 8. Drew will go,to Brooklin
his thin lips and crouched down in his Sunday to deliver a
memorial addreaa to
chair to* escape the eagle-l»ke glances
the Odd Fellows.
rail.
the
of the fair ones lined up outside
William Rand is very ill of grip.
Now and then he moved his head nerv- ;
Fred
Hamilton ha# moved hta family to
if
expecting
ouely and glanced around as
South Gouldsboro.
to be hit suddenly by an umbrella, for j
Miss Clara L. Jones, a nurae from the
there were as many umbrellas there as j
Maine general
hospital, Portland, is
here were widows.
“Gentlemen of the jury,” began the I spending two weeks’ vacation at Dr.
assistant district-attorney, “this defend- Small's.
ant is charged with grand larceny in the
Fred 8. Fethch, of Bangor, who baa been
second degree for obtaining under false in town the
past week in.the interests of
pretenses the sum of $200 from Mrs. Katie the
Court of Foresters, went to

jilted.

„

_

waa

„

room Handsy morning.
Schools begin to-day, with Miw
Gray,,
leacber on the Kidge,
M is*
Kinky si
lbe Corner, Miss Vera Haalein on
the
Neck, and Mis* Vern* Lowrie at

his

j

Surg,r

nil).

April

10.
_

o«g.

SOUTH HANCOCK.
E. Gould is building a power boat.
Merchant and wile, wbn hare

S.

Hiram
been HI,

are

much

improved.

Mrs. Nettie Higgins is spending
weeks with Mias O. E. Wooster.

a

(,»

Arthur Smith, wbo bss been suffering
with erysipelas in bis hand, is better.
Hadley K. Ginn, of North Orland, is (B.
ployed at Capt. R. C. Hagerthy’s lor the

Supreme

widow, whom he promised to Gouldsboro Friday.
marry, although he already had a wife
All schools opened Monday with the summer.
living. The prosecution will show that \ same corps of teachers as last term. A large
C. R. Smith sold a horse to Wslker A
he courted the Widow Blaaa and fooled 1
clase will graduate from the grammar j
Crabtree, of Hancork, to be used in their
her with two brass engagement rings conterm.
school at the close of the present
delivery buaineae.
taming plateglass settings.
of Oxford; Mias Breta
“We will show that at the engagement j S. Everett Cook,
(.'apt. G. W. Colwell, who has been here
M. Haskell, of Deer Isle; Mias Lucy Lunt, | some time
shipping lobsters, ret urned to
party which took place for the purpose of !
of
Rills
Mias
and
of
Staples,
Orrington,
celebrating the marriage engagement he
Prospect Harbor Sunday.
resume i
to
arrived
Saturday
Atlantic,
made a public speech declaring that she
W
April 10._
teaching in the town schools.
was Hi rosebud which had fallen in bis
EGYPT.
Forpath of life, and that be would not ouly !j Among tboae who attended the
Sophia Clark is employed at c j.
keep the rose while it bloomed, but would esters’ lodge at Gould.boro Friday night
cherish it until it had faded and fallen by were B. E. Tracy, C. E. Grover, Dr. Small^ Smith's.
Fred S. Young, Kenneth Hamilton, Richthe hand of time.’
Jordan A Coombs have closed their mill
“These were his words, gentlemen of ard Farrar, D. A. Morrison and J. P. Mc- for tbe season.
the jury, sod he succeeded in getting her Kay.
George Butler ha* moved hi, family to
K.
to hand over her life savings, $200, telling
April 10.
Macomber’s mill for tbe summer.
her that he wanted to purchase Hermann
CASTING.
II. S. Coombs and wife are receiving conDressier's saloon for the snm of $700 as
of a daughter,
her wedding present.
Capt. William Blake left Saturday for gratulations on tbe birth
Yes, gentlemen,
born April 2.
this gay deceiver came to th; engagement New York to join the jracbt Vitesse.
April 10.M
Mine Jean Hooke, who baa spent several
party in perfume and hair dye simply for
the purpose of swindling the widow out
weeks with friends in Gardiner, is home.
ittamiununuu
of every dollar she possessed. And he did
The Y. P. S. C. E. held a social at the
it, too.”
Congregational vestry Saturday evening
Mrs. Katie Blass was called and the asLeslie Gray left Monday for Bangor to
sistant district-attorney asked:
take up his work on the yacht Aria for
“Are you acquainted with the defendthe summer.
O. A. Pareher Sell* Best Stomach
ant?*’
Dr. J. W. Grindle and wife, of New
Prescription on the Money
vere
answerea me witness.
"lea,
Back Plan.
introduced to hint by a scbatcben, who York, arrived Saturday to spend several
Almost everybody knows that sick
brought me to Mr. Pilsen, the selxer vss- weeks at their cottage.
sar man, who brought me to Mr. Goot- I
The Unitarian men’s club held a meet- headache, nervousness ami diuinc-*man.
Dot is bow vc becomcd bequainted. ing at the pariah boose Wednesday even- are caused by a disordered stomach.
I'pset stomach and Indigestion hip.
Me asked me to marry him, and be come ing. “Shall Women Vote?” was the subpen Just because the fluid you eat does
to der engagements party at my brother's ject of the talk given. The hosts were
not digest—out lies in the stomach
house. Ail my relations vere dere vaitiog I Capt. R. B. Brown, Walter C. Brown, J.
and ferments or turns sour.
for his relations, but dey didn’t come. | Walter Weeks and C. E. McCluskey.
You can stop fermentation and
Kigbt avay I suapicioned him false, but
The graduating class of the normal stomach distress in live minutes by
Me looked fine school met last week and chose the fol- using MI-0-v A stomach tablets, a
didn’t told somebody.
1
mit bis vhite west und black coat.
prescription that has done more to
lowing members of the class for the class cure indig* ation and put the stomach
didn’t know dot time he dyed his hair to
parts: Valedictory, Helen Spear, Rock- in flue condition than all the stomach
look forty years instead of
sixty-five ! port; salutatory, Jennie Clifford, Sandy
specialists on earth.
years.”
Point; history, Ethel Brown, Milo; essays,
A large 50 cent hoi of MI-O-XA
“What did he aay in his speech at the Anna
Coombs, Vina] Haven; Roecoe Pat- stomach tablets is all you need to git
engagement
party at your brother’s ten, Orland; Winnie Hall, Jefferson. The tjulck and lasting relief.
A. 1’aihouse?”
class officers are:
President, Harold Dow, cher guarantees them
|
Mrs. Altie Etson. of #8 l>un Ilosd.
“Veil,” replied the widow, “he speecbed Jefferson; secretary, Helen Spear, Kocka speech about me so nice 1 cried.
Hattie Creek, Midi., ns-il MI-O-XA.
Me
port; treasurer, Winnie Hall, Jefferson.
and within two months was in as food
speecbed I am a rosebud, a little rosebud,
U.
April 10.
heallli as ecer. and has a good strong
und dot be is joyousness vhen he got suen
stoma* h and eats anything she liki-s.
a rosy rose.
It vere der finest engagement
NORTH BROOKUN.
She attributes her good health to ill
speech detn schatchena ever heard before.
Etta Young is assisting Anna Dority in () XA.
Der peoples cried over it und der vomens
If you have heartburn, belching of
the central telephone office.
said dey visbed dey, too, could get one
or any stomach trouble,
Mrs. Adella K. Pervear has gone to gas, heaviness,
like him.”
no matter how curontc, try Ml-t'-S >
The engagement rings were put in evi- Boston. She will return later to remain stomach tablets on mouey-bacK plin.
dence as exhibits “A” and “B”.
The until fall with her parents, J. E. Kenney Sold by G. A. 1'archer ami leading
druggists ever) where.
judge remarked that “N. G.” would be and wife.
People who suffer from constipation
Everett Hale, ill of bronichal pneuappropriate letters for them.
forget that when th»
The defendant was then called to testify monia, and John Heaton, of heart trouble, should not
stomach
properly digests food that
in his own behalf.
are both slowly recovering, as is alto Mrs.
The instruc“Mr. Gootman,” asked his counsel, Clara Cole, who has bad a severe attack of constipation disappears.
tions that C'-me with every box of 111“how old are you?”
ffvip.
O-NA will tell you how to cure consti“Sixty-five,” replied the witness, and a
The new schooner Enterprise,
pation,
Capt
murmur rolled along the first row of orPearl Billings, of Little Deer Isle, it takchestra chairs as the widows put their
ing on a load of hardwood for Leroy and
beads together.
Leslie Flye, and will tail
Tuesday for
“You can aee now he ain’t no more hair
Camden.
dyed,” whispered one woman. “Mis hair
Charles Sherman and wife, who have
is white und green now. It were black on
spent the winter with their daughter,
der engagement night.”
Mrs. Mabel Davis, in New
York, and
Continuing, Gootman said that he had
their sons Eugeue and Louis
xiever promised to marry the Widow
Sherman, in
Blass,
are
home.
Massachusetts,
because he had a wife living.
April 10.
ALL
Xexopbos.
“Meiner friend, Mr Pilsner, der seltzer
Blass,

a

j

Indigestion Goes

_.

QUALITY

Seventy 'Sw
WOOL DRESS SERGE

introductioned me to dot
vidow,” he said. “I didn’t vent to her
house alone. One time she sended for uie
and I say: ‘Mrs. Blass, for vhat
yon rant
ms?
She answered: ‘Mr.
Oootman, 1
rant to marry you; That for are
you so
strange mit yourself? Don’t you know
you promised my brudder you make a
wiaitf’ I said: ‘I get not time; I am too
busy man, and I am yet already married.’
Und ahe
said:
‘Mr.
Oootman, 1
know pour vife.’ I asked her: ‘How
doee she look?’ She said: ‘Your rife is
a stood somans, mit two black
eyes und
grey hair in front.’ i says: 'Yea, dot is a
good prescription of her.’ 1 called plenty
time at her house, but only to
bring
security for the money I borrowed.”
■“Did you ever ask her to
marry you?"
maser

man,

inquired counsel.
“No,” said Uootqsen, “but

she felled in
mitout my consent.”
“Now, Mr. Oootman,” said the prosecuting attorney, in croaa-examinating the
witness, “I want you to give a list of all
of the goods which you
say you brought
and left with the widow as
security.”
“Two diamonds rings,” began the witness; “two pillows, one feather bed, two
crayons pictures of my face, a little look-

lore mit

me

ing glass, two rater glasses, a candlestick,
five dishes, oae cup und
saucer, und a cap

mitoat a saucer.”
After being out half an hour the
jury
returned a verdict finding Oootman
guilty.
And the Widow Blass ana the
twentyseven
sympathising widows left the court
nodding their heads and wagging their
tongues in agitated satisfaction.
“In

parts of Africa,” dilated the
explorer, "one can buy a wife for
half a pint of common glass beads.”
"Well,” replied the fuaay old bachelor,
some

returned

‘‘No doubt
much.”

a

good wife la wort:

that

SEAL HARBOR.
Mr*. Hollis Rowe sod Miss Jennii
Grindle are visiting relatives in Rockland
Nathan Grindle arrived
Saturday from
Bluehill. He will have
employment with
A. E. Clement.
E. C. Jordan has
recently purchased a
pair of line horses, which will be used in
his tracking business.
Mrs. Warren Smallidge arrived
home
Saturday from Basin Mills, where she has

THE STAROARO, STAPLE SERGE FOR

Suits AND .Skirts!
DRESSMAKERS' TOTH FOR FAMILY USE

44in.Ritaikit75Cipr)!ari
AM the Papular Shades.

spent most of the past winter with her
mother.

Miss Barbara Stinson has
returned to
Maine Wesleyan
seminary, and Miss
Elisabeth Mscomber to the Coburn classical institute, after
spending two weeks
with their parents here.
A sale of ice-cream and cake
will be
held at the new scboolhouee
Priday evenof
this
ing
week. The public is
cordially
invited. The proceeds wUl
go to purchase
a clock and other
necessary articles for
the school-room.

APr“

10'_______

Km.

8EDGW1CE.
Mrs. Frank W. Allen baa
gona to Patvisit her mother.
Misses Belle Smith and
Abbie Hsnrf.fyon
will return to
ten to

YOUR RETAILER CAM SUPPLY

Y0U._

sari nw in m willDon’t hurry your meals
Don’t eat whan overtired, root f*»
momenta before eating. It will V*

l«t

Don’t borrow time for work the
to root or aleep.
Don’t neglect the first symptoms o
Miss
spent the illness or disordered digestion.
winter
Don't allow the bowels to becoo
Cspts. H. U. and J. F. lane went to Mar- constipated, but if
yon are so unfor
•haH’e island
Friday, returning Saturday. tnnate, don’t delay taking one or tw
Miss Harriet Bridges will
Atwood'
leave this teaspoonfuls of “I» F.”
Medicine or Bitters on retiring at night
veek for
Eden, where she has employ1
have
a record of sixty years aw
They
nent.
never fail to relieve constipation an<
Cspt. Yetts Cain and eon Charles leave biliousness.
1
o-«Uy for Burnt ieland, to begin their
All dealers have them In large bottle
1 eaaon’s work
for thirty-five cents. Bo sure to get th
lobstering.
Miss Myra
Dority, a nurse in the New- "L. F.” bind a generous samp}1
?•
| on
hospital, arrived Wednesday for a mailed free on request by the ‘‘I*
Medicine do., Portland Me.

Colby to-day.
Minnie Turner, who
in
Surry, is at home.

j balonga

